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Abstract
Direct-care service providers offering programs to individuals with developmental
disabilities face a daily challenge in selecting training and work tasks that are appropriate for
the abilities of the clients. An assessrnent tool that 'has considerable predictive validity for
selecting such tasks is the Assessrnent of Basic Leaming Abilities test (ABLA: Kerr,
Meyerson. & Flora, 1977). Thus far, however, research and applications using the ABLA
test have been conducted largely by graduate students. The purpose of this research was to
investigate the eficacy of a Self-Instructional Manual (SI-M) for teaching direct-care service
providers to use the ABLA test for assessing individuals with developmental disabilities, and
for analyzing training tasks according to the highest ABLA levels that clients m u t pass in
order to learn such tasks readily. The research included four progressive studies to assess an

SI-Mfor the ABLA test. The results demonstrated that, after studying the SI-M and
practising with a partner for approximately six hours, direct-care service providers met
mastery critena for knowledge of the ABLA, applying the test to assess clients, and
classiQing training and work tasks according to the highest level of the ABLA needed to
perform them. Moreover, the SI-M was considerably more effective in accomplishing these
tasks than was the original description of the ABLA test.
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Introduction

In the field of developmental disabilities, professionals have often noted that certain
individuals may learn one task with relative ease while displaying repeated errors when
attempting to learn another task that seems sirnilar (McDonald & Martin, 1991). Kerr,

Meyerson and Flora (1977) suggested that such individuals may be deficient in their abüity to

make relatively simple position, visual, and auditory discriminations which are prerequisites
for leamhg various selfare, educational, and vocational tasks. Because each individual is

only able to complete a task based on his/her repertoire of pre-requisite skilis, haining tasks
involving more advanced skills than that which the individual demonstrates are not practical

tasks to request of that person. Thus, Kerr et al. (1977)recognized a need for an assessrnent
instrument to measure an individual's repertoire of pre-requisite skills in order to determine
realistic training tasks for that individual.

In order to assess basic discrimination acquisition or learning-to-leam skills of

developmentally disabled persons, Kerr et al. (1977) developed the Assessrnent of Basic
Leamin- Abilities Test (ABLA), formerly referred to as the AVC Test. The ABLA is a
practical, easily-implemented testing instrument comprised of an imitation task and five twochoice discrimination tasks which are presented to a participant in an attempt to assess the

client's ability to readily l e m those tasks. The six tasks, which require ody a nonverbal,
motor response, include the following: Level 1, imitation; Level2, position discrimination;
Level 3, visual discrimination; Level4, visual match-to-sampIe discrimination; Level5,
auditory discrimination; and Level 6, combined auditory and visual discrimination. The
ABLA discrimination tasks have a consistent hierarchical pas-fail pattern in the order listed
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above, in that an individual who has passed a pariîcular Ievel will be successful when taking
the lower Ievels. Conversely, an individual who has failed a particular level will not be

successN when attempting higher levels (Kerr et al., 1977;Martin, Yu, Quinn, & Patterson,

1983).

The ABLA is a potentially important assessrnent twl in the area of developrnental
disabilities because of its demonstrateci predictive validity for certain educational,
prevocational, and vocational tasks (Stubbings & Martin, 1995; Tharinger, Schallert, & Kerr,

1977;Wacker, Kerr, & Carroll, 1983). As an illustration of the application of the ABLA,
successful completion of Level 4, visual match-tesample, allows the instnictor to make
generalizations about the client's likely success in mastering other, everyday, visual matchto-sample tasks (e.g., sorting socks into pairs). Further, if a client passed Level4 but failed

when testeci on LeveI 5, this would enable the instnictor to make predictions about the
client's ability to successfully wmplete every-day Level 3 visual discrimination tasks (e.g.,
le& glove from nght glove), and the client's inability to successfully wmplete a Level 5,
auditory discrimination (e.g., being able to discriminate behveen the spoken words 'stop" vs.
ug~n).
Although the ability to classi@ daily tash according to the basic discrimination level

necessary to perform these tasks, in conjunction with ABLA test results with clients,
provides trainers with a potentidy powemil easy-to-use tool (Stubbings & Martin, 1998; Yu,

Martin, & Williams, 1989), research to date has b e n mnducted by individuals who have
Masters and Doctorate degree levels of education. Direct-care service providers who might

make use of the ABLA test, however typically have less education. In order to facilitate use

of the ABLA test to direct-care service providers, it would be desirable to have a selfinstructional manual (SI-M)to teach direct-care service providers to reliably assess an
individual's ABLA level, and to reliably categorize routine daily tasks according to the
highest level of the ABLA test that the clients must pass in order to readily perform those

tasks. The current research assessed the efficacy of such an SI-M.

The next three subsections wiU provide a detailed description of the ABLA test, a
brief review of previous research on the ABLA test, and a brief review of research in the

field of staff training in general.
D tailed

When Kerr et ai. (1977) constructed the ABLA test bey considered two factors: 1)
the ease of its administration, and 2) the sirnilarity of its test levels to training tasks in
applied settings (Yu et al. 1989). The ABLA requires items that can easily be obtained.
The test materials include a round yellow can and a square red box with dark red stripes.
The rnanipulanda are a piece of irregularly shaped foam, a small yellow cylinder, and a

small red cube with dark red stripes.
The ABLA is compnsed of an imitation task and five separate, two-choice

discrimination tasks (or levels) which are administered in a specific order. Each leaming

task involves a non-verbal motor response. The six levels were chosen because they were
thought to encompass a i l the two-choice discrimination tasks enwuntered in cumcula for
severely rnentally-handicapped individuals.
Prior to the client's attempt at a dimimination level, the trainer demonstrates the

required response for that level. Following this demonstration, the trainer provides hand-
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over-hand physicd guidance for the correct response. The client is then given an oppominity
for an independent response. The testing of a level begins after the client has demonstrated

an ability to perform the task, at that level, once without assistance.
Clients are reinforced for each correct response with praise, and on an intermittent

basis with edible reinforcement contingent upon correct responses. An error is foiiowed by a
demonstration, a physicd guidance trial, and an opportunity for an independent response.

This error correction procedure is repeated as necessary until the client demonstrates an
independent conect response.

Mastery criterion for a particular level is achieved after eight consecutive correct
responses (not including a correct response during error correction). A client is failed on a
level if he/she makes eight cumulative errors (iicluding errors on an independent-response

trial after error correction). Following a pass or a fail, testhg on that level is terrninated.
In considering a passing criterion, Kerr et ai. (1977) wanted a stringent critenon. T h e

passing criterion was chosen by Kerr et al. because the probability of eight consecutive
correct responses occuming in

a two-choice task with successive independent trials, by

chance alone, is only once in 256 trials.
During the testing of Level 1 (Imitation), the red box is placed before the client. The

teacher aiways models the correct response immediately prior to each trial. After four
consecutive correct trials, the teacher continues without interruption with the exception of
replacing the red box with the yeliow cm. Level 1 is mastered if the client can demonstrate
eight consecutive correct responses (four with the red box and four with the yeilow cm).

For Level2 (Position Discrimination), both containers, the yeliow can and the red
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box, are placed before the client. The containers remain in the same left-nght position and

the client is required to place the foam in the same container for each trial. An error is

defied as placement of the foam into the incorrect container.

Level 3 (Visual Dimirnination) is similar to Level2 with the exception that the
containers randornly change positions. The client must place the foam into the same
container each time regardless of its position.

In Level 4 (Match-To-Sarnple Discrimination) the containers are placed in randorn
positions for each trial as in Level 3. However, during this level, the manipulandum is
either the cylinder which must be matched to the cm, or the cube which must be matched to
the box. A correct match involves the placement of the manipulandum into the matching

container.
Level 5 (Auditory Discrimination), requires the placement of the two containers in
stable positions, with the foam used as the manipulandum. The trainer verbally requests the
client to place the foam into either the yellow cm, which is stated in a long, drawn out
fashion, or the red box, which is stated in a short, staccato manner. The requests are
alternated randomly.
The f i a i discrimination, Level 6 (Auditory-Visual Cornbined Discrimination) is

identical to the previous Level5 with the exception that the containers are randornly

alternated fiom left to right. The client rnust respond to the verbal cue as weU as attending
to the location of the container.

Testing of each Ievel occurs in the order described above. Testing is usually
wnducted for ail six levels in approximately 30 minutes or less. For certain individuals,

testkg may be conducted over several sessions as required, with only a few levels assessed

during each session.

The ABLA has been demonstrated to have high test-retest reliability in the absence of

formal training of clients behveen successive adminisîrations of the test (Kerr et al., 1977;
Martin et al., 1983). Martin et al. tested 42 mentally handicapped individuals on the ABLA
and retested the same individuals three rnonths later. The results demonstrated no changes in
the assessment of the client's AEiLA level h m the initial test to the retest. The resufts of

Martin et al. also suggest that high intertester reliability is obtainable. This information was
provided as several individuals adtninistered the test and the retest to the clients. Ln aü cases
there was wmplete agreement between the classification of the client by one tester on the
first assessment, and the classification of the client by another tester on the second
assessment.
Research on the ABLA
Hierarchical order of the test levels of the ABLA. The six levels of the ABLA have

been demonstrated to have a hierarchical pas-fail order as indicated above. In other words,
those individuals who pass a certain level on the ABLA will pass the lower levels, and those
individuals who have failed one level of the ABLA wiU be unsuccessful at higher levels of
the test.

Kerr et al. (19î7) demonstrated this consistent hierarchicai pattern with 117

children and adults with degrees of retardation ranging from profound to mild. They found

only six exceptions to this pattern. Martin et al. (1983) replicated these findings with 135
c h t s ranging from 17 to 60 years of age. The majority of these clients were reporteci to
function at severely or moderately retarded levels. AU but two of the clients conformed to
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the hierarchical sequence of the six levels. Wacker, Kerr, and CarroU (1983) demonstrated

this same consistency with 12 clients, ranging in age fiom 19 to 55 years. Six clients were
functioning in the moderate range of mental retardation, five in the severe range, and one in
the profound range. Wacker et ai. (1983) wncluded that the ordering effect held constant in

the sample studied, and remained stable across subsequent assessrnent trials.
Predictive validitv of the ABLA with educationd. vocationai analogue. and

prevocittional tasks. The ABLA has been used to predict performance on other tasb
requiring si&

discrimination skills. Meyerson (1977) detennined that if a paaicular level

of discrimination was demonstrated by a client in the ABLA, tasks thought to involve similar
discrimination skills were easily rnastered by that client. Conversely, tasks that involved

failed discrimination fevels on the ABLA were difficult to teach even after hundreds of trials
using standard prompting and reinforcement procedures. Tharinger et al. (1977) studied the

use of the ABLA tasks to predict classrwrn leaming in mentally retarded children.
Participants were 11 children, 4 to 14 years of age, who had been classified as rnildly to
profoundly retarded. The study revealed that 83% of a total of 72 predictions were

confirmed. Almost half of the 17%of the faiIed predictions were due to one child who

aquired the relevant ABLA discrimination ski11 part way through the study. In another
study Wacker et al. (1983) assesseci ABLA discrimination skiils as a predictor of

performance on analogue prevomtional tasks with institutionaiized developmentally disabled

clients. Of the nine clients who participated, the results of the assessrnent errorlessly
predicted the performance of each client during every condition.
Stubbings and Martin (1995) investigated whether performance on the ABLA test
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could reliably predict the ease with which clients could Iearn to perform prevocational tasks.
Participants included nine clients with an age range of 7 to 36 years, and with diagnoses
from mildly to profoundly retarded. Three of the clients' highest ABLA level passed was
Level2 (motor group), three of the clients' highest ABLA level passed was Level 4 (visual
group), and three of the clients' highest ABLA level passed was Level 6 (auditory group).
Six tasks were chosen for training for which

staff had show 100% agreement regarding the

predicted level of the ABLA that would be necessary for easy acquisition of that training

task. The six selected tasks consisted of the following: two tasks that required motor
discriminations; two tasks that required visual discriminations; and two tasks that required
auditory discriminations. Each client received training on each of the six tasks. Training

sessions were conducted twice a day, three days a week, and were adrninistered in the
sequence as indicated in the ABLA. The training procedure approximated the testing
procedure of the ABLA, with the exception that the failure critenon adopted was much more
stringent (120 total errors versus 8 total errors). This stringent faüure criterion was followed
to provide a wnvincing demonstration of the difficulty encountered when attempting a task

involving a f d e d discrimination level. Results supported the predictive validity of the
ABLA, with 50 of the 54 (or 92.5%) predictions confïrmed. That is, participants who

passed only up to Level2 were able to learn only the motor tasks; participants who passed
only up to Level4 were able to learn the motor and visual tasks; and, participants who

passed up to Level6 were able to learn all the tasks.
Classification of trainine tasks accordine to the highest level of the ABLA needed to

perfom thern. Stubbings and Martin (1995) exarnined the degree to which prevocational

training tasks in an applied setîing could be reliably classified according to the basic
discriminations assessed on the ABLA test. The clients included a rehabilitation counsellor,
a psychologist with a Master's degree, and a graduate psychology student, a l i of whom had
extensive experience working with developmentally disabled persons. Each of the
participants was classified as an expert regarding the ABLA by meeting a certain set of

criteria: a minimum of 20 houa studying descriptions of each of the ABLA tasks and scoring
criteria; a minimum of 10 hours observing clients king assessed on the ABLA; and personal
experience administe~gthe ABLA to a minimum of 30 clients.
Training tasks were selected and defined from a prevocational program at a residential

training centre for developmentally disabled individuals. Tasks were chosen which the
experimenter assumed adequately represented aU the discrimination levels within the ABLA.

The ABLA test was bnefly reviewed with each of the experts; following this, the
experimenter described each of the selected tasks. For each task, t h e judges individually and
privately recorded what they believed was the highest discrimination level necessary for a
developmentally disabled client to leam to perform the task with little difficulty.
Results indicated that there was 100% agreement between judges on 16 of the 19

tasks. Thus, experts in administration of the ABLA were able to reliably classi@ tasks from

an applied setting according to ABLA levels that clients would need to pass in order to
readily perform the tasks.
The ABLA test versus exmrienced staff for ~redictingclient Derformance on training

tasks. Stubbings and Martin (1998) exarnined the accuracy with which results fkom the
ABLA test could be used as a predictor of leaming performance of developmentally disabled
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clients as compared to predictions made by experienced staff. The study consisted of three
groups of participants.
The first group were 18 individuals with developmental disabilities. This group was

comprised of three clients at each of Levels 1 through 4, one client at Level5, and five
clients at Level6. (There were a disprophonate number of clients at Levels 5 and 6 to
compensate for the fact that most individuals who passed LeveI 5 also passed Level 6.)

The second group of participants consisted of experienced staff who had worked with
the clients mentioned above dunng five days per week for a minimum of eight months
preceding the study. These individuals included six teachers with certified education
certificates and four instnictors with agency inservice training. These individuals had a mean
length of experience of 8.4 years with developmentally disabled individuals.
The third group of participants were experienced staff who made predictions

regarding the clients' ability to perform certain tasks based upon 30 minutes of interaction
with the clients (the amount of time typicdly required to administer an ABLA test). This

group consisted of seven certified teachers and five adult program instructors. The
individuals in this group had a mean Iength of experience of 5 years with developmentally

disabled individuals.
To select and assess training tasks, Stubbings chose 21 tasks across the levels of the
ABLA and then asked two experts on the ABLA to independently indicate, for each ta*, the

highest ABLA level needed for a client to leam that task readily. The experts agreed on 20

of the 21 tasks. Twelve of those tasks with total agreement (No tasks at each of the six
ABLA levels) were then chosen to be included in the study.
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Predictions of client performance on the 12 tasks based on ABLA test results were
that a client who pas& ABLA Level 1 would learn, within 120 training Ûials, only tasks
rated as Level 1, that a client who passed ABLA Level 2 would learn only tasks rated as
either Level 1 or Level 2, etc. hedictions of client performance on the 12 tasks by the first
group of experienced staff were based on m u e n t contact with those clients. The teacher of
each client was given a written description of a task and the trainllig methods used to teach

that task, and the tacher was asked to predict if the client would leam that task. Leanllng

the task was defined as the ability to perform that task successfùlly on eight consecutive trials

within 120 attempts. Predictions of client performance on the 12 tasks by the second group
of experienced staff were based on allowing a staff member or teacher to spend 30 minutes

with a client with whom s/he was unfamiliar. The teacher was permitteci to use any
materials or assessment devices desireci, with the exception of the ABLA. The teacher was

then asked to predict which of the training tasks that client could leam, given the training
methods and definition of leaming describeci for the other group of teachers.

The clients were then trained on ali of the 12 tasks until a pass or failure criterion
was met. The training procedures were similar to the assessment format of the ABLA. The
results revealed that of the 2 16 predictions made by each of the three groups, 90% were
&firmeû on the bais of ABLA test performance; 81% were confirmeci on the bais of the
experienced teachers with m u e n t client contact; and 73 1% were confirmed on the bais of

30 minutes of interaction. These results were highly stafistidy signifiant, and indicate that
the ABLA was a significantly better predictor of students' abiLity to l e m specific tasks than

either group of experienced teachers.
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The above results clearly indicate that a client's performance on the ABLA test can

reliably predict the ease or difficulty that clients wiii experience in leaming various training

tasks. However, before the ABLA test is widely adopted for use by staff in training facilities
for developmentally disabled persons, a practical question must be addresseci.
TeachinP Assessment Procedures to Direct-care Service Providen
A practical question concems the most efficient way to teach direct-care s e ~ c e

providers to administer the ABLA test reliably to clients, and to reliably categorize training

tasks according to the highest ABLA level needed for clients to perform them. Such actions

are prerequisite for front-he staff to effectively match the leamhg abilities of clients to the
difficulty of training and/or work tasks. To date, the description of procedures for
administering the ABLA test most wmmonly used by researchers is the onginal description

contauied in the monograph issue of Rehabilitarion Psychology published by Kerr and
colleagues (1977). However, a procedural description in an academic journal may not be the
most effective vehicle for instnicting directare service providers on how to follow such a
procedure.
Approaches to teaching direct-care service providers include seminars, workshops,
conferences, and training manuals. However, there are several disadvantages to such
traditional didactic approaches. For example, seminars, workshops and conferences incur
considerable expense for both registration and staff time. Staff are required to register at

times when the conference or workshop is offered, frequently causing work-scheduling
difficulties. On-site presenters are an alternative to avoid travel time and expense, however,
presenters' fees are often expensive and inaccessible to rural and more remote communities.

On the other hand, there are numerous advantages of having an effective SI-M on site.
Some of these advantages include: availability of training in rural communities where
professional consultation may be limitai; availability of training in settings with few direct-

care s e ~ c providers,
e
such as foster homes or parental homes; the ability for staff to selfeducate at times that are most cunvenient to schedule; and mastering techniques within the
setîïng where those techniques will be usai, which may enhance generalization of s u

aquisition.
A Literature review of research on methods for teaching direct-care service providers

how to accurately use behavioral assessrnent instruments yielded very little information.
Although a number of studies examined characteristics of effective training programs for
teaching intervention skills to direct-care service providers, a literature review of PsychLit
from 1988-1998 using the descriptors "staff training and behavioral skills, " "staff training
and developmental disability," "staff training and behavioral assessment," and "staff training
and self-instruction," revealed only one study (Morch & Eikeseth, 1992) designed to teach
direct-care s e ~ c providers
e
how to accurately use behavioral assessment instruments.
Morch and Eikeseth (1992) comparai the effects of training in behavioral assessment
and treatment versus training only in treatment on client and staff behaviors. Participants

were 62 clients with moderate to severe developmental delays and 62 staff members. Staff
training consisted of a 12-hour course based on The Behavior Assessrnent and Training

Manuai. This manual taught staff how to: develop treatment programs; select target
behaviors for clients and assess clients' performance of these behaviors; develop a promptfading procedure for clients' behaviors; reinforce clients' behaviors; and monitor clients'
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improvements. For cornparison, a 12-hour Treatrnent Only course was developed. The

Treatrnent Only course taught staff how to provide correct SD's, use reinforcers, use
prompts, M e prompts, use shaping, detennine clients' target behaviors, and individualize
treatment programs for clients. Results ülustrated that although staff training in behaviorally
oriented treatment and assessment did not produce greater improvement in the behavior of
clients and staff than training in treatment alone, there was clear evidence that both clients
and staff improved following training. Further, the authon suggest that future resezuch

should explore the efficacy of spacing training in assessment as opposed to massed
presentation of information.
Morch and Eikeseth's (1992) study differs frorn the present study in two fundamental

ways. First, their manual focused on both assessment and training techniques for individuals

with developmental disabilities, whereas the present study focused on assessment alone.
Second, Morch and E'ieseth's

study did not attempt to evaluate the manual as a self-

instnictional tool. The detailed description of the actuai training components was very
limiteci. Although it appears that training was based predorninantly on the manual, there was

no mention that training was exclusively self-instructional.
Further review of the literature revealed two additional studies that are directly

relevant to the present study (Pallotta-Comick & Martin, 1983; Yu, M A ,Hardy, Leader
& Quinn, 1985). Both studies evaluated SI-Ms with direct-care semice providers, and the

later examined the efficacy of an SEM on a behavioral assessment tool.
Pailotta-Comick and Martin (1983) evaluated a staff training manual for improving
work performance of individuals with developmental disabilities in a workshop selting. The
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SI-M outlined a production supervisory strategy (PSS) to help staff supervise employees with
developmental disabilities, and the SI-M was introduced to staff in a multiple-baseline design
across three sheltered workshops. The SI-M incorporated the components of the PSS,
recommendations for implementing the PSS, and prompts for data recordhg and pphing.

Staff were provided with a copy of the manual and asked to read and study the manual, then
discuss among thernselves how they might use the manual to facilitate implementation of the

PSS. Results indicated an average hourly production increase for 77 of the 80 clients
compared to baseline levels, with an average increase for ali clients of 68%. Thus, the PSS

was effectively implemented by staff after studying the SI-M.
Yu et al. (1985) develope. an assessrnent system, called the Objective Behavioral
Assessrnent (OBA), for assessing a variety of life and vocational skilis of individuais with
developmental disabilities. The OBA is based on precisely describeci, observable behavior
and is adrninistered as a direct testing and/or questionnaire rating device. Yu et al.'s study

also encompassed an SI-M to teach direct-care service providers how to use the OBA
accurately. Field testing of the OBA SI-M involved 13 participants reading the manual and
completing exercises during a shidy session. FoUowing the session, each participant
conducted direct testing with a client on a wide range of behaviors. Two observers
simultaneously scored the performance of the clients and the number and types of errors

made by each participant during direct testing. Results indicated that following less than two
hours (mean = 1.5 hours) studying the manual, ail participants scored 90% or better on a
final review exarn, agreed with the primary observer on scores attributed to clients 84% of

the time, and made an average of 0.37 errors per testing opportunity. Thus, the SI-M for
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teaching service providers how to adrninister the OBA appeared to be an efficient, costeffective staff training technique.
Although the studies by Morch and Eikeseth (1992), Pallotta-Cornick and Martin

(1983). and Yu, et. al. (1985) are the only directly relevant studies to the current research,
there has been considerable research on procedures to kach behavioral principles and

procedures to direct-care service providers responsible for hstnictuig individuals with
developmental disabilities. Before describing the studies on the SI-M for thc ABLA test,

some research on the efficacy of training packages for direct-are service providers of
developmentally disabled persons will be bnefly reviewed.

Research on the Efficacv of Training Packa~esfor Direct-care Service Providers of Persons

with Develo~mentdDisabiliti~
A number of studies reviewed by (e.g., Jahr, 1998) have described components

typically used in teaching staff training skills, behavioral skills, and behavioral assessrnent of
individuals with developmental disabilities. Typical components include the following: (1)
instmctional procedures (e.g.,lectures, discussions, videotapes, and written andlor verbal
information); (2) role-playing; (3) modelling; (4) oral or written feedback; (5) selfmanagement (e.g., setting daily goals, monitoring own data, and graphing data); (6)
rehearsai; (7) out-ofclass assignments; (8) sessions in the natural environment; (9) a selfinstmctional manual (with unspecified training components); (10) group training; (11)
training of multiple exemplars; (12) written program description; (13) praise; and (14)

training on how to provide staff training. Whereas most of these components have been
shown to be effective when used alone, staff training usually involves a number of these
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components. Although none of the studies reviewed by Jahr (1998) were concemed with

directly evaluating an SI-M,it may nevertheless be informative to review the procedures
used in several studies that evaiuated the efiectiveness of various approaches to training

direct-care service providers.

Parsons, Reid, and Green (1996) developed a training program designed to teach
basic behaviod training skilis to staff working with individuals with developmental

disabiüties. There were four teaching skills taught to the staff: correct order, correct
prompt, correct reinforcement, and correct error correction. The training prograrn consisted

of an introduction to the prograrn and raiionale for its use; a wrïtten prequiz; videotapes
describing the teaching skills; roleplaying; out-of-class assignments; a written postquiz; and
on-the-job sessions in which the expenmenter observed staff teaching students at the work
site. Parsons et al. (1996) found the multicomponent training package to be effective for

increasing the percentage of conect teaching behaviors demonstrated by the staff, and
increasing staff verbal skills.

In another study, Shore, Iwata, Vollmer, Leman, and Zarcune (1995) examinai the
efficacy of pyramidal staff training in the implementation of behavior-reduction procedures.
Supe~sorswere taught how to instnict direct-care service providers, who in tum were
tabght to treat seif-injurious behavior of eight residents diagnosed as functioning in the
r
consisted of an initid phase
profound range of developmentai disabiiity. S u p e ~ s o training
that provided training in data collection, caiculation, and review of the intervention, a second
phase in which supervisors administered the intervention to clients whiie the research staff
provided assistance and feedback, and a third phase that instructed the supervisors with
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respect to trainhg of direct-care s e ~ c providers.
e
The resdts fouowing pyramidal training
intervention with supervisors revealed noticeable improvements in direct-care service

providers behavion and concurrent decreases in the residents' inappropriate behavior. A
wntrol condition involving traditional inservice tmining showed negligible improvement in
any of the target behaviors even when augmented by additional information on program

development and the use of videotaped demonstrations.
Smith, Parker, Taubman, and Lovaas (1992) conducted two studies that investigated

how well staff could leam a number of behavioral techniques to teach self-help, language and
cognitive skills, and then generalize these behavioral techniques to group home settings.

In

the first study assessing the ability of staff to tearn behavioral techniques, 31 staff
participated in a 1-week training workshop on using behavioral techniques. Eighteen staff

who received no training were assigned to a cornparison group. Dunng the week-long

workshop, staff received one day of lectures on basic behavioral principles, and the
remaining four days were spent role-playing with instructors, watching v i d a s of instructors
teaching clients, directly observing instructors teaching clients, and findly, teaching clients

on their own and receiving feedback. Following training, there was no improvement in the
techniques of the staff in the cornparison group. However, the experimental group now
correctly used behavioral procedures dunng one-to-one teaching one-third of the time, and
their clients responded correctly about the same amount of the time. In addition, they used
the correct procedures during role-playing about 50% of the time. The second study
assesseci how well these behavioral skills could be generalized to

a group home setting.

Results indicated that there were no significant differences between pre- and pst-workshop
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assessments in terms of staff presence, staff interaction, client interaction with others, and
self-stimulation.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional strategis used to teach
behavioral training and assessrnent skills to direct-care service providers working with
individuals with developmental disabilities, the studies reviewed previously had two standard

elements. First, there was a mechanism to directly assess knowledge, such as an oral or
written quiz. Second, there was a method of measuring the participants' ability to apply
their knowledge, such as direct observation of îhe application of behavioral techniques when
the participants were assessing or training clients.
A fieId test of an SI-M to teach direct-care service providers the knowledge and skills

needed to reliably use the ABLA test, therefore, should assess: a) the arnount of time staff
are required to invest to become proficient at ABLA administration and task ciassification; b)
how Lmowledgeable staff are of ABLA testing conditions and data recording procedures; c)
whether staff c m adrninister the ABLA to individuals with deveiopmental disabilities; and
ultimately, d) how closely staff cm match the results, regarding ABLA classification of
individuals and tasks, produced by an expert on the ABLA test.
Results fkom a pilot study conducted by DeWiele and Martin (1996) suggested the

viability of an SI-M on the ABLA test to teach direct-care service providers the knowledge
and skills needed to reliably use the ABLA test. The current research tested the SI-M for the
ABLA test.
Staternent of the Problem

This research included four studies to assess an SI-M developed by DeWiele and
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Martin (1998, see Appendix A) for instnicting individuals about the ABLA test. Azrin's
strategy of applied research (1977) suggests that a new treatment should be compared to the

best avaüable alternative treatment. Resûuchers have typically used appendices fiom the
monograph issue of RehabiZitation PsychoIlogy (Kerr and others, 1977) to obtain information
for administering the ABLA test. The first study, therefore, compared that information to
the SI-M for teaching undergraduate students about the ABLA test. Although the results of

Study 1 clearly favoured the S-IM, the S-IM was not particularly effective for teaching
participants how to classify training tasks according to the highest levels of the ABLA that a
client would need to pass in order to perform those tasks. Therefore, following Study 1, the
S-IM was revised.
The second study then exarnined how wel1 another group of undergraduates who had

studied the revised SI-M wuld classify training tasks according to the levels of the ABLA.

The third study field tested the SI-M for teaching five direct-care service providers to assess
reliably clients' abilities on the ABLA test, and how to classify reliably daily tasks according
to the levels of the ABLA. Although the participants mastered the ABLA after studying the
S-IM, the study time required to do so was considered excessive. Therefore, following
Study 3, signifiant manual revisions were made. The fourth study field tested the final
version of the manual for teaching four direct-care service providers and two volunteers
about the ABLA test.

Smdy 1
A Cornparison of A Self-Instructional Manual

Versus the Kerr et al. (1977) Information Package
for Teaching ABLA Administration and Task Classification to Undergraduates

Settine and Partici~ants

This study was conducted in a lecture m m , containhg several tables and chairs, at
the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba. The participants were 21 undergraduate
university introductory psychology students who participated in the research for partial

course credit. None of the students had any prior experience with the ABLA. Six
additional undergraduate psychology university students served as wnfederates by roleplaying developmentally disabled persons who were "testedmby the 21 participants using the
ABLA test.
Materiais
SI-M. The manual (see Appendix A for the final revised copy) consisted of 1) a

general introduction to the ABLA; 2) guidelines for using the ABLA; 3) guidelines for
testing specific ABLA levels; 4) information on classwng training tasks according to the
levels of the ABLA needed to perform those tasks; and 5) tips for oisk classification

according to the levels of the ABLA. Study questions and answer keys were inserted
throughout the manual to assist.the students in mastery of the content of the SI-M. The

manual was WTitten at a difficulty level of Grade 8.8 as judged by the rdability statistics
within the Ami Pro cornputer program: Flesch Reading Ease Grade Level.
As indicated in the introduction, the original ABLA test wntained six levels.

AU

six
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levels were d d b e d in the SI-M used in Studies 1, 2, and 3. However, in six studies
(DeWiele & Martin, 1996b;Kerr et al., 1977; Lin, Martin, & Collo, 1995; Martin et al.,
1983; Stubbings & Martin, 1998; Walker, Lin, & Martin, 1994) involving 197 clients who

pas& LeveI5, aü but 8 of those clients also passed Level 6. In other words, 96% of a
large sample of individuds tested who passed Level5 dso passed Level 6. Therefore, in the

final version of the SI-M shown in Appendix A and used in Study 4, Level 5 of the ABLA
was deleteci.
Information Package (IP). The information package (see Appendix B) from Kerr et

al. (1977) contained a brief introduction and some core research findings surnmarized by the
author to provide a framework within which to present the information, pages 95-97 from

et ai. (1977) describing the levels of the ABLA; a brief description of the main research
findings about the ABLA; and pages 180-190 from Kerr et al. consisting of the data
recording form, passing criteria, and general instructions for test administration, respectively .
Comprehension Exam. A general comprehension exarn was used to mess
participarY knowledge of ABLA testing procedures. The exam contained 21 short-answer
and multiple-choice questions. There were no time wnstraints for completing the exam.
(The original version of this exarn was identical to the final version administered in Study 4,

with the exception that two questions on Level 1 were adjusted, and three questions were

adjusted to address the revised data recording form. See Appendix C for the final revised

~ P -)Y
Speed Exam. This exam assesseci how quickly and accurately participants responded
to questions about the ABLA. When adrniniste~gthe ABLA, the tester must be able to
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respond quickly and appropriately to reactions of the testee. The speed exam was designed
to assess the ability to do so.

The exarn consisted of 31 short answer and multiple-choice

questions that were to be answered within 20 minutes. (The original version of this exarn

was identical to the final version administered in Study 4 with the exception that two
questions on Level 1 were adjusted to reflect the changes to that level. See Appendix D for
the final revised oopy.)

Task Classification Exam. A task classification exarn was used to assess participants'
ability to reliably classifj training tasks according to the highest ABLA level necessary for

clients to readily perform them. This exarn consisted of a description of 12 training tasks
compiled from programrning and residential areas within the Manitoba Developmentai Centre
(MDC, described below), and reliably classifiai by experts (as defined by Stubbings &

Martin, 1995) on the ABLA test. Some of the tasks had subcomponents, so that participants
were required to classify a total of 30 task components. (The original version of this exam
was identical to the final version administered in Study 4 with the exception that two task-

steps were deleted fkom one question, two questions were supplernented by pictures, and

questions 7-12 were added. See Appendix E for the final revised wpy .)

The 2 1 participants were randomly assigned to either the SI-M group (11 participants)

or the IP group (10 participants). The two conditions were applied concurrently, in three

experimental blocks. Three expenmental blocks were run due to participant availability and
roleplaying scheduling. In each of the first and second experimental blocks there were four

participants assigned to the SI-M Condition and four participants assigned to the IP
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Condition, for a total of eight participants per block. In the third block there were three
participants assigned to the SI-M Condition and two participants assigned to the IP
Condition, for a total of five participants.

In the initial session of each block (approximately three hours in duration) the
participants were given either the SI-M or the IP, and were instmcted to study the material

while remaining in the room (see Appendix F for an example of the session instructions). In
the last 45 minutes of the session, both the comprehension exarn and the speed exarn were

administered to the participants in each group as a probe to deiennine their relative progress.
During the second session of the block (also approximately three hours in duration),
participants were once again instructed to study the respective materiais, and they then retook

the comprehension exarn and the speed exam.
During the third session (approximately 1 and 1/2 hours in duration) ail participants

were required to administer the ABLA individually to three confederates who role-played an
individual with developmental disabilities. The roleplaying confederates had received
training in role-play procedures pnor to the commencement of the study. The students had
been taught to follow a coded script for responding correctly or making errors across trials

on the ABLA, to control for variation across participants and between conditions. Thus,
when a participant from the SI-M group attempted to assess a confederate who was role-

playing a client who perforrned at a particular ABLA level (such as Level 3), and when a

participant from the cornpar-isongroup attempted to assess that sarne confederate, the
confederate followed the same pattern of correct responses and errors in both cases. Each
confederate portrayed an individual capable of passing one level of the ABLA. Thus, a l l
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participants fiom each of the two conditions tested confederates capable of passing the same
three levels of the ABLA. During the five minutes prior to the fonnal test administration, a l l

participants were provided with an opportunity to practice with the testing materials and one

of the confederates. No feedback was given to the participants during this practice
opportunity.
The levels of the ABLA assessed were counterbalanced across the three groups of

participants such that for the first group of 8 participants the confederates role-played
individuals capable of passing Levets 1, 3, or 5; for the second group of 8 participants the
confederates role-played individuals capable of passing Levels 2, 4, or 6; and for the last
group of 5 participants the confederates role-played individuals capable of passing Levels 1,
4, or 6, the levels on which the participants in the first two blocks made the most procedural

and

SCOM~

errors.

In the fourth and final session (approximately three hours in duration) the participants
were quested to review and study the respective materials once again, while remaining in
the lecture room. Prior to the session's completion, the exarn on task classification was
administered to the participants in each group.
Reliabilitv
Interobserver reliability (IOR)regarding the scoring of individual trials during ABLA

testing of the roleplayers was assessed for four of the participants in each of the SI-M and IP
conditions. To assess IOR, both the participant and two additional observers recorded each
trial that the roleplayer completed as either correct or incorrect on the data recording f o m
(see Appendices A and B). Following administration of the test, the total number of trials
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upon which the two observers agreed was divided by the total number of trials and muitiplied

by 100%. To assess whether a participant was actually scoring individual responses
correctly on the data recording fom, the total number of trials upon which the participant
and an obsemer agreed was divided by the total number of trials and multiplied by 100%.
Procedural reiiability (POR)with respect to whether a participant followed the correct
testing procedure was detennined by having two observers, independent of the participant,
complete a procedural reliability checklist (see Appendix G) during the first ten trials of each
level of the ABLA assessment. To assess the POR, both observers recorded whether the

participant foLiowed the necessary steps in the procedure. FolIowing administration of the
test, the total number of steps upon which the observers agreed that the parîicipant followed
the procedure was divided by the total number of steps and multiplied by 100%.

Social Validation
A five question Consumer Satisfaction Questionnaire was provided to the participants

upon completion of their assigned block to determine their view of the benefit of the manual
that they were assigned (see Appendix H).
Results of Study 1
Comprehension Exam
The participants in the SI-M group demonstrated knowledge of content with respect to
general questions about the ABLA, with an average score of 92% on the Cornprehension

Exam following Session 2. In cornparison, the individuals in the IP group scored an average

of 66% on the Comprehension Exam. (See Table 1 for individual and group exarn scores.)

Table 1
Study 1. Individual Data and Group Means for the
Comprehension Exarn

. . .

. . .
. .

SI-M Group

IP Group

SD&

Exam

Participants in the SI-M group had an average score of 79% on the Speed Exam
following Session 2. In cornparison, the individuals in the IP group xored an average of

59% on the Speed Exam following Session 2. (See Table 2 for individual and group exam

scores.)
Classification of Role~lavin~
Confederates at Amro~riateABLA Level
Participants in the SI-M group were able to cor~ectlyclassify confederates role-

playing individuals at patticular ABLA levels 94% of the time, on average. In contrast, the
individuals from the IP g o u p were able to wrrectly classify role-players 80% of the time on

average. (See Table 3 for individual and group results).
Accuracv of Administerine the ABLA Test

IOR was calculated on a trial-by-trial basis for all three assessrnents completed by
four of the participants within each expenmental condition to assess participants' ability to
reliably observe and record the testees' performance on individual trials. M e . agreements
of 99% and 66% were found for the SI-M and IP Conditions respectively, with respect to
whether an observer agreed with the participants' recording of trials as either correct or

incorrect (see Table 4). POR measures, calculated to assess if participants correctly followed
the administration procedures, revealed means of 85 % and 68 % for the SI-M and IP

Conditions, respectively. (See Table 5 for individual and group results) .

Table 2
Study 1. Individual Data and Group Means for the Speed Exam

Table 3
Study 1. Individual Data and Group Means on

ABLA Classification of Roleplayers
1
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IP Group

Table 4
Study 1. Individual Data and Group Means for IOR
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Table 5
Study 1. Individual Data and Group Means for POR

Classification of Tasks A m r d i n ~to ABLA levels

Finally, participants in the SI-M group were able to reliably c l a s s e a list of typical
training tasks presented to developmentally disabled individuals, according to the highest

level of the ABLA that would be necessary in order to complete that task with relative ease,

with an average agreement of 52% when compared to the task classification of an individual
with extensive experience with the ABLA. This rather low score exceeded those individuals

assigned to the IP Condition who yielded a mean of 43 %. (See Table 6 for individual and
group results).

Significance of Differences Between Group Means

The rnean differences between the two groups were tested for the five variables
including the Comprehensîon Exam, Speed Exam, ABLA Classification, POR,and Task
Classification Exam, using hvo-tailed &tests not assuming equal variances. When cornparhg
the o v e d means between groups across these variables statisticaily significant dserences

between groups were obtained for three of the five measures excluding the ABLA
Classification of roleplayers and the Task Classification Exam. (See Table 7 for the results

of the 1-tests). Although the difference between group means with respect to ABLA
Classification of roleplayers was not statistically significant, the participants in the SI
Condition yielded a mean of 94% accuracy compared to a mean of 80%yielded by the
participants in the IP condition.

Table 6
Study 1. Individual Data and Group Means on Task Classification
.

- . : SI-M
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IP Group

Table 7

Social Validation
With respect to social validity as measured by the Consumer Satisfaction

Questionnaire, there was little difierence between the two conditions. A mean positive

endorsement of 4.2 and 4.0 (Le., good) out of a possible 5 was yielded across items for the
SI-M and IP Conditions respectively.

Study 2

Use of a Revised SI-M to Teach Task Classification to Undergraduates
Study 1 indicated that the S-IM was considerably more effective than the information
paclrage from Kerr et al. (1977) on a l l rneasures with the exception of the Task Class~cation
Exam. However, both groups scored poorly on the task classification exarn. Therefore,

revisions were made to the section of the S-IM involving task classification. Revisions that
were made included: adding pichires to illustrate sorne of the more complex tasks; adding
additionai clarification for the classification of tasks with multiple steps; and general

wording changes to facilitate readability. Following these revisions, this portion of the
manual was re-assesseci.
Settinn and Partici~ant.

The setting in this Study was identical to Study 1. Thirteen undergraduate
introductory university psychology students participateci for partial course credit. None of the
students had any pnor experience with respect to the ABLA.

Materials
The materials included Part 1 of the SI-M,up to and including p. 8, which provides
an introduction to the assessrnent and some guidelines for using the ABLA. (The version of
this introduction was identical to the introduction in the revised version of the SI-M in

Appendix A, with the exception that the revised version contains some minor wording

changes, the addition of a study exercise, and the omission of ABLA Level 5.) In addition,
Part II of the SI-M,"Using the ABLA to Classify Training Tasks," was provided. (The
version of Part II provided was anaiogous to Part X
I in the revised version of the SI-M in

Appendix A, with the exception that the revised version contains some minor wording

changes; an additional introductory m p h ; an additional paragraph providing clarification
on classification of tasks at Level2 vs, Levd 3; and the omission of information relevant to
Level 5.)

The participants studied the portion of the SI-M described above for approximately 2

hours. Participants then completed the Task Classification Exarn as in Study 1. In this
Shidy however, participants were given page 3 and the top of page 49 ("Important Questions
to

Ask if You want to Classify Tasks Correctlyw)of the SI-M contaîned in Appendix A to

refer to while writing the exam. The provision of these pages during the Task Classification
Exarn was wnsidered appropriate as, in an applied setting, individuals adrninistering the
ABLA and classifjhg training tasks would have the opportunity to refer to the SI-M.

Results of Study 2
The scores on the revised Task Classification Exam from the Supplementary Block

yielded a mean of 76% (se. Table a), representing a substantial increase from the previous

mean of 52% in the pnor SI-M Condition.
Following this study, additional steps were taken to improve the task classification
section of the manual and the Task Classification Exam. First, the task classification section

was again reviewed and modified. Second, with respect to the Task Classification Exam, a
split-haif analysis was conducted on the resuits of Study 2 whereby the five highest and the
five lowest scoring participants were selected for cornparison of their respective test items.

Each test item was wmpared between the highest and the lowest swring participants to
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determine test constmction error. Such an analysk enables an assessrnent cf "poor" test
questions. For example, test questions in which the higher-half scored incorrectly and the
lower-half scored correctly would suggest the possibility of distracter cues in the question
that were only attended to by the individuals in the higher-half. Moreover, this procedure

allows test items which were consistently scored incorrectly by both halves to be identifid
and either omitted or clarifed. A revision of the Task Classification Exam was again

conducted in accordance with the results of the split-half analysis. Specifically, three test

items were omitted and four test items were re-worded as a result of a 50 % or higher

participant error rate on these items.

Table 8
Study 2. Individual Data and Group Mean on Task Classification

Study 3

Field Testing of a Revised SI-M for Teaching ABLA Administration and

Task Classification to Direct-Care Service Providers
Settine and Partici~an&

The third study was conductexi at the Manitoba Developmental Centre (MDC),a large
regdential facility for the provision of care and training to individuals with developmental
disabilities. The residents living at MDC have a diagnostic range from borderline to
profoundly developmentaily disabled. The participants in this study were five direct-care
service providers, employed at MDC, who agreed to participate following a brief description

of the study provided by their supervisors in team meetings. AU participants had a minimum
of 2 years experience (range = 2-18 years) working with d e v e l o p m e n ~ ydisabled
individuals. Two participants had some high school credits, one was a high school graduate,
and two had completed a pst-secondary degree.
D u ~ the
g study, participants administered the ABLA to three undergraduate and

the graduate psychology students who role-playeû persons with a developmental disability,
and to six residents with developmental disabilities at MDC. The residents included one

individual at each of ABLA levels 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6, and a second participant at ABLA level
4. No Level 5's were included as there was no known individual classifiai at ABLA Level 5

at MDC (DeWiele & Martin, 1995; DeWiele & Martin, 1996).

Five direct-care service providers were provided with the SI-M. This manuai was
identicai to the SI-M described in Study 1, with the exception of improvements made to the
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section on task classification (described in Study 2) and revisions made prior to Session 5
(described in the following text under Session 5 of this study). There were six experimenml
sessions in total. The general format of the fint four sessions was similar to the description

of the sessions in Study 1.
Foilowing each session the participants were requested to complete a time log to

record their total time spent studying, cornpleting the exams, and administering the ABLA to
the confederates during the role-playing activities.

Session 1, Participants studied the SI-M for approximately 2.25 hours, and they then

completed the fnst comprehension exam (Comp. 1) and the first speed exam (Speed I) as in
the SI-M Condition of Study 1, Session 1.

Session 2. Participants studied the SI-M for one hour. They were then given the
ABLA test materials and given the opportunity to practice adrninistering the ABLA to each

other for 0.75 hours. Finally, as in the SI-M Condition of Study 1, Session 2, they once

again m p l e t e d the comprehension exam (Comp. II) and the speed exam (Speed II).
Session 3. D u ~ the
g first part of Session 3, participants were provided with the
opportunity to once again break into smder groups and practice administering the ABLA to

each other. Staff were requested to keep a record of this additional practice time. Each
participant then testai three wnfederates who role-played individuals with developmental

disabilities, with each confederate role-playing a different level of the ABLA. Across all of
the participants, all of the ABLA levels were assessed. Uniike Study 1, during the test

administration the participants were allowed to refer to the SI-M. The provision of the

manual during test administration was wnsidered appropriate as it approximates the likeIy
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behavior of other individuals administe~gthe ABLA in an applied setting. A mastery
criterion for procedural reliability was set at 95%. This criterion was established as it

reflects a high degree of accuracy and has been demonstrated by individuals who have had

considerable experience with the ABLA.
&sion 4. The participants studied the materials once again, and then completed the
first exam on task classification. The Task Classification Exam was as described in the

Results section of Study 2. As in Study 2 on Task Classification, the participants were

provided with page 3 and the top of page 49 ("Important Questions to Ask if You want to

Classify Tasks Correctly") of the SI-Mshown in Appendix A. A mastery criterion was
established for the score on the Task Classification Exarn of 90% . This cnterion was

established as it both reflects a high degree of accuracy and had been demonstrated to be

achievable by experts on the ABLA (Stubbings & Martin, 1995).
As staff did not meet the mastery criterion for either procedural reliability or task

classification during sessions three and four, they received an additional session to restudy

the manual and be reassessed. Prior to this fifth session, the manual was once again revised.
Specifically, a section was added which listed m u e n t mors that people make while they

are testhg (see p. 35 of Appendix A), and a "Summary of Steps to Follow When Testingn
(see pp. 38-42 of Appendix A). The participants were alerted to these revisions and

permitted to use these additionai pages dong with the manual during formal test
administration.

session 5 - Additional Session to Facilitate Masterv. Participants studied the revised
manual for appmximately one hour, and then retook the task classification exam. AU
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participants met the mastery criterion. They then practised administering the ABLA to each
other for an additional one hour. They then repeated the ABLA testing of confederates who
role-played different ABLA levels. All participants met the procedural reliability mastery

criterion d u ~ the
g role-playing sessions.
Session 6 - Administration of the ABLA to Clients. After achieving mastery criteria

in Session 5, participants were provided with an oppominity to administer the ABLA to
residents at MDC. Two participants administered the ABLA to three individuals who had

been assessed by an expert as passing up to and including ABLA Levels 1, 3, and 4,
respectively. One participant administered the ABLA to three individuals who had been
assessed by an expert as passing up to and including ABLA Levels 1, 3, and 6, respectively.

One participant administered the ABLA to ttiree individuds who had been assessed by an
expert as passing up to and including ABLA Levels 2, 4, and 6, respectively . Finally, one
participant administered the ABLA to three individuals who had been assessed by an expert

as passing up to and including ABLA Levels 2, 4, and 6, respectively. Thus, each client
was assessed three times by three different staff.
Reliability

To mess whether participants correctly followed the ABLA procedure whiie testing
the role-playing confederates, sessions were videotaped and examined by an ABLA expert.

The expert used a procedural reliability checklist to assess the first 10 trials of each ABLA
assessment. To obtain a POR score, the total number of steps upon which the expert
recorded that a participant foiiowed the procedure was divided by the total number of steps

on the checklist, and multiplied by 100. Although only one expert was available to mess
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POR, the opportunity to replay the videotape minimized the iïkelihood of errors. In addition
to PUR, inter-tester reliability with regard to the ABLA classification of the residents by
participants was assesseci by cumparing the ABLA level of a resident as determined by a

participant to the ABLA level of that resident as determined by an expert on the ABLA.
Results of Study 3

Foilowing Session 2, the participants demonstrated knowledge of content with respect

to general questions on the ABLA, with an average score of 92% on the second
Comprehension Exam (Comp. II). (See Table 9 for individual and group results.)
S p d Exam

Following Session 2, participants demonstrated bowledge of content with respect to
specific questions on the ABLA regarding testing and data collection, with an average score
of 72% on the second Speed Exam (Speed II).

(See Table 9 for individual and group

results.)
Classification of Residents at Appropriate ABLA Level
The results of Session 6 indicated that Participants 2, 3, and 4 matched the ABLA
classification of residents detennined by the expert, on ail three assessments (see Table 10).
Participants 1 and 5 matched the ABLA classification of residents determined by the expert

on two of the three assessments fsee Table 10).

Table 9
Study 3. Participants' Scores on Exams

Table 10
Study 3. Classification of Residents According to ABLA Levels
By An Expert and Study 3 Participants

*

Discrepant classirications are marked with an asterisk.

Accuracv of Administerin~the ABLA Test

POR masures calculated from Session 3 data, which assessed if the participants
correctly followed the administration procedures while testing roleplaying confederates,
revealed a mean of 84.8 % (se Table 1 1). The results of Session 5, conducted to facilitate

Table 11
Study 3. Participants' Procedural Reliability
During ABLA Administration

reaching m a s t q criteria, indicated that following approximately 2.5 hours of additional
~ h c t i c etime with a partner on how to administer the ABLA, POR scores increased to yield
a mean of 9 1.4 % (see Table 1 1). Four of the five participants achieved the mastery criterion

of 95%. Participant 5 yielded a POR score of 64%as a result of a major procedural error
repeated throughout Level 2. Prior to Participant 5 administe~gthe ABLA in an applied
setting, he was provided an opportunity to read the additional pages, 'Summary of Steps to
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Foliow When Tesîing" @. 3% 42 of the SI-M) for approximately 5 minutes and subsequently
test the author who role-played an individual with developmentai disabilities. This additional

5 minute review was sufficient for Participant 5 to correct the procedural error in Level 2
and achieve the mastery critenon, yielding a POR score of 100%. The final mean POR

score of aU participants obtained following Participant 5's correction was 98.6% (see Table

i 1).
Classification of Tasks Accordine to ABLA LeveIs

The first Task Classification Exarn administered in Session 4, measuring an
individual's ability to classify tasks according to the level of the ABLA needed to perform
that tadc, yielded a mean score of 75%. (See Table 9 for individual and group scores).
The results of Session 5, conducted to facilitate reaching mastery criteria, indicated that

following an additional one hour reviewing task classification related materials, all five
participants met the 90% mastery criterion with a mean swre of 95.4% on the second Task
Classification Exam. (See Table 9 for individual and group scores).

AU five participants spent a total of 9.5 hours of structurai time reading the manual
and practicing with a partner. The additional practice time recordai by the participants
ranged from O to 1.5 hours with a mean of 0.5 hours. Thus, across all sessions, excluding
the time taking exams, testing a role-playing confederate, and testing actual residents,

participants spent an average of 9.9 hours (range of 9.5 - 11 hours) studying the S-KM and
practising with a partner. At the end of this time, al1 participants met the preset mastery

critena.

Study 4

Additional Field Testing of a Revised SI-M for Teaching

ABLA Administration and Task CIassification to Direct-Care Service Providers
Although Study 3 indicated that sufficient study of the S-IM by direct-care staff would
enable them to accuratdy apply the ABLA to test clients, and to accurately classi@ training
tasks according to the highest ABLA level needed for clients to perform them, the subjective
judgement of the researcher was that the length of study time necessary to achieve the results
of Study 3 wuld be shortened if additional changes and improvements were made to the S-

IM. Revisions that were made included: inserting m u e n t prompts throughout the manuai
for readers to practice with a partner, the sections that had just been studied; simplification

of the data recording forms; changing the verbal cues provided by a tester to a testee when
assessing ABLA levels 1, 2, 3, and 4, so that they were simplified and consistent across

levels; making additional wording changes to the manual to make it more user-friendly, and
deleting ABLA level 5. Level 5 was deleted because, as indicated previously, 96% of a
large sample of individu& tested who passed level 5 du, passed level 6. FolIowing these

changes, Shidy 4 was conducted.
Setting and Partici~an~
There were six participants in this study, and they were divided into three pairs for
some of the sessions. The first pair, two volunteers obtained by "word of mouth,"
completed a l l sessions at the University of Manitoba. One individual had completed high

school and the other had completed two years of university. Neither individual had any prior
expenence with the ABLA. As in Study 1, a graduate psychology student role-played a

developmentaily disabled client.
The other four participants were direct-care service providers employed at the St.

Amant Centre who volunteered to participate. The St. Amant Centre is a residential and
cornmunity resource centre for people with developmental disabilities in Winnipeg,
Uanitoba. Residents at St. Amant Centre range fiom being profoundly to rnildly
developmenoùly disabled. The participants h m St. Amant Centre had a mhiirium of four

years of expenence working directly with individuah with developmental disabilities. Two
participants had completed high school only, one participant had cornpleted some university
courses, and one participant had a pst-secondary degree. During Study 4, participants
administereû the ABLA to 10 individuals with developmental disabilities who r a i d e at St.
A mant Centre,

Procedure

There were four sessions in total. As in Study 3, preset rnastery criteria were used.
Participants were required to score 90% on all three of the exarns (comprehension, speed,

and task classification).

Session 1. The two participants at the university read the manual for 1.75 hours and
then completed the general comprehension exam and the speed exam. The four participants

h m St. Amant Centre read the SI-Mfor 2.25 hours. They then completed the
comprehension exam. Due to time constraints, these four participants did not complete the
speed exam at this time.

Session 2. The university participants read the manuai for 0.41 hours, after which
they completed the speed exarn again. They then practiced administering the ABLA with
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each other for 0.5 hours. The St. Amant Wcipants reviewed the manual for 0.41 hours,
and then mmpleted the speed exarn. After an additionai 0.33 hours of studying the materiai,
they rebok the comprehension and speed ewns. They were then given 0.67 hours to

practice administering the ABLA to each other.

Session 3. The university participants practiced with each other for 0.75 hours, after
which each participant tested one individual who role-played a developmentally disabled
g test administration the participants were able to use the SIclient. As in Study 3, d u ~ the

M for reference. When not testing, pa,rticipants kept a record of the time spent
studying/practising.

During Session 3, the St. Amant participants each tested residents from the St. Amant

Centre. While doing so, participants were pennitted to refer to the SI-M. The participants
tested residents who had been previously assessed by an expert on the ABLA test. One

participant administered the ABLA to three individuals at ABLA levels 4, 4, and 6,
respectively. One participant administered the ABLA to three individuals at ABLA levels 3,

6, and 4, respectively. One participant tested three individuals at ABLA levels 4, 3, and 3,
respectively. One participant tested hvo individuals at ABLA levels 4 and 6, respectively.
When participants were not testing residents, they were instmcted to either study the manual

or role-play with each other. Participants kept a record of the amount of time spent studying
and role-playing .

Session 4. The university participants studied the SI-M for 0.87 hours and then
completed the exam on task classification. The St. Amant participants studied the manual for

an hour and then cornpleted the task classification exarn. Because mastery criterion was not

met for four of the six participants, these individuals studied the manual for an additional 0.5

hours, and then retook the task classification exam.
ReIiabilitv
Interobserver reliability FOR)and procedural reliability (POR)were calculated in this
study as they were in Study 1.

Social Validation
The Consumer Satisfaction Questionnaire us& in Study 1 was given to the
participants upon completion of the four sessions.
The opinions of individuals who are experts on the ABLA test as well as professionais

in the field of developmental disabilities were soliated concerning the relative merits of the
two approaches to teaching direct-care staff about the ABLA test: the use of the

S-IM in

Snidy 4 versus the use of the Kerr et al. information package that was evaluated in Study 1.

That is, in Study 1, undergraduate students who studied the IP achieved certain test scores
and demonstrated a certain ability for assessing role-playing confederates on the ABLA test.

Direct-care staff in Study 4 achieved better results in a shorter period of time. The experts
were asked to judge whether or not the improved results with the S-IM in Study 4, as

compareci to the results using the IP in Study 1, represented a clinically significant
difference. This judgement was rendered by five experts who had: spent a minimum of 50
hours studyhg the ABLA and relevant fiterature, administered the ABLA to a minimum of

16 clients, and worked as a professional in the field of developmental disability for at least

five years. The experts were provided with information on the results with the ïP in Study 1
versus the results with the S-IM in Study 4, and were asked to compare the two studies on
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the dimensions of: the length of study and pracrice time of participants; results obtained on
the comprehension, speed, and task classification exams; and interobserver and procedural

reliability scores while assessing wnfederates

(ii

Study 1) versus confederates (for two

participants in Shidy 4) and clients (for four participants in Study 4). For each dimension,
the experts were quested to use a 7-point rating scde, where 1 indicated no clinically

signifiant ciifference between the results from the two studies, and 7 indicated an important
clinically significant ciifference. A h , because severai test items had been deleted or
changed on the task classification exam from Study 1 to Study 4, task classification results
from the two studies were recalculated so that they were based only on questions that were
common to both tests.
Results of Study 4
Comprehension Exam
Only two of the six participants were required to rewrite the Comprehension Exam

after Session 1 because they had not reached rnastery criterion. After Session 2 aU
participants demonstrated knowledge of content with respect to gened questions on the
ABLA, with an average score of 98% on the Comprehension Exam (see Table 12 for

individual and group results).
SDeed Exam

Five of the six participants were required to rewrite the Speed Exam because they had
not reached mastery criterion. After Session 2, all participants demonstrated knowledge of
content with respect to specific questions on the ABLA regarding testing and data collection,
with an average score of 96% on the Speed Exam (see Table 12 for individual and group

scores).

Table 12
Study 4. Participants9Scores on Exams

ik

**

Score achieved after Session 2
Score achieved after retaking the exam

Classification of Clients at A~propriateABLA Level

AU participants were able to correcily classi@ residenWrolepIayers lm%of the time
when wmpared to the ABLA classification deterrnined by an observer.

Accuracv of Administenry the ABLA Teg

IOR was cdculated across ail testing sessions and participants to assess the
participants' ability to reliably observe and record the clients' performance. The mean

agreement across di participants was 8696, ranging fkom 54 96

- 100% with respect to

whether the observer agreed with the participants' recording of a trial as either correct or

incorrect. ( S e Table 13 for individual and group resulîs.) POR measures calculated to
assess if the participants correctly foUowed the test administration procedure revealed a mean

of 83% across ail assessments, ranging from 69 96 - 93 % (see Table 14).

Classification of Tasks accord in^ to ABLA b e l s
Four out of the six participants were required to rewrite the Task Classification Exam

because they had not reached mastery criterion. Afier reaching mastery criterion, the mean
score on the Task Classification Exam was 96%. (Se Table 12 for individual and group
results).
Totd Tirne to Master the ABLA

The total stnictured time spent reading the manual and practicing with a partner was
5.17 hours for the four St. Amant participants, and 4.28 hours for the other two

participants. The 0vera.U additional studying/practice time recorded by al1 six participants
ranged fiom O to 1.5 hours, with a mean of 0.6 hours. Therefore, the average time spent

reading the manual and practising with a partner (not including test-taking time nor test
administration time with confederates or clients) was 5.42 hours (range of 4.28 hours to 6.67
hours)

.

Table 13
Study 4. Individual Data and Group Mean for IOR

Table 14
Study 4. Participants9Procedural Reliability
During ABLA Administration
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Simificance of Differences Between Grou. Means
FolIowing Study 4, the mean differences behveen the IP Condition of Study 1 and the
SI participants of Study 4 were testecl for the four variables including the Comprehension

Exam, Speed Exam, POR, and Task Classification Exam, ushg two-tailed gtests not

assuming equal variances. When comparing the overall means between groups across th&

variables, statistically signif?cant ciifferences between groups were obtained for aii measmes.
(See Table 15 for the results of the 1-tests).

Table 15

Study 4. &Tests Between Group Means

Socid Validation
With respect to social validity as measured by the Consumer Satisfaction

Questionnaire, the mean was 4.4 out of five. This score indicaies a relatively good
endorsement from the participants.

When experts were asked to compare the results obtained with the S-IM in Study 4
versus those obtained with the IP in Snidy 1, with a score of 1 indicating no dif5erenc.e and a

score of 7 indicating the highest clinically significant difference, the experts responded as
foilows: the difference on the comprehension test was clinically-significant with a rnean equal
to 6.6; the difference on the speed test was clinicaliy-signifiant with a mean equal to 6.4;
and the difference on the task classification exam was clinically-significant with a mean qua1

to 6.8. Further, when considering the combined results of the applied measures of the

ABLA (following the test p r d u r e s , swnng accuracy, and classiQing individuals according
to the levels of the ABLA), experts rated the difference between the groups as clinically
significant with a mean equal to 5.6. Finally, on a question which asked the experts to

consider the overaii results in addition to the time the SI-M group and the IP group invested
in studying the respective manuais, the experts recornmended the SI-M for instructing direct-

care service providers about the ABLA with a mean equal to 6.8. (See Table 16 for
individual and group ratings on the survey questions.)

Table 16
Expert's Ratings on the Survey of ClinicallySignificant Difference

* A rating of 1 indicated that the results of Study 4 with the SI-M and Study 1 with the IP
indicated no clinicdly signifiant difference, whereas a score of 7 indicated an important
ciinically significant difference.

Discussion
Efficient and effective matching of a developmentally disabled individual's ability to

the demands of presented tasks is a crucial element of prograrn design. A deficiency in this
area may result in prograrn participants who do not have the prerequisite skilis for the tasks
with which they are presented. Presentation of training andor work tasks to clients that are
above the clients' ABLA levels is likefy to lead to a considerable waste of valuable training

time (Stubbings & Martin, 1998). Moreover, a rnismatch of the ABLA ability of clients and
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ABLA difficulty of training tasks is lürely to lead to increased aberrant behaviors by those

clients (Vause, Martin, & Yu, 1998). It is therefore desirabie to have an effective and
efficient method for teaching directare service providers about the ABLA test.
Collectively, the four studies indicate that the S-IMis such a method. Study 1
demonstrated that the initial version of the S-IM was considerably more effective than an
information package ( h m the monograph issue on the ABLA by Kerr et al.) for teaching
undergraduate students about the ABLA, and how to apply it to assess role-playing
confederates. Study 2 dernonstrated that a revised S-IM effectively taught undergraduate
students how to classify tasks according to the highest ABLA level necessary to perform
them, and to do so with a reliability similar to that of experts on the ABLA test. Study 3
demonstrated that the revised S-IM effectively taught five direct-care service providers to
meet mastery cntena on exams and on the application of the S-IM to assess actual clients
after an average of approximately 10 hours of studying the S-IM and practising with a

mer.
The intertester assessrnent in Study 3 illustrated that the participants were able to
replicate assessment results of the expert, with respect to the highest ABLA leveI an

individuai is able to perform, on 13 of the 15 assessments conducted. The discrepancies
observed on the two assessments which were not repïicated appeared to be a function of the
participants' inexperience in administration.

In the case of Roberta's assessment at ABLA Level 2 by S 1, as opposed to ABLA
Level 1 by the expert, S1 was observed to provide cues to Roberta inadvertently. For
example, Roberta frequently tipped the containers over while attempting to place the foam
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inside. To correct this situation, S1 stabilized the can in Level 2 - Position Discrimination,

as opposed to stabilizing both the can (the target stimulus) and the box (the distracter
stimulus). When S1 touched only the target stimulus imrnediately prior to the participant's

response, the result was that the participant attended to the target stimulus and thus
performed more correct responses, reaching the passing criteria. Throughout the testing of
the same level by the expert, these inadvertent cues were not provided; therefore the

participant did not attain the passing critena for Level 2.
In the second instance, S5 clarsified Gerry at ABLA Level 2, as opposed to the
expert's classification of Gerry at ABLA Level 4. For this discrepancy, the speed of testing
was hypothesized to b e a relevant variable. The pace of testing when Gerry was assessed by
S5 was considerably slower than the pace established by the expert. The slower pace

estabfished by S5 was caused by providing Gerry with edible reinforcement following each
correct response. Gerry required a signifiant amount of time to consume the reinforcernent
resulting in long intertrial intervals. Gerry would often ernit errors following the long
intertrial intervals; potentially not remembenng how to perform the task. During Gerry's
ABLA assessment by the expert, the assessment progressed rapidly. The expert observed the

increased emr rate following trials consequented with an edible, and therefore, discontinueci
the provision of edibles following correct trials. Further, Gerry's hearing was reported to be
somewhat impaired. Therefore, the expert progressed rapidly with the assessment, providing
no edible reinforcement, and using very loud praise. These administrative adjustments by
the expert ailowed the participant to perfonn to his highest potential.
Study 4, which also occurred in an applied setting, further demonstrated the efficacy
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of the final version of the SI-M in teaching individuals how to administer the ABLA. In
addition, revisions to the manual on the task classification section improved staffs' ability to

correctly classi@ tasks according to the levels of the ABLA. Although staff were not
required to achieve mastery criterion on procedural reliability prior to administering the

ABLA

to residents,

a mean of 83% was obtained across assessments. In addition, aU staff

were able to correctly classify the residents according to their ABLA levels on 100% of the
trials when cornpared to the classification determined by an observer. Overall the revised SI-

M in Study 4 proved to be effective in teaching direct-care service providers skills in test
administration and îask classification, with the longest time any participant spent reading the
manual and practicing with a partner k i n g 6.67 hours.
As mentioned previously, with respect to social validity in Study 1, as measured by

the Consumer Satisfaction Questionnaire, there was little difference between the two

conditions. A mean positive endorsement of 4.2 and 4.0 (Le., gocxi) out of a possible 5 was
yielded across items for the SI-M and IP Conditions respectively. These comparable ratings

rnay be accounted for by a number of factors. First, the participants may have been
influenced by demand characteristics of the Study. Second, as the two groups were only
knowledgable of their respective conditions, there was no barorneter for their cornparison.
That is, if the participants had b e n exposed to the aiternate condition available, and then

been requested to rate each condition, a greater discrepancy may have been yielded. Finally,
the results clearly indicate that individuals' subjective feelings with respect to the efficacy of
the manuais are not the best indicaton. For example, some individuals in the IP condition
may have attributed their poor test scores to their own cognitive inabilities as opposed to a
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deficiency in the manual. For these reasons, more objective measures are essential. The
social validation of the SI-M was therefore further attested to in Study 4 through the expert's

Ratings on the Survey of Clinically-Signifiant Difference in which they recommended the

SI-M with a mean rating of 6.8 out of 7.
TWOlimitations of the current research should be noted. First, although the S-IM in

Study 3 and the revised S-IM in Study 4 effectively taught direct-care staff to use the ABLA
test, it did so when studying the S-IM was accompanied by practice with a partner, the
requirement of taking three exams (comprehension exam, speed test, and task ~Iassification
exam), and with opprtxnities to apply the ABLA test (to a role-playhg confederate or to a
client) while being observed by an ABLA expert (even though the experts did not provide
feedback). Therefore, use of the S-IM to instruct direct-care staff in agencies for
developrnentally disabled persons should be accompanied by these conditions.
Second, although this research demonstrated the SI-M's efficacy with respect to task
classification, it did not target task analysis directly. That is, individuals who studied the

manual were able to classiQ tasks according to the levels of the ABLA required to perform
those tasks, when those tasks were presented to them in a step-by-step fashion, already

analyzed into their individual steps by the expert. To further promote generalization to

natural settings so that an individual could select a given task and subsequently classify that

task according to the levels of the ABLA, some practice at breaking tasks down into
sequential related components may be needed.

In his discussion of current issues in staff training, Jahr (1998) indicated that few
studies have documentai long-term effects of attempts to teach knowledge of behavioral
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assessrnent and training techniques to direct-care staff working with developmentally disabled

perrons, and that such SUS
acquired by staff in training programs are seldom transferred

beyond the training conditions to different prograrns, clients, and setthgs that were not a part

of the training. Future research on the S-IM might profitably address these issues.
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PART 1
Assessing Individuals on

the ABLA Test

INTRODUCTION
A major diffkulty in teaching basic skiils to severely developmentally disabled
persors is to decide what should be taught to whom. Why are some severely
developmentaliy disabled individuals capable of performing a certain task while others of the
same developmental level are unable to perform that ta& even after hundreds of attempts?
Why are certain individuais successful at mastering some training tasks, yet unable to
perform seemingly similar tasks even after hundreds of trials? How can teachers know
which types of tasks an individual can readily learn to perform? Psychologists Nancy Kerr
and Lee Meyerson devoted considerable time to the study of such questions. They noted that
successful performance of many self-care, educational, and work-related tasks require the
ability to imitate simple actions of a tacher, to recognize the difference between the
positions of objects (position discriminations), between the appearance of objects (visual
discriminations), and between various sounds (auditory d i s c ~ t i o n s ) .For example, for a
person to be capable of a simple visual discrimination they must be able to recognize the
difference between two sights, such as a picture of a bat verses a picture of a ball. For a
person to be capable of a simple auditory discrimination they must be able to recognize the
difference between two sounds, for example, the spoken words "bat" and "ball". If a person
does not have the ability to make such visual and auditory discriminations, then tasks which
require these abilities will be very diffi~cultfor that person to learn.

Kerr and Meyerson developed a practical, easy to constnict, and easy to use
instrument calied the Assessrnent of Basic Learning Abilities test (ABLA; fonnerly called
the AVC test) which measures the ease or dmculty with which an individual can readily and
reliably learn to perfom the position, visual, and auditory discriminations involved in many
daily tasks. As indicated in the research papers iisted in the bibliography, the ABLA test is
an extremely useful tool for assessing and t e a c b g many developmentally disabled
individuais.
This manual is designed to provide "self-instruction" in the administration of the
ABLA and its use for matching the dficulty of various training tasks to the leamhg abilities
of clients. Study exercises are presented throughout the manual to assist you in achieving
mastery of ABLA administration and task classification.

Who can use the ABLA?

The ABLA is a particularly useful measuring tool for individuals responsible for
educating and caring for many profoundly developmentally disabled persons, most severely
developmentaiiy disabled persons, and many moderatey developmentally disabled persons,
all of whom are referred to as sîudents or clients in this manual. For example, the ABLA
may be helpful for parents who want to teach their developmentally disabled child how to
carry out daily hygiene tasks, for direct-care staff teaching their clients how to foliow simple
instructions, and for rehabilitation staff teaching their students how to complete various tasks
required in a job contract.

The Levels of the ABLA and What Thev Tell You
The ABLA is made up of five separate taslcs (or levels) which are presented to a
client in a specific order to assess the client's ability to readily l e m those tasks. The fmt
task is an imitation task. Each of the remaining tasks require a student to d e the correct
response when given two options (called two-choice discriminations). The tasks were chosen
by Kerr and Meyerson because they were thought to reaect ali of the two-choice
discrimination tasks typically found in currïcula for severely developmentally disabled
individuals. Each level requires only that a student be able to put an item into a container
(see Table 1). To help you obtain an overview of the ABLA, take a few minutes and
carehlly study Table 1 on the next page.
Study Exercise #1

Before reading m e r , study Table 1 until you can answer the foiIowing questions correctly.
The answer key is provided on page 4 for your reference.
1.

Each of the following tasks is an everyday example of one of the
ABLA levels. W c h level is each task?

Task
-

ABLA Level

a. Pairhg up several actual objects with individual photograpiphs of
each of them?
b. Taking auns stirring cake batter?
c. Lining up at the door when a b u ~ e rings,
r

and sitting .ina de&

when a bell rings?
d. Putting pencils in a p e n d box that is bolted to the desk?

e. Locating the family car in the parking lot when it is parked in
different places on different days?

Who ran use the ABLA?
The ABLA is a particularly useful m e a s m g tool for individuals responsible for
educating and caring for many profoundly developrnentally disabled persons, most severely
developmentally disabled persons, and many moderately developmentally disabled persons,
all of whom are referred to as students or clients in this manual. For example, the ABLA
may be helpful for parents who want to teach their developmentally disabled child how to
cany out daily hygiene tasks, for direct-care staff teaching their clients how to foliow simple
instructions, and for rehabilitation staff teaching their students how to complete various tasks
required in a job contract.

The Levels of the ABLA and What T h q Telï You
The ABLA is made up of five separate tasks (or levels) which are presented to a
client in a specific order to assess the client's ability to readily learn those tasks. The fust
task is an imitation task. Each of the remaining tasks require a student to make the correct
response when given two options (called two-choice discriminations). The tasks were chosen
by Kerr and Meyerson because they were thought to reflect a i l of the twochoice
discrimination tasks typicdly found in curricula for severely developnentally disabled
individuals. Each level requires only that a student be able to put an item into a container
(see Table 1). To help you obtain an overview of the ABLA, take a few minutes and
carefully study Table 1 on the next page.
Study Exercise #l

Before reading M e r , study Table 1 until you can answer the following questions correctly.
The answer key is provided on page 4 for your reference.

1.

Each of the following tasks is an everyday example of one of the
ABLA levels. Which level is each ta&?

a. Pairing up several actual objects with individual photographs of
each of them?
b. Taking tunis stirring cake batter?
c. Lining up at the door when a buzzer rings, and siüing in a desk
when a beU rings?

d. P u h g pencils in a p e n d box that is bolted to the desk?

e. Locating the family car in the parking lot when it is parked in
different places on different days?

Table 1
A Brief Description of ABLA Levels
EVERYDAY EXAMPLES

Level 1
Imitation

When given a piece of foam, can the studenr
imitate the teacher placing the foam into a

-ChiIdren playing FolIow-theLeader.
-Rolling a bal1 fiom one person to
the other.

Level2
Position
Discrimination

When presented with a ye1Iow c m and a red
box in a stable position, can a student

consistently place a piece of foam into the
container on the leW

-Turning on the cold (vs, the hot)
water tap.
-Placing a fork on the left side of a
pIate when setting a table.

iRvel3
VisuaI
Discrimination

When presented with a yellow can and a red
box. can a student consistently place a piece
of foam into the can, even when the positions
of the can and box are randody alternated?

-Locating own printed name on the
blackboard.
-Finding a parcicular shin in a closet
when the location changes each tirne
it is replaced.

Level4
Visual Match-toSample
Discrimination

When presenred with a yellow can and a red
box. can a student consistentIy match a small
yellow cylinder to the cm, and a mal1 red
cube to the box, even when the positions of
the can and box are randomty aitemted?

-Sortkg socks into pairs.
-Restocking a partidly emptied salad
bar.
-Filhg containers that are partly
filII.

When presented with a yel1ow can and a red
box. can a smdent consistently place a piece
of foam into the correct container when the
teacher requests either "red boxn or "yellow
c m " , even when the positions of the can and
box are randomly altemated?

-Responding appropnately to the
spoken words 'Stop* and 'Go'.
-Responding to requests such as
'Stand up' vs 'sit down*.

k e n , Meyerson, and Flora (1977) originalIy included level 5, auditory discrimination, which was
the same as level 6 except that the yellow can and red box remained in the same position from trial
to trial in level 5, rather than king iandomly alternated from trial to aial as in level6. However,
in four studies involving 188 clients, ali but 4 who passed the original level 5 also passed the
original level 6. In other words, only 4 clients passed level 5 and failed level 6. Therefore the
original level 5 has been deleted,

ANSWER KEY
Studv Exercise #1

As indicated in Table 1, The ABLA discrimination tasks are m g e d fiom Level 1, l e s t
difficult, to Level6, the most difficult. This is referred to as a diffcdty hierarchy. An individual
who has passed a particular level will be successful when tested on the lower levels of the hierarchy.
Further, an individual who has failed a particular level will not be successfid when attempting
higher levels. As illustrated in Table 1, performance on the ABLA provides a clear indication of
the kinds of daily training tasks the snident will be able to perfonn with relative ease.

Consider, for example, the case of Jane, a developmentally disabled trainee in a job
placement program in her home town. Jane often performs training tasks incorrectly. Sometimes
she doesn't attempt the tasks at ali, but simply stares at the teacher. Some of the staff believe that
Jane is just "being dmcult". Others believe that she doesn't understand instmctions; and some staff
think the tasks are just too hard for Jane.
John, one of the staff, decided to assess Jane on the ABLA. Jane passed the k t four levels,
but failed Level 6. How is this information useful?
At a basic Ievel of understanding, Jane could 'see' the difference behveen two objects, such
as the can and the box. John knows this to be tme because independent of the left-right position of
the can, Jane was able to place the foam into the can consistently when tested at Level 3 (see Table
1). However, Jane had difficulty telling the difference between two simple instructions. When
presented with the auditory cue of either "yeliow can" or "red boxn (during the test at Level 6, see
comistently place the foam into the correct container.
Table l ) , Jane could
Of course, in everyday living, teachers seldom request students to complete tasks using boxes
and ans, unless they are employed in a re-cycling depot! Therefore, this iaformation is of vaIue to
the teacher only if it can be applied to typical training tasks presented to students. Fominately, one
of the most signifcant merits of the ABLA is that the snident's test performance can be used to
predict the type of daily tasks that a student wili be able to lem with relative ease. This ability of
ABLA test results to predict a student's performance on other tasks is called predictive validiîy.

Because Jane passed Level 3, for example, John knew that Jane could complete everyday
Level 3 (visual d i s c ~ t i o n tasks,
)
such as recognizing when vegetables are free from dirt, when
washing them. Because Jane had passed Level 4, visual match-to-sample, John could predict that
Jane would readily leam everyday, leveI4 (visud match-to-sample) tasks, such as sorthg silvenvare
at a restaurant. On the other hand, because Jane failed level 6 (auditory discrimination), John b e w
that she would experience great difficdty mastering a level 6 task, such as king able to
discriminate between the words "cream" versus "sugar" spoken by a customer in the cafeteria on the
job site.

Before reading m
e
r
,saidy the preceding materhl until you can m e r the
following questions correctly. CompIete the exercise by fiIfing in the blanks with the
correct words or circlùig the correct answer where appropriaîe. The answer key is
provided on page 6 for your reference.

1.

task and 4
The ABLA contains a simple
discrimination tasks which are presented to the W n t in a specific order.

2.

Level 1 assess a client's abiIity to

3.

Leve12 is a

4.

Level3 is a two-choice

S.

LRvel4 is a visual

6.

Level6 is an

7.

As a student moves from one level of the ABLA to the next highest level,
the tasks increase in

8.

if a student fails Level3 of the ABLA, the student is Iikelv I not likel~to pass
Level4.

9.

If a snident passes Level3 of the ABLA, the Sudent is likelv f not IilceIv to pass
kvel2.

10.

Performance on the ABLA wifl I witl not indiCate how the student is likely to

discfimination.

discrimination.
to

plus

discriminationcombine- discrimination.

perfonn on other similar discrimination tasks.
II.

What was the clifference between the original level5 and 1evel6 on the ABLA
test?

12.

The originat level 5 was deIeted from the A3L.A test.because most clients who
passed level5 passedl failed level6.

A N S W E R KEY

1

1. IMFTATION; TWO-CHOICE. 2. IMITATE. 3. POSITION. 4. VISUAL.
5. MATCH; S A M P I E . 6. AUDffORY; VISUAL. 7. DIFmCULTY. 8. NOT
UKELY. 9. LIKELY. 10. WILL. 11. FROM TRIAL TO TRIAL IN LEVEL 5,
THE CAN AND BOX REMAINED IN TELE SAME POSITION; IN LEVEL 6,
THE CAN AND BOX ARE RANDOMLY ALTERNATED. 12. PASSED.

GUIDELINES FOR USING TEiE ABLA
The Testing Materials
Al1 of the materials required for the ABLA can be easily comtnicted with everyday
household items (see Figure 1 on the wxt page). Two containers are necessary to administer
the ABLA, a yellow can and a red box (diagonal white stripes on the box are optional). In
addition to these containers, there are three test objets which WU be presented to the student
during the assessment: a small piece of irregularly shaped foam that is neither red nor yeilow
in color, and that is approximately 5 cm in diameter; a small yeliow wooden cylinder
approximately 9 cm long and 3 cm in diameter; and a small red cube with dimensions of
approximately 5 cm x 5 cm x 5 cm, the cube should have red and white stripes if the box is

striped.

Stop!!
For best results, you should have the ABLA testing materials in front of you while
studying the remainder of this manual. If your agency has already prepared test
materiah, we encourage you to have them in fiont of you. Othenvise, we suggest
that you make the test materials before continuhg to study this manual.

The Testine Environment
Idealiy, you will have had some interaction with the snident before the assessment.
Unfamiliar faces can often cause unusual responses fkom the stuâent, especiaily when the
tester is requesting specfic task demands. Similarly, it is desirable to administer the

assessment in a testing area that is cornmonplace to the student. The testing room should
contain a flat surface or table upon which the assessment materials may be placed, and
should be relatively fkee of distractions.

Generai Testine Procedures
The ABLA may be administered to an individual as early as 1 'A years of age through
to adulthood. Generaily, the student is seated at a table in a chair directly across from and
facing you. Alternate seating accommodations may be necessary for very young students or
individuals who are confined to a wheelchair. The table sudace should be clear with the
exception of the testing apparatus needed for the particular level king assessed. Social
reinforcement, for example, praise, is provided following each correct response. Edible
reinforcement, for example raisins, peanuts, or juice, is provided on an intermittent basis.
For example, following approximately every three correct responses you might give to the
student a srnail piece of bis or her favourite fruit to maintain his or her attention. On an
empty chair beneath the table surface or in another location within your reach, you should
place a variety of edible reinforcen, an extra pend, and the testing materials not required
for the Ievel currently being assessed.
The test is administered in the order presented above beginning with Level 1 through
to Level 6. Testing is usually conducted for al1 five levels in approximately 30 minutes or
less. At any given level, the student will usually either pass or fail within approxhnately 30
trials. For certain individuals, testing may be conducted over several sessions as required,
with only one or two levels assessed during each session.

Before reading m e r , study the preceding material unîil you can answer the
following questions correctly. Complete the exercise by filling in the blanks with
the correct words or circling the correct aoswer where appropriate. The answer
key is located on page 10 for your reference.

1.

The two containers involveci in the administration of the ABLA are a
and a

2.

The three test objecîs presented to the student tbroughout the ABLA test
are a
,a
, and a piece of

3.

Ideally, the tester should be known f unlaiown to the student for the most
accwate reflection of the student's ability.

4.

Following each correct response, you shouid provide
student.

5.

Other rewards such as
may be provided after appsoximately
every
correct responses.

to the

Initial Instructions
Before the administration of the ABLA you should greet the student and introduce
yourself if required. The student should be asked if they will agree to participate in the
assessrnent. If they are unable to provide informed consent, then consent of participation
must be obtained fiom their legai guardian. If at any point during the administration of the
ABLA the student appears distressed (for example, frequently pushing the testhg materials
away , crying, attempting to leave the room), then testing should be stopped and atternpted at
a later date.

Three-Ste~Prompting Seauence Before Testine Each Level
Prior to assessrnent of each level of the ABLA, you provide the student with a
stating, "When 1Say, 'Where does it go?' It goes in here." Following this demonsaation,
you should provide hand-over-hand guidance whüe stating "Let's try together.. . Where does

I

A N S W E R KEY

Studv Exercise #3
1. RED BOX (or striped box); YELLOW C M . 2. CUBE;CYLINDER; FOAM.
3. KNOWN. 4. PRAISE. 5. FRUIT (or other edibles); THREE

it go?. ..It goes in here. " Following the guided trial you should state "Now you try on your
own" and provide the verbal cue again and then give the student the opportunity to make the
correct response independently.
Sometimes you may offer to the student an opportunity to make an independent
response and the student will just hold the object and stare into the distance. If this happens
wait for about ten seconds then repeat the student's name and repeat the verbal cue. You
should not provide any additional physical guidance in this situation.

The testing of a level begins after the student has successfdy performed one
independent response at that level, thus demonstrating an abiiity to perform the task
without assistance. If the individual is unable to complete a single independent response at a
particular level, then his or her ABLA classification is detennined to be at the preceding
level. You should memorize the basic verbal instructions to say to the student during
the tesüng of levels 1 through 4 (see Table 2). As you will see later, the instructions are a
little different for level 6.
Reinforcement Followine Correct Res~onses
Unmediately following each correct response you should provide the student with
social reinforcers, for example, enthusiastic praise, a smile, clapping, or a pat on the back.
You should attempt to use a variety of praise staternents when testing snidents to avoid
sounding duil. (See Table 3 on page 12 for examples of praise statements.) After
approximately every 3 correct responses, you should give to the student a small piece of one
of their favorite foods, in addition to praise, to maintain the student's attention and effort.

Table 2
Verbal Instructions to Say to the Student
During Testing of Leveis 1 Through 4

Introduction

"1am going to ask you to do a task."

"When 1 Say, 'Where does it go?', it goes in

here " .

"Let's try together

... Where does it go?"

Opportunity for
Independent Response

go? "

Error Correction

"No,that's not where it goes. "

"Nowyou try on your own. Where does it

"We're finished with this task, now let's try
something new ."

"We're all finished now, thank-you for
working with me. "

Table 3
Examples of Praise Statements

Praise Box
Good for you!
Well done!
Terriflc!
Wonderful!
Super!

Arnazing!

Way to go!
Very Good!
Magnifiant!
Good Work!
Splendid!
Yes, that's where it goes!

That's Great!
Excellent!
Fabulous!
Fantastic!
Marveiious!

Emor Correction Following.
- Incorrect Responses

-2
When a student makes an enor, you must immediately conduct a threeeeSteP
...'....
includes a demonstration, a guided trial, and an opportunity for
an independent response, just like the initial prompting sequence before testing a level. That
is, imr6ediately followingthe student's mistake you should provide the student with verbal
comments such as "No, Mary that's not where it goes." You should then demonstrate the
correct response. Following this dernonstration, ask the student to perform that task while
you provide hand-over-hand physical guidance for the correct response. Foiiowing this
guided response, the shident is given an opportunity for an independent response.
...........p..
.A... .
.
A
.
. .....5.Y~Y.Y

This correction procedure is repeated as necessaq until the student demonstrates an
independent correct response, or until the student has met the failing cnterion ( d e s c r i i
later).
Passine and Faiiinn Criteria

Scoring for a level begins only after the initial prompting sequence for a level, that is,
after a demonstration, a guided trial, and a correct independent response. Passing cnterion
for a particular level is achieved a k r 8 correct remonses in a row (not including correct
responses during error correction). A student is fded on a level if she or he makes 8 total
errors (whether or not they are all in a row, and inc1uding errors on an independent-response
part of error correction).
Let us repeat how scoring during error correction affects the passing and failhg
cntena. A correct response on an opportunity for an independent response during error

correction does not "count" as a correct response towards passing that level, it simply ailows
the student to move on to the next scoring trial. But an error on the independent response
part of error correction does count as an error towards failing that level.

Following a pass or a fail, testing on that level is stopped. The snident's ABLA level
of functioning represents the highest level upon which she or he achieved 8 correct scoring
trials in a row. This passing criterion of 8 correct responses in a row, versus something
easier like 2 in a row, was chosen so that it wodd be very unliikely that a student would pass
a level by chance alone.

For an overview of the general testing sequence, see Figure 2.

For Level 1, Give a Demonstration.
a Guided Trial, and an Opporauiity
for an Independent Response.

M e n the student makes a correct
independent response, conduct a test trial

Following a correct response. provide
praise and repeat test trials at that
level until passing criterion is met

Following an error, provide error
correction.
-

If passing criterion is met,
repeat the testing sequence for
the next level.

-

..

--

-

If f'dilure criterion is met,
stop testing.

F i m e 2. An overview of the testing sequence of the ABLA.

Before reading M e r , study the preceding material unfil you can answer the
following questions correctiy. Complete the exercise by fdling in the blanks with
the correct words or circling the correct answer where appropriate. The m e r key
is located on page 16 for your reference.
Prior to assessrnent of an ABLA level, provide a

,a

, and an opportunity for an
If an individual is unable to complete a single independent response at a
particular ievel then you should regard the assessrnent as invalid / classi@ the
student at the precedingc level,
If a student is experîencing difflculty paying attention following the testing of
several levels, you should classifi the student at the 1 s t successfut level f
conduct the testing: over several sessions.
If at any point during the testing the student appears distressed you shouid
state the student's name and encourag;e hlln or her / terminate that session of
tes*.

To obtain the student's attention before each trial, you should offer the
student some fruit / state the student's name.
Passing criterion for a level of the ABLA is 8 correct responses, and they
mut be 8 right in a row / in total.
A student fails a level if she or he responds incorrectly 8 times, and they
must be 8 errors in a row / in total.

The error correction praxchm consists of a
.
, and an opportunity for an

,a

An error on the independent response part of emr correction does I does not
count towards the failure criterion.

10.

A correct response on the independent responsê part of error correction
does / does not count towards the passing criterion.

GUIDELINES FOR TESTING SPECIFIC ABLA LEWLS

-

Level 1 Imitation.
During the testing of Level 1 (hmtation), place the red box on the table directly in
front of the student.
FoHowing a greeting and brief explmation of the task, state the
snident,
and
the correct response of placing the foam in the box while,
.......
.,......,...............
at the same tirne, stating, "When 1 say, 'Where does it go?'. .. It goes in here. "
'7=<s<<<2y?:*;9Y<Y>y<:

~.:.:.x*.:.:<i:<:w&:&*C

Next, provide a @&ZI
..
trial. To provide guidance: 1) say to the student, "Let's try
2)
provide
the
verbal
cue "Where does it go?"; 3) place the foam into the
it together;"
student's hand; 4) guide the student's hand (while it is grasping the foam) up to the opening
of the box; and 5) guide the student to drop the foam into the container.
...,,..i:.:ds.:

&.y;

give the foam to the student.
Once the student completes one independent response, the scoring of the f i trial
*-

Stop!!
Before proceeding further, you should do some practicing. If you are studying with a
partner, ask your partner to role play a client. The besi way to leam this assessrnent
is to acnially try the steps in real life wirh a parmer (e.g ., CO-worker, friend, family
member). People who do not actually practice the assessment with a partner often
fmd it dficult to give the fmt few tests to an acaial client. However, if it is not
possible to work with a partner, you should practw the actuai movements involved in
each stage of the assessment. If you are studying alone, imagine that a client is sitting
opposite you at a table. Place the box in fkont of the client (either your partner or an
imaginary client). With the foam and some edibles handy, practice administering a
demonstration triai, a guided trial, and an opportunity for an independent response for
the imitation level. Use
verbal instructions provide- in Table 2 (page 11). When
you get to the independent response part of your practice, pretend that the client
makes an error. Then repeat the demonstriation, guided trial, and an opportunity for
an independent response, and pretend that the client responds correctly. Pretend to
admiaister reinforcement as describeci previously. Continue-practicinguntil you can
complete the initial three-step sequence correctly without looking at the manuai, or for
a maximum of 10 minutes. Then continue studying the rest of the manual.

Studv Exercise #4
1. DEMONSTRATION; G W E D TRIAL;INDEPENDENT RESPONSE.
2. CLASSIFY THE STUDENT AT THE PRECEDING LEVEL. 3, CONDUCT
THE TESTING OVER SEVERAZ, SESSIONS. 4, TERMINATE THAT
SESSION OF TESTING. 5. STATE TKE STUDENT'S NAME. 6..IN A ROW.
7 . IN TOTAL. 8. DEMONSTRATION; GUIDED TRIAL; INDEPENDENT
RESPONSE. 10. DOES. 11. DOES NOT.

Now let's assume that a client has completed the demonstration, guided trial, and
independent response correctly, and that you are ready to begin scoring. On each scoring trial, you
should model the correct response and repeat the question, "Where does it go?" However, you
should not provide additional physical guidance once the scoring has begun, with the exception of
the error correction procedure.
Once the snident completes 4 correct responses in a row with the foam and the box, then
replace the box with the can, model the response with the foam, and continue scoring. (Throughout
the testing, if the student places his or her hand into the container up to the wrist, you may prompt
the student to release the foam.)
Sometimes during a trial, the student wilI just hold the object and stare off into the distance.
If this happens wait for about ten seconds then repeat the student's name and repeat the verbal cue.
You should not provide any additional physical guidance in this situation. An incorrect response at
this level is defiwd as the saident placingldropping the object anywhere other than in the container.

Studv Exercise #5

Before reading M e r , study the preceding material until you can answer the
following questions correctly. Complete the exerck by ming in the blanks with the
correct words or circling the correct answer where appropriate. The answer key is
located on page 18 for your reference.

During the testing of Level 1, you should place one f both containeds in front
of the student at a time.
The verbal prompt for Level 1 is "

-?"

The object presented to the student throughout Level 1 is the piece of
Before switching to the can, the student shouid have performed
responses in a row with the box.

correct

During Level 1, the initial prompting sequence (a demonsiration, guided trial,
and opporîunity for an independent response) shodd be given tu the student
each t h e vou vresent a new obiect or container / only at the be~innineof the
level .

An incorrect response for Level 1 is defined as placement of the object
anywhere other than in the container. True / False
If the student attempts to eat the foam during the testing of Level 1 then you
should score this remonse as an incorrect -nmonse/ don? score that trial.

The error correction sequence with the foam and box is the same as the initial
prompting sequence. True / False
In the initial prompting sequence, the demonstration is provideci after the
guided trial. True / Faise

ANSWER KEY
Studv Bercise #S

1. ONE. 2. WHERE DOES ITGO? 3. FOAM.
4. FOUR. 5 . ONLY AT THE BEGINNNG OF TEE LEVEL.
6.TRUE. 7. AN INCORRECT RESPONSE. 8. TRUE. 9. FALSE

Now let's consider the scoring for Level 1. The data recording form for Level 1 is
shown on the next page. On the first trial, if the student places the foam in the box, circle
the number 1 on the data recording form (see example on the level 1 score fom), and then
begin the next trial. Let's suppose that, on trial #2?the student places the foam somewhere
else, for example, on the fioor. T ' e n you should place an "XWover the number 2 (see
example on the level 1 score fom) and provide the error correction procedure consisting of a
demonstration, a guided aial, and an opportunity for an independent response. Let's suppose
that, on the opportunity for an independent response, the student makes another error. You
should then place an X on the line below the number 2 (see the level 1 score form) , and
repeat the error correction procedure. Keep placing Xs for errors on the Iines below and
keep doing the error correction procedure untiI the saident responds correctly on the
opportunity for an independent response. Afier such a correct response, place a checkmark
on the next Iine below (see example on the level 1 score form), and then move on to the next
trial.
Remember, a correct response on the opportunity for an independent response part of
error correction does not count towards the passing criterion. It simply aliows you to begin
the next scoring trial. That is why a correct response after an error is not scored by placing
a circle around a trial number, it is scored by placing a check on the line below the number
with an X on it, and that ailows you to begin a new scoring aial. The example student who
was scored on the next page reponded on Level 1 as follows: one correct scoring trial; one
incorrect scoring trial; two mistakes foliowing e m r correction; a correct response on an
error correction; an incorrect response on the next scoring trial; another error during error
correction, a correct response during error correction, and then eight correct scoring mals in
a row, to achieve a pass.

Level 1 (Tmitation)
Passing criterion includes 8 correct trials in a row as
follow:
- 4 trials with foam -+ box
- 4 trials with foam can

+

8 right in a row (counting circled numbers,
correction)? That's a PASS. Go to next level.
8 wrong altogether (counting X's on numbers
FAIL! !! STOP THE WHOLE TEST.

counting checks during error

X's on lines)?

If the student does not make a response then you may repeat the verbal cues until a
response is made, or discontinue the testing in the event of many "no responsesn. This
scoring procedure, involving a ciic!eû irmkr fvr iâ correct response on a trial, an "Xnon a
number for an incorrect scoring trial, an "X" on the lhes below a number for errors during
the independent response part of error correction, and a J on a iine below a number for a
correct independent response during error correction, is the same for al1 five levels.

Once the student completes four correct scoring trials in a row with the box, you
should replace the box with the c m , model the response with the foam and continue scoring.
When you switch from the box to the can the testing continues without interruption (that is,
do not provide additional demonstrations or physical guidance with the new items, just model
it).
However, if the student makes an error on a scoring trial with the foam and the can,
record an X over the trial number, give error correction with the foam and the cm, then you
need to start al1 over with the foam and the box. Level 1 is therefore passed if the student
can perform 4 correct scoring trials in a row with the red box and immediately foilowed by 4
correct scoring trials in a row with the yeilow can.
Level 1 is different from any other level in two ways:

First, it is the oniy level that presents only one container at a t h e ;
Second, it is the only level for which you model the correct response immediately
More each trial, hence the name imitation.

S h i d ~Exercise #6

Before reading furiher, study the preceding materid until you can answer the
foliowing questions correcfly. Complete the exercise by filling In the blanks with
the correct words or circhg the correct m e r where appropriate. The answer
key is provided on page 24 for your reference.

Level 1 is the only level for which you
immediateiy before each triai.

the correct response

Level I is mastered if the student can perform
correct scoring trials
with the red box and
correct scoring tnàIs with the yellow can.

If a student makes an emr on a scoring trial, you should place a(n)
Gver the trial number and perform the

-

procedure.

If the student in the example above makes another emr, you should place
a(n) -on the iine
correction procedure,

that triai number, and repeat the e m r

The student above now performs the task correctly. You shouid place a J
on the next empty line below that trial I move to the next trial without
marking: the data form.

If a tester looks at a data recording form and sees an 'X' over triai #l, a J
on the line under trial #1, an 'X' over triai #2, a J on the me under trial
#2, and a circle around trial #3, the performance by the student when given
an opportunity to respond independently was one wrong. one ri-ht. one
wrong. one right / one wrong. one right. one wrone. two rim.

If a tester looks at a data recarding fom and sees a circle aroutld trial #1,
an 'X'over trial #2, a J on the iine ireder trial #2, an 'X' over trial #3,
and two Xs on the Iim under trial #3, the perfi,rmance:bythe student
when given an opportunity to respond independdly was one neht. four
wrone. one neht / one rkht. one -ne.
o n e ~ Î ~ hthreekrong.
t.

Stop!!
Spend up to 30 minutes mernorizhg and practicing how to administer Level 1. Use
the Sumrnary of Steps for Level 1 (see next page) as a guide. If you are studying
with a partner, take tums roie playing a tester and a student. If you are studying
alone, imagine that you are seated across from a developmentally disabled individual
to whom you are about to administer the ABLA test. You should have your edible
reinforcers nearby. Obtain a copy of the data sheet for level 1 (see Appendix A),
and place it on the table in front of you. Practice what you will say to the person
seated across from you before you begin the test. You should place only the box in
front of the person and the foam should be in your hand. Place the Can, cube, and
cylinder so that they will be out of the way, but within m ' s reach. Practice the
demonstration, guided trial, and opportunity for independent response (see the
Summary on the next page). Rehearse what you will be saying during this t h e .
Once your partner or imaginary dient has made one correct independent response,
you are ready to begin scoring. Practice (with a partner or an imaginary client) who
performs as follows:

2 correct scoring trials in a row
1 wrong during a scoring trial
2 wrong on the independent response part of error correction
1 right on the independent response part of error correction
4 correct s c o ~ tnals
g
in a row
1 wrong on a scoring trial
1 nght on the independent response part of error correction
8 correct s c o ~ trials
g
in a row
If your partner or imagînary client responded as indicated above, then your data
sheet should have been scored as indicated on page 24.
LRvel 1 is a dificult level to test as the materials change and you must remember to
mode1 before every trial. Review the surnmary on the next page if you forget what
to do or Say. Do not c o n ~ u reading
e
the next part of the manual until you are able
to administer Level 1 correctly in your practice session with only a few glances at
the Summary, or for a maximum of 30 minutes. Use the data recording fonn during
your practice.

-

Summarv of Steos for LeveI 1 Imitation Testing
Initial Prompting Sequence - Don't Record Responses
1.

Place the box in front of the student.

2.

Demonstrate. Say, "When1 Say, 'Where does it go?' it goes in here, " while demonstrating
puttùig the foam in the box.

3.

Guided triai. Say, "Let's try together." Take the student's hand whüe it grasps the foam,
Say, "Where does it go?" and help the student to drop the foam into the box. Give praise.

4.

OD~ortunitvfor Indewndent Remonse. Say, "Now you try . Wbere does it go?" If the
student places the foam in the box, give praise. If the student makes an error, repeat the
prompting sequence. Do not mark the data sheet.

If the Student Responds Correctly on Step 4, you are Ready to Begin S c o ~ g
5.

Mode1 everv t h e . On each trial, Say, "Where does it go?" Then mode1 placing the foam
into the box. Then say, "Where does it go?" and give the foam to the student.

6.

If the student responds correctly on a trial:
- Give praise.
- Circle the trial nurnber on the data sheet.
- Repeat steps 5 & 6 until the student gets 4 correct in a row with the box, and 4
correct in a row with the cm. (Do not provide the prompting sequence when you
switch to the can. Iust model the response with the can as you did with the box.)
- Reinforce approximately every third correct response with an edible.

7.

If the student places the foam anywhere but in the container:
- Say, "No. That's not where it goes. "
- Record an X on the trial number.
- Do the error correction.
* demonstration
* guided trial
* opportunity for independent response

- On the opportunity for an independent response, record either an X or a J on a line
below the number.

- Continue error correction until a correct response occurs on an opporhmity for an
independent response, then retum to step 5.

8.

Continue untii:
- A pass occurs (8 numbers circled in a row)
- A fail occurs (8 total Xs)

ANSWER KEY
Studv Exercise #6
1. MODEL. 2. FOUR; FOUR. 3. X;ERROR COWCTION. 4. X; BELOW.
5. P U C E A CHECK ON THE NEXT EMPTY LINE BELOW THAT TRIAL,

6 . ONE WRONG, ONE RTGHT, ONE WJXONG, TWO RIGHT.
7.ONE NGHT, ONlE WRONG, ONE RIGHT, THREE WRONG.

Com~letedRactice Session Data Sheet (as descnbed on p. 22)

After your imaginary subject completed 4 scoring trials correctly in a row with the
foam and the box, you should have switched to the foam and the cm for scoring trial
#8. Because the subject responded incorrectly, you should have provided an error
correction trial with the foam and the can. You then retumd to the foam and the box,
for which the subject responded correctly on 4 scoring trials, and you then conducted
scoring trials with the foam and the can, for which the subject responded correctly 4
times in a row. Passing criterion was therefore met by the 16th scoring trial.
Remember, error correction trials are not scoring trials for reaching the passing
criterion.

Cornmon Guidelines for Levels 2 Throueh 6

Some guidelines for testing Levels 2 through to Level6 are summarued in Table 4 below.
For each level the containers are placed before the s u e n t , approximately 20 cm apart.
When the position of the containers are to be alternateci, foiIowing each triai you should remove the
containers from the student's vision, 'mix them up,' and place them in front of the student again.
The containers are replaced in either the same or opposite positions on the table. The data
recording foms (as described later) indicate the correct position of the containers for each trial.
For the testin~of Levels 2 throunh to Level 6. an error is defined as placement of the ob-iect
into the incorrect container. The student must place the object into a container for the trial to be
scored as either correct or incorrect. For example, if the student does not release the foam, throws
the foam away, or places it anywhere other than in a container, no response is recorded.

Table 4
Some Summary Guidelines for Testing Levels 2 Through 6
1-

Leveis

2

Containers

BOX,

3
cas

BOX,

4

can

BOX,

6
cari

BOX,

cari

&

POS~~O~S

Stable

Randomiy
Alternate

Randomiy
Aïternate

Randomly
Alternate

Test Object
Presented

Foam

Foam

Cube and
Cylinder
iùandomly
Alternate

Foam

Verbal
Prompt or
Question
I

Correct
Response

Phce foam
in can on
right

Place foam in
can
independ. of
position

Place cube in
box, or
cylinder in
CLU~

Place foam in
the requested
container

-

Level2 Position Discrimination

For a position discrimination, both containers, the box and cm, are placed in fiont of the
student and the object used is the foam. The recording form and scoring for Level2 is
similar to Level 1 (see below). The data recording form reminds you that the containers are
to remain stable, that you should ask, "Wheredoes it go?", and that the correct response is
to place the foam into the c m .

Level2 (Position)

Can and Box remain stable

il;sk'
*,,., . :
*:>::$::-.does
,

...,.,.,...,,
..........., ,..,...............
..:.:.:"
:

. ..>pY.x?+;q

-ff'ga,,,.
..,. -...........
.. . ....,.......

i.'
".....j....5'
. .,.

.A..

.............A...*&,

.f

<
.*,;:*

Correct container is yeiïow can

8 r&ht in a row (counting circled numbers, g c ~counting checks during error
correction)? That's a PASS. Go to next level.

8 wrong altogether (counting X's on numbers
FAIL!!! STOP TEE WHOLE TEST.

X's on lines)?

Study Exercise #7

Before reading m e r , saudy Table 4 (p. 25) and the preceding material until you can
answer the following questions correctly. Complete the exercise by Nling in the blanks
with the correct words or circling the correct m e r where appropriate. The answer key
is located on page 28 for your reference.
The test object for levels 1, 2, 3, and 6 is the foam. Tnie / False
The containers involved in the testing of LRvel6, Auditory-Visual, are the
and the

The verbal prompt or question for Levels 2, 3, and 4 is: "
?"

The position of the containers durhg the testing of Level2, Position discrimination,
are stable / alternate from one trial to the next.
The position of the containers during the testing of Level 3, Visual discrimination,
are stable / altemate fiom one trial to the next.
The test objects involved in the testing of Level4, Visual Match-to-Sample, are the
and the

The position of the containers during the testhg of Level 6, Auditory-Visual
discrimî.nation are stable / alternate from one trial to the next.
During the testing of Levels 2 through 6, the tacher records an incorrect response
if the student places the foam aqwhere other than in the correct container I in the
incorrect container.

Level 3 - Visual Discriminatiori
Level 3 involves the presentation of both containers simultaneously. The positions of the
containers randomly altemate. As indicated on the data recording f o m for Level 3 shown
on page 28, the correct position of the c m , on either the right side or the left side, is
indicated by the letters "Ln for Ieft and "R" for right.

ANSWER KEY
Stiidv Exercise #7

1. TRUE. 2. BOX;CAN. 3. WHERE DOES IT GO? 4. ARE STABLE.
5 . ALTERNATE. 6 . CUBE; CYLINDER. 7. ALTERNATE. 8. IN THE INCORRECT
CONTAINER.

"Lwand "R"indicate correct placement of can
Correct response is foam in can

Level 4 - Visual Match-to-Sam~le
Discrimination
Level 4 involves: the yellow can; the red box; the yellow cylinder; and the red cube, which
we'U c d a Little red box. Once again the correct placement of the can is indicated by the
Ietters 'L' or 'R'above the trial numbers (as shown on the data recording fom).

Notice that above the trial numbers, thex are also the l e m 'c' or 'b'. These letters
teil you which test object to provide, the s

d cylinder (c), or the little box (ô).

Before testing for Level 4, the demonstration, guided trial and opportunity for an
independent response should be provided to the student with each of the objects, that is, the
cylinder (matched to the cm) and the littie box (matched to the big box).

LeveI 4 (Match-to-Sample) 'L' and 'R'indicate correct placement of cm
'b' indicates to present little red box
'c' indicates to present small yellow cylinder

8 right in a row (counting circled numbers,
That's a PASS. Go to next level.

a counting checks during error correction)?

8 wrong altogether (counting X's on nurnbers
FAIL! !! STOP THIE WHOLE TEST.

X's on lines)?

Studv Exercise #8

Before reading further, smdy the preceding material until you c m answer the following
qpestions correctly. Complete the exercise by Nling in the blanks with the correct
words or circling the correct answer where appropriate. The answer key is provided
on page 32 for your reference.
1.

On the data recording form, the letters 'c' and 'b' above the aial mimbers for
Level
indiindi to you the object that you should present to the sîudent, that
is, the d l
('c') or the small
b') .
(6

2.
3.
4.

5.

7.

The verbal prompt or question in the testing of Level2, PosÏtion discrimination
is, "
--?"
The position of the containers during the testing of Level 3, Visual
discrimination, are stable / alternate fiom one trial to the next.
The position of the containers during the testing of Level2, Position
discrimination, are siable / altemate fiom one trial to the next.
On the data recording fom, the letters 'L' and 'R' above the trial numbers for
Level 3, Visual discrimination, indicate to the teacher the correct position of
the
, either on the
('L') or
('R') side of the
.
When testing Level4 of the ABLA, the teacher provides a demonstration,
guided trial, and oppominity for independent response with both the srnall box
(cube) and the cvlinder / onlv the first obiect eresented.
During the testing of Level4, Visual-Match-to-Sample, the teacher presents the
test objects simultaneouslv / one Der trial.

Stop!!
it is important that you do some additional practicing before reading M e r . Testing
Level4 is a little more complicated than the preceding levels because there is more
for you to do in between test trials. First, obtain a copy of the data sheet for Level
4 (see Appendix A). Next, with your testing materiais, edibles, and pencil and data
sheet in fiont of you, and with your imaginary client (or partner role playing a
client) sitting opposite you, follow the summary steps for testing level4 that are on
the next page. Let's assume that your client responds wrrectly on all of the initial
prompting sequence, so that you are now ready to begin scoring. Assume that your
client responds as follows, follow the testing summary on the next page, and score
the data sheet appropriately: 1 correct, 1 wrong, 3 correct, 3 wrong, 9 correct.
This should require a maximum of 20 minutes. Your data sheet should have been
scored as indicated on p. 32.

Summarv of Testin? for Level 4 - Visual Match-t&am~Ie
Initial Prompthg Sequence - Don't Record Responses
1.

Place the box and the can in front of the student.

2.

Demonstrate. Start with the cylinder. Say, "When 1 say , 'Where does it go?' it goes
in here," while demonstrating placing the cylinder into the can.

3.

Guided trial. Say, " k t ' s try together." Take the student's hand whiie it grasps the
cylinder, Say, "Where does it go?" and guide the student to place the cyiinder into the
c m . Give praise.

4.

Oooortunitv for inde~endentreswnse. Say, "Now you try. Where does it go?"
Give the cylinder to the student. If the student places the cylinder into the can, give
praise. If the student makes an error, repeat the prompting sequence. Do not mark
the data sheet.

5.

Repeat steps 2, 3. and 4 with the little red box (or cube) and the big box.

If the Student Responds Correctly on the Above Steps, you are Ready to Begin Scoring

6.

Look at the data sheet for two things: (a) is the can placed on the left side or the
right side? Place the can on the proper side. @) Do you give the sîudent the little
red bx or the cylinder?

7.

Give the object (the cylinder or the little red box) to the student and Say, "Where does
it go?"

8.

If the student places the object into the correct container:
- Give praise.
- CixcIe the trial number on the data sheet.
- Repeat steps 6, 7, & 8 until the student gets 8 correct in a row.
- Reinforce approximately every third correct response with an edible.

9.

If the student places the object in the wrong container:
- Say, "No. That's not where it goes."
- Record an X on the trial number.
- Do the three steps of the error correction procedure.
- On the opportunity for an independent response, record either an X or a J on
a line below the number.
- Continue error correction until a correct response occurs on an opportunity for
an independent response.
- Return to step 6.

10.

Continue until:
- A pass occurs (8 numbers circled in a row)
- A fail occurs (8 total Xs)

A N S W E R KEY
Studv Exercise #8

Il

1.4; CYLINDER, BOX. 2. WHEIE DOES IT GO? 3. ALTERNAE.
4. ARE STABLE. 5. CAN; LEFT;RIGHT; BOX. 6. BOTH TRE CUBE

Il

AND THE CYLINDER. 7. ONE PER TRLAL.

C-leted

Level 4 Practice Session Data Sheet

Level 6 - Auditom-Visual Discrimination
With Level 6, instead of asking, "Wheredoes it go?", you Say either "yellow can" or
"red box". The demonsmtion, guided trial and opportunity for an independent response
should be provided to the student at the beginning of Level6 with the verbal prompt "Yellow
can." If the client responds correctly on the opportunity for an independent response, then
the entire prompting sequence should be repeated with the verbal prompt "Red boxn.
"Y-e-1-1-O-W...c-a-n" should be stated in a low-pitched voice and in a slow fashion, and "Red
box" should be stated in a high-pitched voice and in a auick manner. You should attempt to
make the verbal prompts sound as different as possible as the purpose of this level is to
determine if the student cm discriminate between two different sounds. It is not necessary
for the student to understand the meaning of the words. Sometimes a student may attempt to
place the foam in a container before you have completed the verbal prompts. If this
happens, do not count the response. Simply take the foam out of the container and hold onto
it while you state the entire verbal prompt. Once you have finished the prompt, give the
foam to the student.

During the administration of level 6 the containers randomly alternate. As shown on
the recording f o m on the next page, the letters on the top row indicate the correct left-right
position of the yellow cm, similar to the tesfing of level 3. Also, as shown on the score
form, the letters above a trial number indicate which auditory prompt you should present to
the student Le. "Red Box" if there is an 'RB' above the trial number, and "Yellow
if
there is a 'YC'above the trial number.

m"

"Lmand "R"indicate correct placement of c m

8 right in a row (counting circled numbers, a counting checks during error
correction)? That's a PASS. Go to next level.

8 wrong altogether (counting X's on numbers
FAIL!!! STOP THE WHOLE TEST.

X's on Lines)?

Before reading M e r , study the preceding material until you c m answer the
following questions correctly. Complete the exerck by fiilhg m the blanks with the
correct words or circling the correct answer where appropriate. The answer key is
provided on page 36 for your reference.

The spoken prompt "YenowCan" in the testing of Level6 shodd be
presented in a
pitch and in a
faon.
The spoken prompt "RedBoxn in the testing of Level6 should be presented
in a
pitch and in a
mamer.

On the data recording forrn, the letters 'L' and 'R'above the trial numbers
for Levels 3, 4, and 6 indicate to the tester the
of the

/

positioning

On the data recording fom, the lettes 'RB' and 'YC'above the trial nwbers
for Leel 6 indicate to the tester the verbal prompt that the tester should say,
" if 'RB', or "
that is, say, "
if 'YC'.
II

If you look at a data recording fom and see a circle around triai #1, an 'X'
over trial #2, a J on the line under trial #2, and a circle aromd trial #3, the
performance by the student when given an opporûmity to respond
independently was one rieht. one wrone. two rieht / one ri&. one wrong.
one right.
-

If you look at a data recording forrn and see a circle amund triai #1, an 'X'
over trial #2, two Xs and then a J on the b e s under trial #2, and awther 'X'
over tnal#3, the performance by the student when given an oppoaunity to
respond mdependently was one neht. four wronz f one ri@. three wrong.
one riaht. one wron~.
-

Frequent Errors that Testers Make
There are several comrnon errors frequently made by beginning testers as they Iearn about
the ABLA test. Bedoing additional practicing, read through the foliowing list of
frequent errors. Try to avoid making them.

+

For Level 1. Imitation. Don%forget
to Mode1 for each trial. You must follow
through the introductory prompting sequence (Demonstration, Guided Trial, and
Oppoaunity for Independent Response) as you norrnaUy would. You then Mode1 on
every ûial immediately before you ask the student to do the task. Remember, Level
1 is like the game Simon-Says, they are imitating what you do on each trial.

+

For Level 1, following an error with the foam and can. Don7tgo back to the
be~inninguntil vou have made the Error Correction for their mistake. If you begin
with the foam and box and the person places the foam into the box four times, then
you switch to the foam and the can and the person places the foam into the c m once
and then makes an error, you must do the Error Correction with the foam and the can
before you r e m to the beginnllig of the level with the foam and the box.

+

For Level 1 , Don7t add in extra Demonstrations. Guided Trials and Inde~endent
Remonses. Some people rnistakenly add in a Demonstration, Guided Trial and an
Independent Response when they switch fiom the box to the cm. However, for Level
1 there is only one initial prompting sequence at the beginning, and it should be with
the foam, demonstrating putthg it into the box.

+

For Levels 4 and 6. DonPtd i t UR the Demonstration. Guided Trial and OD~ortunity
for an Indemndent Remonse. That is, don't give a demonstration for both
containers, then a guided trial for both, and then an independent response for both.

-

To properly do the introductory sequence with leve16, you must do the
Demonstration, Guided Trial and Independent Response with the y-e-1-1-O-W..x-a-n.
Then do the Demonstration, Guided Trial and Independent Response with the
REDBOX! Don't go back and forth between the two.

ANSWER REY
Studv Exercise #9
1. LOW; SLOW. 2. HIGH; QUICK. 3. LET I RIGHT; YELLOW CAN.
RED BOX; YELLOW C M . 5 . ONE RIGHI', ONE WRONG, TWO RIGHT.
6. ONE RIGHT, THREE WRONG, ONE RIGHT, ONE WRQNG.

4.

+

For al1 levels. Don't mark the data sheet durine the 3-ste~o r o m ~ t i qseauence
pemonstration. Guided Trial and Indewndent Remonse) at the beginnin~of a level.
If they do make a mistake during the introductory sequence, you should follow the
Error Correction Procedure until they successfully put the object into the correct
container. But, DO NOT mark these steps on the data sheet.
After a student has successfully completed the introductory sequence, then scoring can
begin. Thereafter, al1 independent response trials are marked on the data sheet,
including such trials as part of the error correction procedure.

There is no set rule of how many mistakes an individual must make during the
introductory sequence at the beginning of each level before she or he is failed on that
level. However, we suggest that if the individual cannot perform al1 the steps of the
introductory sequence properly after many attempts (8 or more) then she or he should
be classified at the previous level. For example, if an individual fails to cornplete the
introductory sequence at Level 6 after 8 attempts with either the yellow can or the red
box, then nothing should be scored on the data sheet for Level 6. The individual
should be classifed as Level 4, the 1st level that she or he passed.

+

Don9tsav more than vou have to.

For Leveis 1, 2, 3 and 4 say ody,

"Wheredoes it go?"

For Level6 say only either,

"REDBOX!" or "ye-1-1-O-w...c-a-n. "

PRACTICE ADMINISTERING THE TEST

The following summary of testing steps will help you to admuiister the Assessment of Basic
Learning Abilities properly. This summary is like a recipe for making a cake, that is, if you
follow it step-by-step you will produce the desired result.

Stop!!
Make copies of the scoring foms in Appendix A. Then spend at least 30 minutes
practicing administenng al1 5 of the ABLA levels, at least 5 or 6 minutes per level.
During your practicing, have the objects, containers, edibles, data foms, and a
pencil in fiont of you. The more you rehearse the testing procedures in your mind
or with a partner, the easier the testing situation will be when you acaially test
someone.

Remember to make your rehearsal as real as possible. Actually practice saying and
doing each step of the testing procedures. Practice administering reinforcement for
correct responses, and the error correction procedure after errors. Practice recordhg
following both correct responses and errors. Continue until you have practiced ali
aspects of testing for each level.

SUMMARY OF STEPS TO FOLLOW WHEN TESTING

-

Summary of Level 1 Imitation

Initial Prompting Sequence - Don't Record Responses

1.

Place the box in front of the student.

2.

Demonstrate. Say, "When 1 say, 'Where does it go?' it goes in here, " while demonstrating
putting the foam in the box.

3.

Guided trial. Say, "Let's try together. " Take the student's hand while it grasps the foam,
Say, "Where does it go?" and help the student to drop the foam into the box. Give praise.

4,

Oo~oaunitvfor Indewndent Remonse. Say, "Now you try. Where does it go?" If the
student places the foam in the box, give praise. If the student makes an error, repeat the
prompting sequence. Do not mark the data sheet.

If the Student Responds Correctly on Step 4, you are Ready to Begin Scoring
5.

Mode1 every time. On each trial, Say, "Where does it go?" Then mode1 placing the foam
into the box. Then Say, "Where does it go?" and give the foam to the student.

nident responds correctly on a trial:
Give praise.
Circle the trial number on the data sheet.
Repeat steps 5 & 6 until the student gets 4 correct in a row with the box, and 4
correct in a row with the can. (Do not provide the prompting sequence when you
switch to the cm. Just model the response with the c m as you did with the box.)
Reinforce approximately every third correct response with an edible.
tudent places the foam anywhere but in the container:
Say, "No. That's not where it goes."
Record an X on the trial number.
Do the error correction.
* demonstration
* guided trial
* opportunity for independent response

On the opportun@ for an independent response, record either an X or a J on a line
bdow the number.
Continue error correction untii a correct response occurs on an opportunity for an
independent response, then r e m to sfep 5.
8-

Continue until:
- A pass occurs (8 numbers circled in a row)
- A fail occurs (8 total Xs)

Summarv of Level2 - Position Discrimination
Initial Prompüng Sequence - Don't Record Responses
1.

Place the can and box in fiont of the student.

2.

Demonstrate. Say, "When 1 Say, 'Where does it go?' it goes in here, " while demonstrating
placing the foam into the can.

3.

Guided trial. Say, "Let's try together." Take the student's hand while it grasps the foam,
Say, "Where does it go?" and help the student to place the foam into the cm. Give praise.

4.

Ooportunitv for independent remonse. Say, "Now you try. Where does it go?" Give the
foam to the student. If the student places the foam into the can, give praise. If the student
rnakes an error, repeat the prompting sequence. Do not mark the data sheet.

If the Student Responds Correctly on Step 4, you are Ready to Begin Scoring
5.

Say, "Where does it go? " and give the foam to the student.

6.

If the student places the foam into the can:
- Give praise.
- Circle the trial number on the data sheet.
- Repeat steps 5 & 6 until the student gets 8 correct in a row.
- Reinforce approximately every third correct response with an edible.
If the student places the foam into the box:
- Say, "No. That's not where it goes."
- Record an X on the trial number.
- Do the three steps of the error correction procedure.
- On the opportunity for an independent response, record either an X or a J on a line
below the number- Continue error correction untii a correct response occurs on an opportunity for an
independent response.
- Retum to step 5.

8.

Continue until:
- A pass occurs (8 numbers circled in a row)
- A faii occurs (8 total Xs)

-

Summarv of LeveI 3 Visual Discrimination
Initial Prompting Sequence - Don't Record Respo~ces

Place the can and box in front of the student.
Demonstrate. Say, "When 1 Say. 'Where does it go?' it goes in here, " while demonstrating
placing the foam into the can.
Guided trial. Say, "Let's try together." Take the student's hand whiie it grasps the foam,
Say, "Where does it go?" and help the student to place the foam into the cm. Give praise.
Oo~ortunitvfor indewndent remonse. Say, "Now you try. Where does it go?" Give the
foam to the student. If the student places the foam into the can, give praise. If the student
makes an error, repeat the prompting sequence. Do not mark the data sheet.
If the Student Responds Correctly on Step 4, you are Ready to Begin S c o ~ g
5.

Now look at the data sheet to see if the can is to be placed on the left or the right side of the
box. Place the c m on the proper side. (It does not matter if you place the can to your left
or to the student's left, as long as you are consistent with who you use as your guide
throughout testing.)

6.

Give the foam to the student and Say, "Where does it go?"

7.

If the student places the foam into the can:
- Give praise.
- Circle the trial number on the data sheet.
- Repeat steps 5, 6, & 7 until the student gets 8 correct in a row.
- Reinforce approximately every third correct response with an edible.

8.

If the student places the foam into the box:
- Say, "No. That's not where it goes. "
- Record an X on the trial number.
- Do the three steps of the enror correction procedure.
- On the o p p o d t y for an independent response, record either an X or a J on a line
below the number.
- Continue error correction until a correct response occurs on an opportunity for an
independent response.
- Retum to step 5.

9.

Continue until:
- A p a s occurs (8 numbers circled in a row)
- A fail occurs (8 total Xs)

Initial Prompting Sequence - Don't Record Responses
1.

PIace the box and the can in front of the student,

2.

Demonstrate. Start with the cylinder. Say, "When 1 Say, 'Where does it go?' it goes in
here," while demonstrating placing the cylinder into the can.

3.

Guided trial. Say, "Let's try together. " Take the -dent's hand while it grasps the cylinder,
Say, "Where does it go?" and guide the student to place the cylinder into the cm. Give
prise.

4.

ûmortunitv for inderendent reswnse. Say, "Now you try. Where does it go?" Give the
cylinder to the student. If the student places the cylinder into the cm, give praise. If the
student makes an error, repeat the prompting seqyence. Do not mark the data sheet.

5.

Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 with the little red box and the big box.

if the Student Responds Correctly on the Above Steps, you are Ready to Begin Scoring
6.

7.

Look at the data sheet for two things: (a) is the can placed on the left side or the right side?
Place the can on the proper side. @) Do you give the student the linle red box or the
cylinder?
Give the object (the cylinder or the little red box) to the student and Say, "Where does it
go?"

8.

If the student places the object into the correct container:
Give praise.
Circle the trial number on the data sheet.
Repeat steps 6, 7, & 8 until the student gets 8 correct in a row.
Reinforce approximately every third correct response with an edïble.

9.

If the tudent places the object into the wrong container:
- Say, "No. That's not where it goes."
- Record an X on the triai number.
Do the three steps of the error correction procedure.
On the opportunity for an independent response, record either an X or a J on a line
below the number.
Continue error correction until a correct response occurs on an opporninity for an
independent response.
R e m to step 6.

10.

Continue until:
- A pass occurs (8 numbers circled in a row)
- A fail occurs (8 total Xs)

-

Summarv of Level6 Auditom-Visuai Discrimination

Initial Prompting Sequence - Don't Record Responses
1.

Place the can and the box in front of the student.

2.

Demonstrate. Say, "When 1 Say, 'y-e-1-1-O-W...c-a-n, ' it goes in here, " whiie demonstrating
putting the foam into the yellow can. Remember to Say, "y-e-1-1-O-W...c-a-n" slowly and in a
Iow tone.

3.

Guided trial. Say, "Let's try together." Take the student's hand while it grasps the foam,
Say, "y-e-1-1-0-w ...c-a-n, " and guide the student to place the foam into the yellow can. Give
praise .

4.

ODDortunitv for independent remonse. Say, "Now you try . y-e-1-1-O-w ...c-a-n. " Give the
foam to the student. If the student places the foam h t o the yellow c m , give praise. If the
student rnakes an error, repeat the prompting sequence. Do not mark the data sheet.

5.

Repeat steps 2, 3, & 4 with the foam and the red box. Remernber to Say, "REDBOX"
rapidly and in a high tone.

If the Student Responds Correetly on the Above Steps, you are Ready to Begin Scoring
Look at the data sheet for two things:
(a) Should the c m be on the right side or the lei? side?
(b) Do you Say, "REDBOX" or "y-e-1-1-0-W. ..c-a-n"?
Give the foam to the student, and Say the correct verbal cue (either "REDBOX"or
"y-e-1-l-o-w .. .c-a-nu).

If the student places the foam into the correct container:
- Give praise.
- Circle the trial number on the data sheet.
- Repeat steps 6, 7 & 8 until the student gets 8 correct in a row.
- Reinforce approximately every third correct response with an edible.
If the student places the foam into the wrong container:
- Say, "No. That's not where it goes."
- Record an X on the trial number.
- Do the three steps of the error correction procedure.
- On the opportunity for an independent response, record either an X or a J on a line
below the number.
- Continue error correction until a correct response occurs on an opportunity for an
independent response .
- R e m to step 6.
Continue until:
- A pass occurs (8 numbers circled in a row)
- A faii occurs (8 total Xs)

PART II

Using the ABLA to
Classify Training Tasks

CLASSIFYING TRAINING TASKS ACCORDING TO
THE HIGHEST ABLA LEWL NEEDED TO PERFORM THEM
You now know how to test clients on the ABLA test. How is such information
useful? Research indicates that a client can readily leam to perfonn a task that is at a level
of the ABLA test that the client has passed, however a client will experience extreme
difficulty leaming a task that is more difficult than a level that the client has passed. For
example, suppose that a client has passed level 3 (visual discrimination), but failed level 4
(match-to-sample) on the ABLA test. If you try to teach that client to perform a level 3 task,
such as locating their own printed name when it is written on the blackboard in different
positions and with other names, the client will readiiy leam that task,usually within 20 or 30
training trials. But if you attempt to teach a level 4 task to that client, such as replenishing a
partially depleted salad bar at a fast-food restaurant, then that client will have extreme
difficuty leaming that level 4 task, even after hundreds of aaining W s , using standard
prompting and reinforcement procedures. Research also indicates that when staff attempt to
teach to clients training tasks that are at the highest ABLA level that they have passed, the
clients show few problem behaviors. But when staff attempt to teach to clients tasks that are
above or below their highest ABLA level, they exhibit a higher frequency of problem
behaviors. These results suggest that if you use standard prompting and reinforcement
procedures when teaching clinets, then you wiii obtain best rrsults if you: (a) use the ABLA
test to assess clients; @) examine various training tasks that might be used for those clients
in order to identiQ the highea ABLA level necessary to readily leam those tasks; and (c)
then match the ABLA test level of clients to the ABLA diffcdty level of training taskî to be
provided for those clients.
Let's suppose that you have A B U test results for several developmentally disabled
individuals. In order to match the ABLA test level of the clients to the training dernands of
the various tasks, you must classi@ the potential training tasks according to the highest
ABLA level needed by a student to readily leam those tasks. This section provides
guidelines to heip you to classify tasks at a particular level of the ABLA.

Classifjkw Tasks as Level 1 - Imitation
As the name suggests, k v e l 1 of the ABLA involves an imitative response. The most clear
distinction between an imitative response and a discrimination of a higher level is the
presence of a mode1 to imitate. -A task should be classified as LeveI 1 (Imitation) if, and
o d y if, the student is provided with a demonstration of the response immediately before the
request to perform that task.

For example, Dorina freqyently helps the dietary staff in the kitchen of the group
home where she lives. One of the tasks she likes to perform is stirring the gravy. When
large dinners are being prepared, the staff typically request that Donna take a turn stirring
the gravy so that they may attend to other aspects of the food preparation. Because Donna
initially watches the staff stir the gravy, the response required of Donna would be classifîed
as Level I -imitation.

CIassifyine Tasks as Level 2 - Position Discrimination
A position discrimination is involved when the correct choice may be made by paying
attention to the stable position of various objects. In other words, if the correct position was

within easy reach, an individual could be deaf and blind and, after leaming the correct
positions, could successfùlly complete a position discrimination on every trial. Hearing and
sight would not be required. To determine if a task shouid be classified as a Position
discrimination, you must determine if the materials involved in the task remain in a stable
position, or if th& positions' alternate. If the location of an object you are requesting the
student to retrieve changes from request to request, then the student would need to rely on
sight or sound to locate the object on every attempt.
Cynthia was looking at photographs at her desk as the sun went down and the room
became dim. On her desk immediately in front of her was a desk lamp. On the base of the
lamp there were two switches. Cynthia pressed the switch on the right to tum on the lamp.
The response of pressing the switch on the right is an example of a position discrimination.
Cynthia did not need to be able to 'see' the difference between the two switches. The switch
to turn on that lamp is always located on the right side.
Classifvine Tasks as Level 3 - Visual Discrimination
For a task to be classified as Level 3, the materials involved in the task must change
locations from one request to the next, and performing the task correctly does not require
discriminating between two or more sounds.
Marion and Estelle often have coffee at the kitchen table in their group home.
Sometimes the cream is located on the left side of the sugar, and at other times it is located
on the right side of the sugar. Marion only takes cream for her coffee. The response of
Marion picking up the cream is an example of a visual discrimination.
Classifyinr Tasks as Level2 vs. Level 3. Usually. a task is classified at ABLA
Level 2 if the positions of task materials remain stable. And with Level 2, after a visually
impaired person experienced the position of the containers on several aials, that person
would be able to immediately and correctly place the foam in the can on the right without
having to feel m o u d for its location. But suppose that the task is to place a rubber band
around the middle of a rolled-up newspaper. A visually impaired person wuld leam to
perform this task correctly, but on each trial that person would have to repeatedly feel and
adjust the position of the rubber band in order to adjust it to the correct position. A person
with vision, on the other hand, could learn to perfonn that task correctly on each trial
without the repeated "feeling for the correct spot" activity that would occur with a visually
impaired person. We therefore recommend that such a task be classified as Level 3.
Consider another example. Suppose that many individual shoe laces are each hanging
on individual hooks in front of a client in a workshop. The task is to take 2 laces off the
hooks and encase them in a band, and to repeat this task many times. Although the shoe
laces hang in a stable position, this would be classified as Level 3 because the client must
reach to a different location to get shoe laces on each trial, due to their removal on previous
trials.

Classifvin~Tasks as Level4 - Visual Match-to-Sam~leDiscrimination

For a task to be classified at Level4 of the A B U , the task must involve the student looking
at an object and comparing that object with two or more comparison objects to detennine
which of the cornparisons is the correct match. Fwther, for a teacher to classi@ a task as
Level 4. the sample stimulus (object) must match with the comparison stimulus on some
dimension, for example, shape or color.
Michelle was choosing earrings to Wear for the &y. She found one of the e h g s
that she had decided to Wear, a small seashell. As she looked through her jewellery box she
found three other eanings. One was a gold cross, one was a silver heart, and the other was
a small seashell. The response of selecting the other seaçhell would be an example of a
visual match-to-sample discrimination.
Classifvin~Tasks as LeveI 6 - AuditoryVisual Discrimination

To determine if a task should be classified as an auditory-visual discrimination, the ability to
hear and recognize the difference between two different soumis is essential in successful task
completion. Usually the sounds to be discriminated are specific teacher instructions (versus
alternative instructions). You need
assume that the student c m understand the meanhg
of words, simply that the student c m 'hear' that two verbal prompts are different, and then
respond correctly. A task to be classified at this level usually involves the teacher verbally
requesting one response at one tirne, and another response the next time. The only way that
the student knows which response is correct is by discriminating between two or more
auditory prompts that the teacher presents.
Sometimes an auditory discrimination does not require vision. For example, if a fork
was always located on the left side of a plate, and a spoon on the right side, a blind person
could leam to reliably pick up the correct utensil when the trainer requested "fork" or
"spoon." At other times, the student must men for the sound of the prompt that the teacher
provides and look to see where the appropriate item is located. Both types of tasks should
be classifed as Level 6.
Bill enjoys participating in the basketball program sponsored by Special Olppics.
Every Thursday evening, Bill's coach begins the practice with passing drills. These drills
involve the coach randomly calling out the players' names. The pIayer with the ball must
pass the ball to the player whose name has k e n called. During these drills the players
randomly move around the court. Therefore, the player with the bail must bot. listen to the
name that the coach calls and look to see where that player is on the court. The task of
passing the ball to the correct player would be classified as a Level6 - Auditoxy-Visual
Cornbineci discrimination.

T i ~ for
s Task Classification
Accordh to the Levels of The ABLA
Before you attempt to class@ a group of tasks, it may be helpfd to remind yourself of the
following tips.

1.
Unless stated otherwise, imagine that, on repeated trials, that the very same task is
requested. For example, if the student is seated at a table and there are several dwerent
fmits on the table and the task request is "pick up the orangew,then you should rate the task
as though the b e r ALWAYS requests the orange unless SPECIFICAUY stated that
sometimes the trainer asks for an orange and sometimes the trainer asks for an apple (or
some other fruit),
Some tasks may be completed in more than one way . Try to think about the task in a
variety of ways and determine the level based upon the minimum skills necessary. For
instance, if you believe the task is a k v e l 4 task, before makiog your f d rating ask
yourself "1s there any method of doing this task using Level 3 skills?"

2.

Some tasks, such as complex instruction following and reading, may require higher
intellectuai functioning than Level 6. Such tasks should be rated as Level 6. Here are
examples of two such tasks:
3.

+ Task:

+ Task:

A teacher is walking to the street corner with a student. They stop at the
curb. The teacher says "Billy, check for cars and cross when it is safe." The
correct response is for Billy to turn his head one way and then turn his head
the other way , and then to cross the street when there are no cars in sight.

+

A teacher presents a card to a student with the equation 2 2 = ? The
student is required to wnte the number 4. Each time a card is presented a
different equation appears.

For both tasks, a classification of Level6 wouid be appropriate.
Now you are ready to attempt to classify some tasks according to the highest ABLA
Ievel necessary to complete that task with relative ease. Consider the tasks beginning on the
next page that have been presented to developmentally disabled individuals. Bewath each
task is the ABLA classification as rated by three "Expertsnon the ABLA and the reason they
chose that classification. Try to classify the task on your own before reading about the
answer from the "experts". To help you to classi@ ta& correctly, review the questions on
the next page.

***IMPORTANT QUESTIONS TO ASK
IF YOU WANT TO CLASSIFY TASKS CORRECTLY !!!!***
Level 1 -

1s there a model?

Level 2 -

1s there no model involved? Do objects in the example remain in the same place?
Are there no verbal cues that need to be widerstood?

Level3 -

Does the example state that the objects change places? Are there any verbal cues that
need to be understood?

Level4 -

Does the task involve visually matching sornething to something else in the
environment? (for example, one sock matching another; one marble king placed in a
bucket of marbles; one sunflower seed shell being spit into a bucket of sunflower seed
shells, etc.)

Level6 -

Does the client have to be able to hear the difference between two different
instructions?

Sample Tasks (with one or two steps) to be Classified
1. A client is with the staff in a change room. On a table in the same room is a basket fded with
task.
many items, including a brush. The client is asked to get the hair brush. This is a Level

I

I

Answer: This task is classified as a Level 3, a visual task. First we assume that only the bmsh
is asked for each t h e . Second, the brush is W l y to be io a different place in the basket
(with other items) on successive trials, so it is not a position disaimination.

1

2. A client is seated in front of a plate. On the plate are several items typically eaten with one's
fmgers (such as celery). The staff says "take some" and models the behavior of choosing an item
and placing it in hislher mouth. The correct response is to take a food item with the fkgers and put
it in his/her mouth. This is a Level
task.

m e r : This task is classifZedas a Levei 1, an imitative task, because the staff member
modeled the correct response.

3. Mary and two other clients are seated on chairs in the clothing room. A staff member in the
next room cails out the name, "Mary."The correct response is for Mary to stand up and walk
through the open doorway when her name is called. Sometimes the staff calls Mary's name, and at
other tirnes the staff calls the names of other clients. This is a Level
task.

Answer: This task is ciassined as a Level6, an auditory discrimination. The task requires
recognize her
must
calleci as different fiom the

4. A client is seated in a chait. The physiotherapist places an index card in the hand of the client

and asks him to work on his knee extension exercises. On the card there is a picture of an
individual doing the exercise as weli as instructions about the length of time the extension should be
held and the number of repetitions. The correct responses involve:
i) The client reading the card and performing the exercise correctly,
This is a LRvel -task.
ii)

The client straightening the weak leg in response to the p i c m .
This part is a Level

task.

Answers: The initial part of this task is classined as a Level 6. To perfom the exercise
correctfy with respect to repetitions etc. the individual must be able to read the card. The
second part of this task would require Level4 - Visuai Match-to-Sample. This part of the
task involves matching the position of the resident's own leg to the leg in the picture.
5. On the desk i s a "math machine, " which is a f o m of a calculator. Every time a key labelled
"game" is pressed, a different mathematical problem appears. The staff instnicts the client to work
with the calculator. The correct responses indude:
i) Reading the mathematical problem.
task.
This is a Level

ii)

Pressing the appropriate keys to enter the answer.
task.
This is a Level

m e r s : The first part of this task is classified as a Level 6 because the individuai must
be able to read the problem. The second part of the task is also classified as a Level6
because it requires higher intellectual fbnctioning (that is, the individual m u t have some
mathematical skills in order to answer the problem).

6. A client is sitting in a wheelchair. A staff approaches the resident and places a spoon
imrnediately before the resident's lips. On the spoon is some apple sauce with one or more pals
placed in the sauce. The staff instructs the client to open her mouth. The correct response involves
the client opening her mouth so that the staff may place the spoon inside. The staff member models
task.
the correct response of opening her mouth. This is a Level

Answer: This task is classified as a Levef 1, an imitative rask, because the staff modelai
the correct response.

7. There are many clients, and one staff member in a room. Bill wants to play hide-and-seek.
t
response is for Bill to approach the staff member and hide his eyes.
i) The f ~ scorrect
task.
This is a Levei
ii)

When the staff member went and hid, the second correct response is for Bill to go
and Find the staff.
This is a Level
task.

Answers: The f r s t part of this task is classified as a Level3, or a visual task. Bill must
be able to see in order to be able to approach the staff member and not another client.
The second part was also classifie. as a Level 3 because B U r m e s the use of sight to
fiid the staff member,

8. A client is seated in the dining room at a table. There is a plate containing meat and other foods
on it, in addition to a M e , fork, and spoon. The position of the utensils changes from thne to
t h e . The correct response involves picking up the knife and fork and cutting the meat.
This is a Level
task.

Answer: This task is ciassified as a Level 3, a visual task. Because the position of the
utensils changes, the client would need to be able to see in order to pick up the H e and
fork and cut the meat.

Sample Tasks (with s e v e d steps) to be Classified
Sometimes tasks require more than one or two steps. For example, brushing your teeth
involves several steps such as getting the toothpaste, tumïng the water on, and brushing your teeth.
The toothbrushing task may require different levels of ability to do each sep. When analyzing such
tasks into their ABLA levels, you must f ' t break them down into the steps that a client would
foiiow when performing them. The following tasks involve several steps. Each step of a task should
be classified according to the levels of the ABLA.
9. A client is standing in the washroom with a staff member. There are several puddes of water

on the floor from a toilet which has overflowed. There is a clothing room down the hallway in
addition to several other rooms. There is a wet-dry vacuum cleaner always stored in the same place
in the clothing room. On the wetdry vacuum there is a single switch which hims on the vacuum
cleawr. The staff asks the client to get the vacuum and clan up the water. The correct responses
include:
i)

Go to the clothing room.
This is a Level
task.

Answer: The fmt part of this task is classifed as a Level 2 because the clothing room is
aiways located in the same place.

ii)

I

I

Locate the vacuum cleaner.
This is a Level -task.

Answer: The second part of the task is classified as Lmel2 because the vacuum cleaner
is always stored in one place in the clothing room.

üi)

Go back to the washroom with the vacuum.
This is a Level
task.

Answer: The third part of the task is classified as a Level2 because the washroorn
remains in the same place.

I

iv)

Vacuum only the area of the floor which has water on it.
This is a Level
task.

Answer: The fouah part was classified as a Level 3 because the individual has to use
sight to detennine which areas of the floor have water on them.

10. A client is seated at a desk. There are approximately 25 ropes hanging over the wali facing the
client. There are two buckeis in ftont of the client which always stay in the same place. One of the
buckets is Nled with smalI elastic bands and the other bucket is partly Nled with the finished work
(folded ropes) (see picture). The staff asks the client to fold ropes. The correct responses involve
the client picking up a rope, wrapping the rope around his or her hand until it is cornpletely
wrapped, removing the wrapped rope from his or her hand, placing an elastic band around the now
bundled rope, and-placing the finished work in the bucket.

The correct respomes include:
Pick up one of the ropes.
0
This is a Level
task.

Answer: The fmt part of this task is classified as a Level 3 (Visuai Discrimination),
because, although the positions of the rope stays the same, the person must reach to a
different location to get a new rope from aial to trial as the ropes are removed Erom their
original hanging positions.

ii)

Completely wrap rope around hand.
This is a Level -task.

Answer: The second part is classified as a Level2 because the position of the rope
around the hand would be approximately the same nom trial to trial, and a visually
impaired prson could easily perfonn this task as rapidly as a person with vision.

iii)

Remove wrapped rope from hand.
This is a Level
task.

Answer: The third part of the task is classified as a Level2 because there is no model,
and the client always removes the rope with the same hand in about the same position.

iv)

Pick up one elastic band from the bucket and put it around the bundled rope at the
middle of the bundle.
This is a Level -task.

m e r : The fourth part is classified as a Level3 because, dthough the location of the
elastic bands stays the same, the client needs to see that the elastic is put around the
middle of the bundle, rather than at either end.

v)

Place the bundled rope into the bucket containing the other bundles.
This is a LRvel
task.

Answer: The fifth part is classified as a Level2 because the location of the bucket
containing the other bundles (the fuiished work) stays in the same place.

11. A client is seated at his desk. Left of the desk on the floor are several empty cardboard boxes
(see picaire). On the desk are bags of "Bio Blue", a product used to deodorize toilets. To the right
of the desk is the finished work. A staff asks the client to put 6 bags of Bio Blue into each
cardboard box and to place the full boxes at the right of the desk. The correct responses include:

Bags of
"Bio Blue"

i)

Pick up an empty cardboard box and place it on the table.
This is a Level
task.

Ii
Answers: The f ~ s part
t of this task is classifîed as a LeveI 2 because the empty
cardboard boxes stay in the sarne place, and are placed in the same place on the table.

ii)

Place 6 bags of Bio Blue in the box.
This is a Level
task.

Answer: The second part of the task is classified as a Level 6 because the client would
need to be able to count (requiring higher intdeciual functioning).

iii)

Place the full cardboard box at the right of the desk.
This is a Level
task.

. . ... ..

..

because the
Answer: The third part is dassified as a ' h v e l.2, a.position discrimination,
. .
.. .
filled cardboard box is aiways placed to 'the right of the d&k
IJ

1

12. A client is seated at a desk. There are three boxes in front of the client (see picnire). In one
of the boxes there are bottle caps. In another box there are bottles. In the third box there are
bottles with caps on them. Several feet away there are two large metal bins. One contains bottte
caps and the other contains bonles. AU of the boxes and buis stay in the same place. The correct

i)

Pick up a bonle without a cap h m the box on the right.
This is-a Level
task.

L

.

.

.

.

Answer: The tnst part ofthe task is classified as a Level.2 @skion Discrimination)
because the location of the box with the boafes
. .. inside is always the same.

ii) Pick up a bottle cap from the box in the middle.
This is a Level
task.

Answer: The second part is dso classified as a Level 2 for the same m s o n (the box
stays in the sarne place).

üi)

Once the cap is on the bottle, place it in the box of capped bottles.
This is a Level
task.

Answer: The third part is classifieci as a LeveI 2 because the location of the box with
capped bottles is always in the same place.

(iv)

When one of the boxes of either boales or caps is almost empty, take the box over to
the large metal bin of either boxes or caps and fil1 the box up with the matching item.
This is a Level
task.

Answer: The fourth part of this task is classified as a Level4 because it involves
matching the matenal in the large metal bins to the material in the boxes.

v)

When the other box is empty, repeat step (iv) with this box.
This is a Level
task.

Answer: The fifth part is classifiecl as a Level4 (Visual Match-to-Sample) for the same
reason as above. The dient is required to match the material in the large metal bins to the
material in the box.

Note: You can now use the ABLA test to match the learning ability of clients to the difficulty of
training tasks. But what if you want to attempt to teach to a client an ABLA level that the client has
fded? Although this is extremely difficulty to do using standard prompting and reinforcement
procedures, some success has b&n achieved teachùig failed ABLA levels using specialized training
strategies. These strategies are described in the papers listed in the Bibliography by Hazen,
Szendrei, & Martin (l989), McDonald & Martin (1991),Walker Martin, & Graham, (1991), Witt
& Wacker (1981), and Yu & Martin (1986).
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APPENDIX A-1

Score F o m

Data Sheet For ABLA Test

Subject

Observer

Tester

Date

Instnidions: If response is correct, circIe trial nurnber. If response is incorrect, place X on trial nurnber.
Continue to place Xs for incorrect responses on the lines below until the student corrects the error. Upon
correction, place a check mark on the next line below, and then move on to the next trial.

iAsb
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. ................
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Passing criterion includes 8 correct trials in a row as follows:
- 4 t&ls with foam + box
- 4 trials with foam + can
-... -

-
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..Y.5*.:.

.. .5!i.ii

8 nght in a row (counting circled nurnbers, egl counting checks during error correction)?
That's a PASS. Go to next level.

8 wrong altogether (counting X's on numbers
FAIL!!! STOP THE WHOLE TEST.

X's on lines)?

Data Sheet For ABLA Test

Subject

Observer

Tester

Date

instructions: If response is correct, circle trial number. If response is incorrect, place X on trial number.
Continue to place Xs for incorrect responses on the lines below until the student corrects the error. Upon
correction, place a check mark on the next line below, and then move on to the next trial.
b

Level2 (Position)

Cari and Box remain stable
As ;:.:.:.:.;$?,.W
, ,,

..,:.-,.>x.:<...:,............
............................
;: ........:<
,;.. : ......?;fi
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Correct container is yeliow can

8 right in a row (counting circled numbers,
That's a PASS. Go to next level.
8 wrong altogether (counting X's on numbers
FAIL!!! STOP THE WHOLE TEST.

counting checks during error correction)?

X's on lines)?

Data Sheet For ABLA Test

Subject

Obsemer

Tester

Date

Insmictions: If response is correct. circle triai number. If response is incorrect, place X on trial number.
Continue to place Xs for incorrect responses on the lines below until the student corrects the error. Upon
correction, place a check mark on the next line below, and then move on to the next trial.

'L' and 'R' indicare correct placement of can
~~d@~@&@$
........... ......i':.:
..........................
Correct response is foam in can
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8 right in a row (counting circled numbers,
That's a PASS. Go to next level.

counting checks during error correction)?

8 wrong altogether (counting X's on nurnbers 4X's on lines)?
FAIL!!! STOP THE WHOLE TEST.

Data Sheet For ABIA Test

Subject

Tester

Observer

Date

Instructions: If response is correct, circle trial number. If response is incorrect, place X on trial number.
Continue to place Xs for incorrect responses on the lines below until the student corrects the error. Upon
correction, place a checkmark on the next line below, and then move on to the next triai.

'L' and 'R' indicate correct placement of can
'b' indicates to present little red box.
'c' indicates to present small cylinder.

8 right in a row (counting circled nurnbers,

counting checks during error correction)?

That's a PASS. Go to next level.

8 wrong altogether (counting X's on numbers a X's on lines)?
FAIL!!! STOP THE WHOLE TEST.

Data Sheet For ABLA Test

Subject

Tester

Observer

Date

Instructions: If response is correct, circle trial number. If response is incorrect, place X on trial number.
Continue to place Xs for incorrect responses on the lines below until the student corrects the error. Upon
correction, place a checkmark on the next Iine below, and then move on to the next trial.

"Lwand "Rn indicate correct placement of can

8 nght in a row (counting circled numbers.

counting checks during error correction)?

That's a PASS. Go to next Ievel.

8 wrong altogether (counting X's on numbers
FAIL!!! STOP THE WHOLE TEST.

X's on lines)?
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Introduction
A major difficulty in teaching basic skills to severely developmentdiy disabled

persons is to decide what should be taught to whom. Why are some severely
developmentally disabled individuals capable of performing a certain task whüe other
individuais of the sarne developmental level are unable to perfom the task even after
hundreds of attempts? Why are certain individuais successful at mastering some training

tasks, yet unable to perfom seemingly similar tasks even &er hundreds of trials? HOWcan
teachers lcnow which types of tasks an individual c m perform? When preparing daily
activity schedules for these students, are there certain characteristics in tasks that a teacher

should becorne aware of to maxirnize the student's chance for successful performance?
Psychologists Nancy Ken and Lee Meyerson devoted considerable time to the snidy
of how developmentally disabled individuals l e m to perform everyday self-care, educational

and work related tasks. They noted that successfu1 performance of many daily tasks requires
the ability to recognize the difference behween the positions of objects (a position

discrimination), between the appearance of objects (a visual discrimination), and between
various sounds (an auditory d i s c ~ t i o n ) .For example, for a person to be capable of a
visual discrimination they m u t be able to recognize the difference between two sights, e.g.,
a picture of a bat versus a picture of a ball. For a person to be capable of an auditory
discrimination they must be able to recognize the diHerence between two sounds, e.g., the
spoken words "bat" and "ball". If a person does not have the ability to make these
discriminations, then tasks which require these abilities will be very difficult for that person
to perform.
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Kerr and Meyerson suggested that individuals who are unsuccessfbi at certain daily
tasks may be deficient in their ability to make relatively simple position, visuai, and auditory

discriminations which are prerequisites for these tasks. They developed practical, easy to
conss~ct,and easy to use instrument cailed the Assesment of Basic Learning Abiüties

(ABLA; Kerr, Meyerson, & Flora, 1977). The ABLA (formerly caiIed the AVC test)
rneasure the ease or difficulty with which a saident can leam to reliably perform the
prerequisite skills involved in rnost daily tasks. The following pages (copied fiom an article
written by Kerr, Meyerson and Flora) describe the six levels of the AVC.

PART 1
iMENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN AND ADULTS
1

THE MEASUREMENT OF MOTOR, VISUAL AND
AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION SKILLS
NANCY KERR, LEE MEYERSON, and JUNE A. FLORA

In several schools for retarded persons, over the years, one persistent
puzzle for the authon has k e n the
inexplicable failure of some children
to learn a new discrimination under
the same systcm of reinforcement of
successive approximations, and with
the same teacher, that previously had
resulted in rapid learning of other
discriminations. For example, a severely retarded child learned CO recognize his own printcd name after
15 ~rainingtrials but still performed
at chance Ievels on color, size, or
shape discrimination after hundreds
of training trials. Because ic is impossible CO ascribe this kind of failure to
new or unskilled teachers, an untested program, wcak reinforcers or
similar sources of cxperimcntal error, we wcre impelled to examine
more cloxly the nature of the discrimination skilk rcquired to master

h c learning tasL commonly presented CO retarded pers0ns.l

Our examinauon of cumcuia for
retardaces in many programmed and
traditional training settings revealcd
chat. rcgardless of the speafic tasks
that were taught in different settings
CO different age groups, the foilowing
kinds of behavior frequently were
required.
'We wcre aidcd in c h i search by Harlow's
(1949) rcsearch on kaming-CO-Icarn
skXs in
Iower organkms; and by Mcyemn's (1956)
o b x ~ t i o nt h a c rcurdtd childrcn. who had
normal hearing for pure tonu. performed leu
welI chan norrrulIy inceiiigent children on t
mczsurc of huring for s p t c h ,

Kerr. Meyerson. and Ftora

a n single it out correcdy no rnatter
The beginning sceps of many whcre it appears in relation to the
teaching prograrns assume that the names of other children- A child's
leamer will foUow a demonstration mothcr is a visual Sd for approach
performed by the teacher. For ex- behavior if slhe runs LO her, no matarnpIe, she rnay put an object into a ter whcre she appeats in relation to
concainer and ask the chiid to do othcr people. A visual dirahination
is present also if a +id consisrendy
Iikcwise.
piaces an objea in one container reprdless of its posiuin relative to a
Position Dircncnmmr&
diffcrent looking containerMany early Ieamings require that
chiidrtn respond appropriatdy to IOcations of objecrs that remain in rel- M&h-ro-Samplt
Many dassroom tasks that arc preativefy fixed positions. A child may
Ieam to put toys in a box; to go to his curson to concept learning require
own bed rachcr chan sorneone else's; ski11 in matching-to-sampk. Children
to pIace a towel in the dothcs hamper may s o n objecu according to color o r
rather than in the commode; CO pro- sizt; andior match figures to the cutceed from the dassroom door to che out recases of p d e boards. Stubüs outside. A child who scarts from dents Ieam to draw lines similar to
the same place tach rime, and en- those shown on a samplc sheet of pagages in motor behavior that lcads in pcr, or to place toys on shelves that
an appropriate direction, is making are IabeIed with pictures. Although
a position response. Although vision children may not be under the verbai
may be used, a correct rtsponsc does conmol of the words "same" or "difnot necessarily depend on hoking at ferent," some are able to pair two
what is being done, A child who con- stimuli chat are identical in one resistendy phces an object in a con- spect. such as color. A child demontainer on the Ieft, when two con- srrates matching-tolampk behavior
tainers are prcsented in a fixed if, whcn allowed to view yellow and
position, is rnaking a simple position red receptacks and then prcsented
sequencialIy with a yellow cyrinder
discrimination.
and a rcd cube, sfhe piaccs the yeiiow
cyIinder in the ycIlow on and the red
Visual DLrcmninolion
cube in the red boxA child demonstrates that an abject
has become 'a visual, discriminative
SUrnulus (Sd) .when slhe follows the A u d b y DircrimiMLiOIL
Much training is faditated if the
object as it moves around in relation
to odier stimuli. A chilci's printed learner responds appropriately to a
name is a controliing Sd when sfhe word spoken by the teacher. A child
Imitation

MEASUREMENT OF DISCRIMINATION SKILLS

is under the control of verbal Sdr if
slhe consistcntly p u s a neutral. nonmatching objecc in the appropriate
container when the examiner says,
"Put it in the red box" or "Put it in
the yellow cm." In this task, correct
responding to an auditory discrimination does not require vision if the
two containers remain the same
position.

Audirory-Vinuzl Combiitrd
D i r m M r n i ~ i o(AVC)
r,
Programs designed to teach simple
concepts such as color, shape. sire, or
identification of objects o r picturcs,
generally require chat the child corne
under the simultaneous control of
visual and auditory Sds. Only a
learner who has AVC discrimination
skiIls can identify one of two randomly designated objects requested
vocdly when the spauaI position of
the correct object changes mndornly
from right to left on trial to triaL2 A
child demonstrates AVC ski11 if slhe
puts a object into a yellow can or a
red box, when the position of the
containers and the teacher's requesr

'In the s@diud craining of the blind,
mtny concepts are uughr by combining auditory S& with taauaI andfor kincstheuc S&
(ATC or AKC). The d u f may learn concepcs
by way of multiple visuai discriminations
(WC) andfor v i s d S& cornbincd with ucrlul
andor kinesthecic S& W C or VKC). However, mcncally rttarded youngsters who have
no known visual or audirory impairment. are
generaiiy exposcd to trzîning programs dut
rquirc AVC dixriminauon for success.

for one or the other are alternated
rando mly.

Most baseline measures designed
for retardates arc checklkts of rclatively giobai, learned behaviors. Assessments are made of eaung skills,
dressing cornpetence, toileting independence. o r slüll with numbers o r
colors. These assessrnenu measurc
outcornes. They do not identify the
discriminations that are required for
successful performance. Global
rneasures have limited utdit). both in
speafying the cornponent discriminative skills that a child has in his repertoire and in idenufying what
discriminations need to be developed
for furLher leaming to occur.
Baseline measures of imitarion and
the five kinds of discriminations described, which are more basic than
complex c h e c ~ t sof performance,
may be more useful measures. If it
were known, for example, that particular chirdren learn some Ends of
discriminations more quickly than
others, programs teaching a variety
of behaviors couId be used that reguire only the easily made discriminations. At die same tirne, the children could be given intensive,
sequenual. training programs designed to produce rnastery of more
difficult discriminations. The end re-:
suIt would be a procedure that would
facilirate teaching and reduce frusuation in iearning.

-

Facts about the AVC

+

The AVC discrimination tasks are arranged h m Level 1, least difficult, to Level 6,

the most difficult. This is referred to as a difficulty hierarchv. Therefore, an individual who

has passed a particuiar level will be successfril when taking the lower levels. Funher, an
individual who has failed a pariicular Ievel will not be successful when attempting higher

levels.

+

Another fiding about the AVC is that when an individual fails a level on the AVC,

teachùig that individual how to pass that level is very dmcult.

For example, if a person

fails LeveI 4, s/he often continues to fail that level even after hundreds of trials.

*

One of the most significant ments of the AVC is that the student's test perfomiance

can be used to predict the type of daily tasks that a student wil1 be able to successfully
master with relative ease. This ability to predict the student's performance on other tasks is
called predictive validity . If an individual passed Level 4, visual match-to-sample, for
example, you could predict that s/he would readily learn everyday, visual match-to-sample

&ks, nich as sorting siiverware at a restaurant. If that person passed Level 3 but failed
Level 5, you would know that slhe could complete everyday Level 3 (visual discrimination)

tasks, such as washing vegetables until they are fiee from dia, but that person would
experience great difficulty mastering a Level 5 task (auditory discrimination), such as being
able to discriminate between the spoken words "cream"vs. "sugarnspoken by a customer in

the cafeteria on the job site.

To Leam how to test someone on the AVC, the following appendices have been
copied from the same article writeen by Kerr, Meyerson and Flora as above. Appendix A is

the Data Recording F o m that you wiIl be completing while you test the student; Appendix

B describes whar the student must do to pass a level of the AVC; and Appendix C provides
general insiructions for giving the tesr. Please take this time to review pages 9-19.

Appendix A

APPENDIX A

DATA RECORDING FORM

f m - o m : I f rrsponx is amse. a h t e tritl nurnkt. I f resporue is h c o p h~œ X on trkl
numbcr. The ork is coarpletr when eight (8) aoniccutivc c o m c t tnJI ut =de,
Dkonünue when cigtct (8) errors have aaumuiated, Ermn chat oaur as pur o f
cormsion a i a i ( s e proctdurcr) b u i d k undtriined, X if a chiid corrtar an
e m r during a c o d o n aul do n a record a corrm crial.

Tad i l @emonsu;ition)

T d #3

Remsent one container at a rime
T a s : RrdBtxr

1 9 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16
Y e k

1 P S 4 5 6 7 . 8
9-101 1 12 13 14 15 16
Nota:

Task RZ (Position)
CorstimuIus is

Nota:

ydow

a n (Cui

Tm:

(VisuII)

Correct nimulus is yeüow a n (or
srne as Tuk 62) posiüoned as indiatcd below.
L R L L R L R R
1 2 9 4 5 6 7 8
R L L R L R R L
9 IO 11 12 13 14 15 16
L L R L R R L R
17 18 19 20 21 22 25 24
R R L R L L R L
25 26 21 28 29 30 5 1 52
L R R L R L L R
33 34 35 36 37 SB 39 40

Tak rt4 (Marching-to-Sample)
Red Box and Ycllow G n alternate u
indiaud. Prcxnt Red C u k e x ) or
Yciiow Cytinder (can) as indiaud
below.

Tak M (AVC)
C o r n a simulus is what you u k for

as indiarcd klow. Conuincn aiccrnau as indiatcd btlow.

Tliak

R R L L R R L L
B C C B C B C B

Ta:
R
C
1
L
B

R
B
2
L
C

L
B
3
R
B

R
C
4
R
C

L
C
5
R
B

L R L
B B C
6 7 8
L L R
B C B
9 10 11 12 19 14 15 16
L L R L R R L R
B C C C B C B B
17 L8 19 20 21 22 23 24
L R L L R R L L
B B C C C B B C
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
L R L L R R L L
B B C C C B B C
SS 34 55 56 57 38 39 40
Noces:

Task #5 (Audirory)

C o r n stirnuh is the one you ask
for Y indicated below. (Containers
rcmain stable.)
Tri*

B B C B C C B C
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
C B C C B C B B
9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16
C B B C B C C B
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
B C B B C B C C
25 26 27 28 29 30 51- 32
B C C B C B B C
33 34 SS 36 37 38 39 40
Nota:

L L R R L L R R
C C B C B B B C
9 10 I l 12 15 14 15 16

L L R L R R L L
C C B C B C C B
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
R L R R L L R R
B C B B C C B C
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
L L R L L R R L
C B B C C B B C
SS $4 S5 36 $7 38 39 40
Nota:
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APPENDIX B
Two earIy decisions, namely, to use rneaningful words as auditory stimuIi
and to aIIow the appropriate visual a n d auditory stimuli to be present during
al1 the tasks. may make the sorting out of the necessary andior suffisent
conditions for succcss on each task somewhat confusing
T h e firsr decision, the choice to use the words Ycllow can and Red box as
scimuli, did not imply that the strident had to understand the concepu of
a n , box o r çolor to succeed. Nor were the participants neccssarily Iearning
chose concepts as rhey Iearned the discrimination rasks. The words were simply rwo auditory stimuli; success was possible if the person perccived chcm
as two difftrent sounds and assoüated cadi with the proper container. The
task could have k e n administeredjust as effectiveIy with nonsense syUabIesOur only reason for using r e d words was that it setmed alrnost immoral to
spend a lot of time teaching rerarded children nonsense; and we wished to
avoid the possibIity rhat a child rnight go home and stan caIiing boxes "wugs."
T h e second decision, to allow dl visual and verbal stunuii to k present
rather than to test for each skill in isolation, was made because we were q i n g
to sirnulate the conditions under which training would ordinarily occur in
school and to rnake the tasks as casy as possible. Thtrefore. the child, when
making the position discriminauon, for example, could boch see the stimuli
and hear che auditory cues. He was free to udize these cues if he could, but
tticy were not necessary for success.
FolIowing is a d e d c d descripuon of the effects of these nvo decisions on
the degree to which each task provided the necessary a n a o r sufficient conditions for making the discrimination named in that task.
Imhriorr, The nccessary and sufficient conditions for passing the imitation
task were as follows: (a)the abiIity co irnitatc the demonstration of a modcl,
(b) enough motor coordination to grasp a piccc of foam and put it in the
container, and (c) enough coopencion to complecc the task. Thercfore, failure on the first task couid nul be interpreted CO mean that the child was unable
CO imitate. Somc cercbrd palsied children could nos be ttstcd with the materials emptoyed; and, despite the fact tSat most children with exueme khavior problcrns were tested successfully, an occasional child could not be
induced to coopcrate-cven by testers with outstanding behavior modification skills.
Podion Dirc+nhdon. Responding to the discriminative stimuli produced
by the child's own motot movemcnu provided onIy a sufficient condition for
success on this msk. A person couId be lacking kincsthtuc or proprioceptive
feedback and p a s by rcsponding to the visual Sd. T o make the motor cues
borh the necessary and sufficient condiuon for success, the child would be
testcd whi1e he was blindfolded, but only in mre instances would therc by
any reason for needing such information.

APPENDIX
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V W DisLrimi~tiOn. Perception of the visual S& ( a n and box) provided
bodi the necessary and sufficienr cues for passing the taslr- If the child visually
mcked and responded to rhe samc objecs no matrer what posiuon in was it.
s/hc succeeded. Conversely, no matter how well the student understood what
f i e was supposeci CO do, or what auditory S& were presenr, s/he could not
p a s the test with eyes dosed.
Match-:O-samplr. The vkud siin&+
between the cube and box and betwcen the cylindtr and can consucutcd a sufficicnc condition for passing the
task. However, because t h e auditory S& were present. a child could succeed
by emptoying AVC skills.
More recendy, in work wirh normal infants. it was of inceresc to determine
with ceruinty wherhcr the matching-to-sample behavior was solely under the
convol of visuai stiaiuli, Thercfore, the auditory cues, "Put it in the red box"
(or yellow an). were eiiminated and beurnt "Where does thk go?"Aiso. die
insûucuons given priot to cadi new task eliminated any naming of the objem. (Sec Appendù C Cor details.) This s m d procedural change crtaced a
situaùon in which the visuai similaritics between the rnanipuianda and containers were the necessary and sufficienc Sdc for success. T h e resulu from a
new group of 20 normal youngstcrs beween 2 and 3 y e a n of age who had
AVC ski& indicated thac, regardlcss what was said, they used the visual cues
to match-ro-sample (Texidor. 1976). They were tested f h t with the new instructions and thcn with the old. N o chiId made an emor with either procedure; under both sers of instrucüons, th& eyes daned back and forth h m
the containers on the rabte to rhe cube or cytinder in hand as thcy d e a d t d

where to place i
t
Subsequent work (Chapters 4.5. 7. and 8) with borh normal and retarded
chiidren confirmed the belief that children respond CO the visual simularity
in the Match-CO-samplerask. Their behavior on marching-CO-samplewith the
new insuuctions was identical to that of children who reccived the ofd
instructions- ' ~ ~ u d Dismiki~tion.
i ~ o ~
The Auditory Sdr constkute a necessary. but not
suffiatm condition for success on this task. Becawc the can and box remain
in the same posiùon. vision k not necessary . One could Icam CO go to the
righc when hcaring Red box and to the lcft when hearing Ycllow can Or.
widiout a position dismminauon. AVC skiIls could be employcd. fhere k no
way to test for chis cype of auditory dLmminauon widiout combining ic wich
some ocher discrimination. An observer cannot teil whether two sounds have
been perceived as different unless the subjecr produces different responses
in the prescnce of each.
AttdiroipVYunl Combinetf OisCmnUlocion (AVC). Visual dixrimination. auditory discriminacion. and the appropriate pairing of sound and objecr pmvide
the necessary and sufficient conditions for success. A penon could fail if he
Iacked eirhcr visual or auditory discrimination, or. having borh. failed ro pair
the visual and auditory stimuli appropriacely-

'

*
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1. PIease read al1 materials carefully. if a procedure is d e s a i d fuiiy in
an earlier task, the full description is not repeated in krer mks.
2. Gatha togecher al1 necessary materials and bc sure you understand how
to use them in each tark.
3. Be sure you understand how CO correct e n o n and how to score the
independent rcsponses at the end of a corrcceon triai.
4. Be sure you undentand the diffcrence becween no response and incorrect rcsponse.
5. Be sure you undersrand how to r a d the single and double coder on the
data sheets.
a, 1 and II aren't coded.
b. 111and V have a single code (III to teil you if the corrcn can should
be on the right or the lefi, and V ro tell you xhedier to ask for the
"yeliow a n " or "red box")
c IV and VI arc double coded. Uw one Sine of the code to t d you
wherher red box should be on righr or left. In IV use the second code
line to tell you whecher to give chc child rhe cyiiider or cube; and in
V I wherher to ask for the "yellow can" o r ^red bor"
6. Having done al1 this. work through these tests with someone who alrcady
knows what he's doing!

1.

Big, yellow. plain, round a n

2. Litde, red. srriped, square. box
3. Neutral color or white wad of rubber foam
4. One s m d , yellow cyIinder
5. Ont md1, red cube
6. Data sheet and pen
7. An assortment of reinforcers candy, chips. juice, waur

1. Dernonstration (Imitation)
II. Position
IIL. Visual Discrimination
1V. Match-to-sample
V. Audirory Discrimination
VI. AVC ( Audio-visual combined discriminarion)

1. Imitation

1 at a rime 1 in front

a) Pur foam in 'Put it in'
(2 &)

rubbcr foam.
cylinder. cube

b) Pur foam in
box (2 nUk)

Pur cube
in box (2

C)

*)

d) Put
cyiinder
in cui (2

a)
II. Posiüon

Ydow a n

DUcriminacion

'Whm does
it go?"

III. V i d
D-inacion

Yeiiow a n

'Where daes
it go?"

IV.Maccb*
Sampk

3 Yeilow a n

-Whtre doer
2 go?"

neud

(rubkr foaxn)

b) Red box

a) Yellow a n

b) R e d box

a) 'Put it in
neuuai
Lhe yelIow
(rubkr foam)
ahw
b) 'Put it in
the md b o ~ t (presented

-Y)
VI, AVC AuditoryV i d Combincd

Discrimination

2

A

a) YeUow a n

psicion
randorniy

b) Red box

a) 'Put ic in
the yellow
an.'b) 'Put ic in

neutral
(rubkr foarn)

the tcd box."

(PrtKncd

'ondomll)
'This ubIe shows the stimuli b a t arc k i n g employed in m r c h currcntly in proFeu.

Note

rhu rhe audiroy S i s for Tasb II. III. and IV arc dif5ennt fmrn those sliown in Table 1 of the
re*t Sn AppendU B for apltnation of change-
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God: (1) T o sec if child can and wiil follow a demonstration of 'putung it in
the cm"; (2) T o insure chat he can use the mareriais needed in the other
tasks.

M-:

Can, box, rubber foam. cube, cyiinder, rcinforcen, data sheer, and

P=nSeffing.: Place onc can on table in front of child. (When dhe has four correct
responses with one container. repeat whole procedure wirh other conrainer)
Demonsrrate putting a piece of foam in the
D m ~ i ~ l r a t and
ia
containec hdp a d do it; let chiid do it alone. When dhe does so. you
are ready to stan scorlig. Use whatever verbal explanariun secms comfonable. (S/hef probably not listenïng anyway.)
Pmcedure: Givc child another piece of foam and say,p it in. You may r e p t
the insrnicrion, PUZ ir in and gesture, but don'r physically guide die
response.
C m e c t Rcspme: If dhe does put it in. praise child, hand child another piece
and Say, Put it in. After four consecutive responses, swirch conrainen,
demonstrate again and repeat procedure. (Cirde number of dam shcer)
Offer food intennicrcntly (whatever it cakes to kcep diüd rtsponding).
Use foam rwice wich each container; cube rwice wirh box; cylinder twicc
with a n 1ru:mect Resparc If foam lands anywherc but in conrainer. response is
wrong (place x over number of data shcet), stan over, and correct che
response. saying, N o 4 gocr in h,
dernonstrate. help do ir and ask chiid
CO do it "aii by yourself" (If s/he correms ar this point, do no2 mmk on dara
shcet. If s/he makes another incorrect response ac thir poLic, nme amrhrr
m w o n l i z r d a t a s ~ c t u, d h n o ~ t b t i L w a f m a & m a c m e Ç t i o n r M 1 , and
repeat demonsnarion, help, and requesc for independent response).
No Rcrponse: DO not xore any response u n d the &Id lets go of the foam.
A rrial bcgks when slhc has the foam in hand and p u say, Put it in, a n d
ends wich a xore of c o m a or incorrect when d h e lets go of it
CriuMn for Failure: On the 8th incorrect responsc-givc up! Don't ny to go
on with ocher tash. Slhc may be a bright chiid who sïrnply a n ' t grasp or
coordinatc enough to use the materiaIs, in which case we need CO find
uiother rcsponx f i e can make. or f i e rnay not undentand what's going
on, in which case dhe needs CO go inro an imitation program.
C d m k for S m : 4 c m c u t i v e correct responses using e u h container.

.

II. POSITIOSDISCRIMINATION
Goal: To sec if the child can and will put the foam in the same container each
Ume, when given a choice of wo. when consiners are lcft in the same
position.
Matctirzk: Sarne as 1.
SeLLmg: Can and box placed in front of child.
Cmrcd R s p m e : Placing foam in yellow an.
Drmarrttration mrd I p m u d m : Show child tach conrainer and idenufy ir Say
Now W
il in hcrc, demonstrate, help do i t ask child to do it done. When
- f i e does. you are ready.to staxz
Pzoccdure: Give diild another piece of foarn and Say, W h m &es ic go? Leave
cans in the same posiuon chrough this task, and die yellow can is a l w q s
correct. Just Ieave die red box sitting there ignored. You may repeat the
instrucrion, but give no additional verbal or physid dues.
Conect Rapot~sc:Drops foam in yellow can, or if child's hand goes into can
up to wrist Say, good, and get child to drop it. Praise &ild for every
correct response and offer food intermittendy.
Incmrect Rqkmse: D m ps foarn in red box. Remove foam and Say,No-hcre's
whcre it gou, demonstrate. heip, etc. Scoring the same as in Demonstration4.e.. if slhe makes anocher error on correction trial count another
e n o r . If s/he corrects, don't mark anything.
No R(isponse: Don't score any respome und1 the chïld has put it in one
container or the other. If s/he chrows it or eau it or othenvise disposes
of the foam, f i e is simply not doing the task, dhe's not doing it wrong.
(This is different from the imu~ctionsfor 1. but wiu rernain m e for al1
subsequent tests). An incorrect response k scored o d y if foam is put
in the wrong container.
Ctirmmm
for Fadure: On 8th error, stop. Continue with III.
Critmmm
for Pas: 8 c m e c u ~ i u rcorrect responses.

III. VISUALDISCRIMINATION
Cod: To sec if child can and wi11 follow the same "correct" container when

iu position changes.
M&:

Sarne as 1,

.
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Settingr Can and box in front of chiId. Rmrovc c-rurs
c t f ~euch t&i and
repke in sam podkn O+ uiWI ponüonr accordmg CO CO& on &tu shcr W n dom alcemation).
Cimet Responsc: Y ellow can. Say. Whcrr does i go? Use scm correct responx
as you did for II. Ai1 thal's differcnr now is chat the ydow cui s r a n s to

move!
Proccdurr: Same as II except for aiternaring position of containers randomly.
Cmrcct Rrrparc Sarne as II.
Incmect RLspmse: Same as II.
No Rcsponre: Sarne as II.
Cnimmon
forFdure: Samc as II. Continue through Y anyway, and if no more
are passed, stop.
C-n
for SUCCLZS:
Same as II.
If chiid has goneri this Eu s u c c e ~ h
y 5vc minutes or so, continue
with TV, V, and VI, Otherwise, terminate session

IV.MATCH-TO-SAMPLE
T o see if drild can and will compare two simikr visual srimuli and phce
appropriate o b j m in its "matching"container.
M-:
Can, box, d r c p k of cmi und box, &ta shect and pen.
Setïirrg= Can and box m fi-ont of chiid- Remove containers aftcr cadi trial and
alternate randomly as in III. Aho. prcscnt s m d replica (cylinder or cube)
accordhg to code on data sheet. Data shcet is double coded hert.
Corn Respumc: If the child puts,che y d o w cylindcr in the y d o w c m or the
rcd cube in the red box, snit is corrcn
D C ~ O Nand
I 1
~ ~ ' :Show chiid each conrainer u i d the objcct to k
put in each. Compare yeiiow cylinder with yellow can. demonsrmu. help.
and ler child do i
t Compare red cube wirh red box. and go through it aIl
again. When Jhe has succcrtfully piaced cadi object Li its appropriate
container, you'rc ready to s t a h
Proccdvrc Same as II exccpt for foilowing double code on dam sheer to determine how to switch containers and whethcr to hand child r d cube or
yeiiow cyiiider. Give appropriate verbd insrniaïon:Whrr don ir go?
Comecz R~sponrc:Procedure sarne as If.
Go&:

Incorrecî R r r p a e : Procedure same as II (correcüon, etc.).
N o Rcsponrc: Sarne as 11Crirm'mf4t Failure: Same as II.
Crilmonfm Pas: Same as II. (dhe will put appropriate o b j m in appropriate
s n regardless of psirion of a n or whecher f i e is dealing with cube or
cy Iindcr.)

Goai: T o sec if the chilci can and will respond correcdy to rwo different speech
sounds, Ye&w can and Red box
M&k:
Same as 1.
Seuing: Can and box in fronr of chiId. t u r v c rhnn ùz same position tAr01cgtbu'
rhir tark
Dmmtration und I m t n d o n : Give instructions, Put ir in the r d box, or Put if
in die yellow can, dcmonstrating, helping, and letting child do it Speak
dearly and draw out "y+-1-Io-w c-a-n" raising voice slightIy at end. Say
"red box" sIowly but in stacatto fashion in lower voice, mis wÏii give the
grcatcst chance of having the two rquests sound as diffcrcnt as posshIe.)
Continue to rnake them differenc throughout taskProcedurc Givc another piece of foam and Say, Put it in thr yeiiow can or Put
ir in the red box depending on code on data sheer. (Single code on data

sheet)
C o m c t Re~pome:Procedure same as II.
I n c o r n Rapomc: Procedure sarne as II except chat the words "yeiIow an"
and "red box" can be used during corrccùon uiais.
No Resporrie: Samt as II.
CritmmonfiFa& Same as II.
Cd&
for Pas: Same as II.

VI. AVC (AUDITORY
AND VISUALCOMBIKED
DISCEUMINA~ON)
C o d - T o sec if the drild wi1I associate a particuiar auditory stimulus wich a

panicular visuai stlnulus. when visuai surnulus changes position and order
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mis

of audirory srimulus is randomired.
skiU k n s m for idcnsying
piccures in a book. lcaming simple conceps likc shapc, color, srire, laming
nurnbers, etc)
M&:
Same as 1.
Setting: Same as bcforc, ucept chat container. a r remord
~
a f ~ or c h niai
and rcpiacd accordhg u> d e on data shccc (mdomly dtenuiing) and
T~QUCS~S
for - r d boxwand u y e l l o ~
a
'
'
arc -do-d
vmrding lo code
on dzu shcer (Double coded &ta s h s )
Dmmst~ationund Imtmcth: Same as V.
Pmrcdtue: Same as V olccpt that positions of conviner. h g e randomly.
Cmecf Rppontr: Same as V.
I ~ ~ U M GRCn-L:
Sune as vNO Rrrporrcr: Same as V.
C n M M i for Fd: Same as V.
Cr-fm
P a : Some as V.
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Administration of the Kerr-Meyerson

ABLA Test
Comprehension Exam
The following questions are based upon information about the
ABLA which you have read and reviewed in the first portion o f A
Self Instructional Manual for the Ken-Meverson ABLA Test, by

Lorraine DeWiele and Garry Martin. Please wmplete the exercise

by filling in the blanks with the wrrect words or circling the correct
answer where appropnate.

1.

If an individual is unable to complete a single response at a particular level then the
tacher should regard the assessrnent as invalid / classifv the student at the ~receding
level .

2.

Prior to presentation of the can during testing of Level 1, the student should have
demonstrated

correct responses with the foarn and the box.

3.

Level 3 is a two-choice

4.

If a student passes Level 3 of the ABLA, the student is likelv I not likely to pass
Level2,

discrimination.

162
The three objects (not the containers) presented to the student during testing of

various ABLA levels are a

y

, and a piece of

a

-

may be provided after approximately every three

Other rewards such as

correct responses.

To obtain the student's attention prior to each trial, the teacher should offer the

tud dent some fniit / state the student's name,
The error correction procedure consists of a

,a

, and an opportunity for an
Dunng the testing of Level 1, you should place

container(s) in front of the

student at a time.
The ABLA involves a simple

task and 5

-

discrimination tasks which

are presented to the student in a specific order.
If a tester lwks at a data recording form and sees a circle around trial #1, an 'X'

over trial #2, two Iines under trial #2 and another 'X' over trial #3, the performance

by the student when given an opportunity to respond independently was one rieht,
four wrong /
one rbht. three wrone. one right. one wrong.

If a student has performed two correct responses on a particular level and then makes

an error, following the two correct trials, the teacher should place an

next trial number and perform the
Level6 is an

plus

procedure.

combined discrimination.

over the

163
14.

If a teacher looks at a da& recording forrn and sees an 'X'over trial #1, an 'X'over
trial #2, and a circle around trial #3, the performance by the student when given an

opportunity to respond independently was three wrone. one neht I one wrone. one
riphtc one wrone.
- two r i-~ h t .

15.

The containers involved in the testing of L m 1 6 - Auditory-Visual are the

the

16.

and

.

During the testing of Levels 2 through 6 the teacher records an incorrect response if
the student places the foam anvwhere other than in the correct container / in the

incorrect container.
17.

The position of the containers during the testing of Level 3 - Visual discrimination are
stable / alternated fiom one trial to the next.

18.

When testing Level 4 of the ABLA, the teacher provides a demonstration, guided
hid, and opportunity for independent response with both the cube and the cylinder /

onlv the first obiect ~resented.

19.

The spoken prompt "Red Box" in the testing of Levels 5 and 6 should be presented in

a
20.

.

rnanner.

If a teacher looks at a data recording form and sees a circle around trial #1, an 'X'
over trial #2 and a circle around trial #3, the performance by the student when given

an opportunity to respond independently was one rieht. one wrone. two right 1 one
rieht. one wrong, one right.
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21.

If the student attempts to eat the foarn during the testing of Level 1 then you should

score this response as no reprise / an incorrect remnse.

The End!

1

ANSWER KEY
Administration of the Kerr-Meverson ABLA Test

1. classify the student at the preceding level 2. four; consecutive 3. visual 4. likely 5. cube;
cylinder; foam 6. edibles 7. state the student's name 8. demonstration; guided trial; independent
response 9. one 10. imitation; two-choice 11. one right, three m n g , one right, one wrong 12.
X; error correction 13. auditory; visual 14. one wrong, one right, one wrong, hvo right 15. can;
box 16. in the incorrect container 17. altemate 18. both the cube and the cylinder 19. short;
quick 20. one nght, one wrong, two right 21. an incorrect response

Appendix D

&eed Exam for ABLA Administration
The purpose of the following exarn is to test your ability to quickly and accuratdy administer
the ABLA. This is a timed exam and therefore you will be required to move through the
enam quickly in order to finish within the specified time restrictions. You have 20 minutes
to complete the exam. Some of the questions require you simply to circle the correct

answer, while others require written answers. In some cases questions may have more than
one correct answer. A data sheet is provided for your reference. When you have completed
the exam please tum your sheet over.

Please answer questions 1-6 based on the following information.

Sam, a developmentally disabled boy whom you have just met for the f i s t time, is
seated across a table from you. You wish to mess Sam's basic leaniing abilities using the

yourself, and ask Sam if h e would like to participate.

1.

First you should

2.

For Level 1, although you use both containers, you will present the

before the yellow can.
3.

You are now conducting the demonstration. The box is placed in front of the student
and the foam is in your hand. You say "Sam.

II
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Now, you begin testing on Level 1 - Imitation and let's assume that he does
not make any mistakes.
4.

You are now beginning trial #3. What container are you going to present?
-.

5.

You're now at trial fi and the container on the table is the

6.

What object would you present for trial # 6?

Please answer questions 7-1 1 with respect to the following information.

You have now finished recording the 8th consecutive correct response for Level 1

-

Imitation, and want to start Level2 - Position Discrimination.
What might you say to Sam to let him h o w you are going to begin a new task?
.-

--

--

--

-

--

The verbal prompt provided in Level 2 is "

-

--?"
You are now offerhg Sam an opportunity for an independent response. You state
"Where does it go?" and give him the foam. Sam just stares at the foam in his hand.

After about 10 seconds you should repeat his

and the

-

You are now beginning trial #3. You provide the verbal prompt and Sam places the
foam on the table. What should you mark on the recording form?

Sam places the foam in the red box. The first thing the expenmenter rnight say
before markhg the recording form is "

.

1)

8

Please answer question 12-16with respect to the following information.

You have just begun Level3 - Visual Discrimination testing with Sam.
12.

If Sam places the foam in the yellow can, what ~ g h you
t say?

13.

After giving Sam 30 seconds to respond to the verbal prompt, he gets up and starts to

cry and pushes you away. What should you do?

14.

You have just finished marking the data sheet and know that the can is to be placed

on the left, what do you do next?
15.

and -the containers,

You are beginning trial #2, the conect placement of the red box is on which
side?

16.

Sam has just responded incorrectly to trial #8 and you have marked an 'X' on the

data sheet. In the opportunity for independent response, Sam once again responds
incorrectly. What should you mark on the data sheet?

Please answer questions 17-20 with reference to the testing of Level 4.

-

You have just finished ckcling tnal#1 of Level4 Visual Match-to-Sample
Dkrimhation.

17.

You then look at the data sheet for the position of the

and for the
18.

to provide to the student.

You are ready to 'mix up' the containers for the next trial. How should this be done?
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19.

-

Once you are ready to begin the trial, you provide the object and say "

--?"
20.

,which side

You're now handing Sam the object for triai #6, what is it?
is the box on?

Please answer questions 21-25will reference to the following information.
You begin giving the verbal prompt for Level 5 Auditory Discrimination. Suddenly
before you c m finish the prompt, Sam takes the foam and places it into the yellow can.
You should wunt the trial as an error/take the foam out of the container and hold

onto it while vou

state the prompt.

On the first attempt of a later trial, Sam responds correctly and is praised. The next

thing you should do is
You see a 'B' on the data sheet for the trial, the correct verbal prompt for the trial is

In Level 5, you doldo not have to look at the data sheet for container position.

Please answer questions 25-29 based on the following information.

You are now testing Level 6 and have just circled trial #3.
25.

You now check the data recording form for 1)

26.

Trial #12 would require Sam to place the foam in the container on the
side.

, 2)
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27.

Trial #21 would require Sam to place the foam in the container on the

28.

For trial #21 Sam places the foam in the container on the left side. What would you

side,

mark on the data shed?
29.

For trial #23 Sam places the foarn in the container on the right side. What would you

mark on the data sheet?

***
30.

What can you do to prevent Sam from placing the foarn in the container before you
finish the prompt?

31.

In order to help remember what the 'R' and 'L' represent what might you do?

ANSWER KEY
S p e d Exam
1. INTRODUCE. 2. RED BOX.
3. "PUTïï IN,"
4. RED BOX. 5 . YELLOW CAN. 6. FOAM.
7. "WE HAVE NOW COMPLETED THIS TASK,
NOW LET'S TRY SOMETHING NEWw.
8. "WHERE DOES IT GO?". 9. NAME; VERBAL PROMPT.
10. NO RESPONSE IS RECORDED.
11. "NO, THAT'S NOT WHERE IT GOES."
12. "VERY GOOD SAMw. 13. STOP TESTING,
A'lXEMET AT LATER DATE.
14. MIX; POSITION. 15. LEFT.
16. A LINE UNDER TRIAL 8. 17. CONTAINER;OBJECT.
18. REMOVE THE CONTAINER'S FROM THE STUDENT'S VISION, 'MIX
THEM UP', AND PLACE THEM IN FRONT OF THE STUDENT AGAIN.
19. "WHERE DOES IT GOw.20. CUBE; RIGHT.
21. TAKE THE FOAM OUT OF THE CONTAINER AND HOLD ONTO IT
WHILE YOU STATE THE ENTIRE PROMPT. (DON'T COUNT THE
RESPONSE.) 22. MARK A CIRCLE AROUND THE TRIAL. 23. RED BOX.
24. DO NOT.
25. POSITION OF THE CONTAINER; VERBAL PROMPT.
26. RIGHT. 27. LEFT. 28. CIRCLE AROUND TRIAL #21.
29. 'X' OVER TRIAL #23.
30. HOLD ONTO THE FOAM UNïïL THE PROMPT IS FINISHED.
3 1. WRïïE PERSONAL REMINDERS ON THE DATA RECORDING FORM.

Appendix E

Task Classification Exam
The following examples were selected fiom daily tasks of residents at a residential
training centre for developmentally disabled persons. It is assurned that the client must

perform the task repeatedly.
Please clasgS these taisks accordhg to the highest ABLA level that you feel is

necessary for the resident to complete the task. You may write your ABLA classification in
the margin to the left of each task. Tasks with more than one step will need a rating for
each step.

** Use Table 1 @.4)

and "Important Questions To Ask if You Want to get your

Task Classification Rightn (p.58) to help you.

1.

A resident is standing beside a staff member. The staff member asks the resident,

"What is the weather like outside?" The correct response would involve the resident
telling the staff what the weather outside is Wre.

This is a Level

2.

task.

A resident is at an ice nnk with his skates on. He is standing on the ice with a staff

member physically supporthg him. The staff physically guides the resident to a
railhg located around the outside of the ice. The staff rnember says "try to skate,"

and points to a young girl who is holding the railing with one hand and slowly
moving her feet in order to glide forward. The correct response involves the resident
moving dong the ice the same way as the young girl.
This is a Level

task.

On the desk in front of a client is a Long, narrow, rectangular piece of wood with

3.

several holes on the top (see picnire #3). Masking tape is placed around the holes
and is colored one of several colors. The location of each color is changed by the
staff from rime to cime. There are golf tees of a variety of colors on the desk in front
of the resident. The colors of the golf tees match the colors of the masking tape.
The golf tees stay in the same place. There are also many plastic bags in the centre

of the desk. The staff asks the client to package the golf tees. The correct responses
involved

#3

Golf
Tees

i>

Pick up a golf tee

This is a Level
ii)

task.

Place the tee in the correct spot in the wood by matching the color of the tee
to the color of the tape around the hole, and repeat until the al1 the holes are
full

This is a Level

task.

iii) Remove al1 the tees and place them in a plastic bag in the centre of the desk.
This is a Level

task.
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4.

A resident has just put on ice skates in the dressing room at an ice skating rink.

There is a concrete floor. Some areas of the floor are covered with marting that
moves around from time to t h e . The resident is asked to walk on the mat to prevent
possible damage to their skates. The correct response involves the resident wallring
only on the area with the matting.

This is a Level -task-

5.

A resident is seated in a bath tub füled with water. A staff member places a wet,

soapy, face cloth in the hand of the resident and iastructs him to wash a part of his
body. The specific body part requested changes fiom time to time (e.g., sometimes
he is asked to wash his hands, sornetimes he is asked to wash his feet). The correct

response involves the resident wûshing the part of his body that he was asked.

This is a Level

6.

task.

On a desk is pile of bingo chips (see picture #6). There are four different colored
chips in the pile. There is also a long plastic container with four individual spaces.
Each space contains one color of bingo chip. The location of each color of bingo

chip stays the same. A staff member asks the resident to sort the bingo chips. The
correct response is to pick up each bingo chip and place it in the space with bingo
chips of the matching color.

Plastic Container with

Bingo Chips

This is a Level

Bingo Chips Inside

task.

The client is seated at a desk. There are three buckets in front of the client which

always stay in the saine place (see picture #7). One bucket contains plastic caps.
The other buckec contains plastic faucets. The third bucket contains the finished

work. The staff ask the client to put the faucets into the caps. The correct responses
include:

7.

(i) Pick up a cap.

This is a Level

task.

(ii) Pick up a faucet.
This is a Level

task.

(üi) Screw the faucet into the cap.

This is a Level
(iv)

Place the finished work into the bucket with the other capped faucets.

This is a Levei

8.

task.

task.

The client is seated at a desk. There are two buckets in front of the client (see
picture #8). The Location of these buckets stays the same. One bucket contains a

stack of rectangular cardboard labels (which when folded are attached to a bag of tent
pegs to form the title). These cardboard labels have a dotted line down the centre.
The other bucket contains the f ~ s h e dwork. The staff asks the client to fold labels.
The correct responses include:

8.

Pick up the label.

(i)

This is a Level

Fold the label dong the dotted h e .

(ii)

This is a Level
(iii)

task.

Place the folded label into the bucket with the other folded labels.

This is a Level

9.

task.

task-

The client is seated at the desk. There are four buckets on the desk in front of him
(see picture #9). Each bucket contains one of the following: plastic knives in bundes
of ten; elastic bands; twist ties; or the finished work. There is also a stack of plastic
bags on the desk beside one of the buckets. There is a drawing on the table of ten

hives. The location of al1 the materials stays the same. The staff ask the client to
bag cutlery . The correct responses include:
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9.

(i)

Pick up a bundle of knives and match it to one of the laiives on the drawing.

This is a Level -task.

(ii)

Repeat step (i) until all of the knives on the drawing have a bundie which
matches them.
task .

This is a Level
(iii)

Once there is a bundle on each drawing of a M e , pick up one of the bundles
and remove the elastic band.

This is a Level

(iv)

task.

Pick up a plastic bag .

This is a Level
(v)

task.

Place the 10 knives (with the elastic removed) into the plastic bag with the
handle end first.

This is a Level

(vi)

task.

Repeat steps (iii), (iv), and (v) with each bundle of knives until you have taken
the elastic off all of the bundles and placed al1 of the knives (total of 100) into
the plastic bag. Hint: It is not necessary to know that 100 knives are in the

bag

.

This is a Level -task.
(vii)

Pickupa twist tie.

This is a Levet

task.

(viii) Place it around the top of the bag and close the bag by twisting the tie.
This is a Level

(ix)

task.

Place the closed bag into the bucket with the other f ~ h e work.
d

This is a Level

task.
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10.

On the desk is a picnire of five zoo animais. The client has a highlighter marker.

The staff asks the client to search for and mark an elephant. The correct response
involves fmding each elephant and markhg it with the highlighter. Each time the
staff instructs the client to mark a different animal, that is, sometimes they may Say

mark an elephant and other times they may Say mark a bear. The position of the
animals is always the same.
This is a Level

11.

task.

The client is seated at a desk. There are two buckets in fiont of the client which

always stay in the same place (see picture #Il). One bucket contains empty plastic
bags and the other bucket contains tent pegs. On the desk in fiont of the client there
is a picture of 12 tent pegs. The staff asks the client to place the pegs into the bag.
The correct responses include:

Pichire of
Tent Pegs

(i)

Pick up a tent peg.

This is a Level
(ii)

task.

Place the tent peg on one of the tent pegs in the pichue until all the pictures
have a matching peg on them.

This is a Level
(iii)

Gather up all the pegs.

This is a k v e l
(iv)

task.

Takeaplasticbagfromthebucket.

This is a k v e l

12.

task.

task.

On the desk is a shape puzzle. This puzzle has 4 wooden pieces shaped like pieces of
fruit which fit into 4 spots of the same shape on the puzzle. The wooden pieces have
been removed from the puzzle and are on the table. The location of the pieces

changes each time the client makes the puzzle. The staff asks the client to make the
puzzle. The correct responses involve placing the shape of the banana in the space
for the banana, etc.
This is a Level -task.

Exam on Task Classification
Level6 - involves thinking about and describing the acaial weather.
Level 1- presence of a model.
i) Level 2 - tees are always in the same position;
ii) Level 4 - must match the color of the tee to the color of the masking tape
aromd the hole which changes from time to time;
fi) Level2 - tees in hole remain in the same position and bags are in the
resident's hand with the top open.
Level 3 - involves using sight to determine where the mat is to waIk on, and the
instructions are always to "walk on the mat". It's Level 3 (and not Level 2)
because the mat moves around.
Level 5 - the resident must hear the difference between the request to wash
various body parts in order to wash the correct spot, and over trials, those body
parts are in the same position.
Level 4 - the resident must match the bingo chip to the correct cornpartment of
sample bingo chips.
(i) Level 2 - Location of the caps always remains stable;
(ii) Level 2 - same reason as above;
(iii) Level 2 - there is no model, and the position of the faucet and cap is
always in the client's hands;
(iv) Level 2 - Location of the bucket with the capped faucets remains stable;
(i) Level 2 - Location of the headers remains stable;
(ii) LeveI 3 - involves using sight to fold along the dotted line;
(iii) Level 2 - Location of the folded labels stays the same.

ANSWER KEY CON'T
Exam on Task Classification

9.

10.
Il.

12.

(i) Level4 - must match the bundle of knîves to one of the lmives on the
drawing ;
(ii) Level4 - same reason as above;
(üi) Level3 - involves use of sight to detexmine where the elastic is on the
bundle;
(iv) Level 2 - location of the plastic bags stays the same;
(v) Level 3 - involves use of sight to determine that the knives are placed in the
bag with the handle end d o m ;
(vi) Level 3 - same reason as above;
(vii) Level 2 - location of the twist ties stays the same;
(viü) Level 3 - involves the use of sight to twist the tie around the top (rather
than the end) of the bag.
(ix) Level2 - Location of the finished work stays the same.
Level 5 - must be able to hear the difference between the different animals that
the staff instnicts to mark.
(i) Level2 - tent pegs always in the same place;
(ii) Level 4 - must match the tent peg to one of the tent pegs
pegs in the picture;
(iii) Level2 - pegs stay in the same position;
(iv) Level2 - bags stay in the same position.
Level4 - must match the shape of each puzzle piece to the space for each piece.

Appendix F
Session Instructions
Generd Instructions
Good-moming and thank-you for coming to this supervised field study project. On
the desk in fiont of you is a manual that contains information on how to administer an
assessrnent measuring an individual's ability to perfom simple auditory and visual

discriminations. During the three hour session today you will be asked to read the manual

and take two quiues. During the next session you will be asked to review the manual and
rake two quiues. During the third session you wili be required to actually assess an

individual, who will be role-playing somebody with a developmenfal disability. Finally, in
the fourth session you wiil review the manual again and wnte a quiz on how to classify

tasks.

While you are reading today remember that you will eventually be requested to
actually administer this test to somebody. Please use the manual to prepare yourself the best
that you can.
Please do not make any marks in the book. There is scrap paper avaüable to make
notes, and answer questions if applicable. You may also mark on the data recording forms
that you have k e n provided if you wish. We are unable to answer any questions regarding

the manual and testing procedures. Just try your best based upon the information in the

book. The results of the exams will be monitored by Dr. Martin and performance of
individual students may provide one source of information for him, for selecting students for
future research projects .

Please spend the next hour and a half reading the manual. We will then take a 15
minute break, and continue after the break for an hour and 15 minutes. If you finish reading
early, please review and study the manuai or sit quietly. You may begin.

Appendix G
Procedurai Reliability Checklist

Participant:
Tester:
IOR:
IOR & P

Procedural Reliability
Level 1
Level 1
Set U p (4 box, 4 -1

Guided Trial

Independent Response
"Put it in,lt Mode1 task

"Put it in"

....Praise
If Incorrect ... "No ...",
If Correct

Then go back to Demo.
Level 1
Set Up (4 box, 4 can)

Guided Trial
Independent Response
"Put it in,'' Mode1 task

....Prake
... "No ...",

If Correct
If Incorrect

Then go back to Demo.

Procedural Reliability
Level2

Procedural Reliability
Level3

Procedural Reliability
Level4

Procedural Reliability
Level5

Procedural Reliability
Level6

Appendix H

Consumer Satisfaction Questionnaire
Please answer the following questions on the usefulness of the manual by indicating a
number between 1 and 5 (i.e., 1 = not at all, 3 = somewhat, 5 = very good).
1.

How easy was the manuai for you to read and understand?

2.

How well did the manual prepare you for taking the quizzes on the manual?

3.

How well did the manual prepare you for the actual testing of individuals?

4.

How useful do you feel the manual is for testing developmentally disabled
individuals?

5.

How interesting did you find this experience?

Thank-you for parücipating !!!!

Appendix 1

Survey on a Clinicaily-Signifiant Difference
rground Information:
Approximately how many times have you administered the ABLA? (Please check
one.)

O - 15 times

-16 - 50 times
51 - 100 times
101+ times
Approximately how many hours experience do you have with the ABLA (i.e.,
administering, teaching others, scoring, reviewing the literahire)? (Please check one.)

O - 50 hours

-51 - 100 hours
101 - 300 hours
301 - 500 hours
501+ hours
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3.

Approximately how many years have you worked in the field of developmental
disabilities? (Please check one- )

-O - 4 years
-5 - 10 years
-11 - 20 years
-2 1+ years
Introduction
In view of your expertise on the ABLA test, we are requesting your help in socially
validating a research project that we recently completed. The project compared two
strategies for teaching university students and direct-care service providers about the ABLA

test. One strategy iovolved an experimental g m p who studied a self-instructional (SI)

manual on the ABLA. The second strategy involved an equai or greater amount of tirne,
with a control group of participants, who studied selected parts of the original Kerr-

Meyerson monograph on the ABLA. After the SI-M group and the Control group had
completed a comparable amount of studying, they were compared on six measures:
Com~rehensionExam. A general comprehension exam was administered to each of
the participants to assess their knowledge of ABLA testing procedures. The exam was
comprised of 21 short-answer and multiple-choice questions. There were no time constraints
placed on the participants with respect to exam completion.
Speed Exarn. This exam attempted to assess how quickly and accurately the
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participants couid respond to questions about the ABLA. The purpose of this exam was to
approximate the t h e restrictions present when testing individuals with developmentai
disabilities. The exam consisted of a variety of short-answer questions as well as a number of
multiple-choice questions. There were 31 questions in total and the participants were required
to complete them within 20 minutes.
Procedural Reliabilitv P
l in Administe~athe ABLA. To determine whether the
participant fol10wed the correct procedure, two individuals, independent of the participant,
completed a procedural reliability checklist during the first ten trials of each level of the
ABLA assessment. To calculate the P, both observers recorded whether the participant

followed the necessary steps in the procedure. Following administration of the test, the total
nurnber of steps upon which the observers agreed that the participant followed the procedure
was divided by the total number of steps and multiplied by 100.

Reliabilitv on Scorin~Trial bv Trial Performance of a CIient/Roleplaver. IOR
regarding the testee's score on the ABLA was determined by cornparison of the score

assessed by the participant with the score independently assessed by at least one other
observer of that testee's performance d-uing an ABLA assessment. To calculate the IOR both
the participant and an additional observer recorded each trial that the testee completed as

either correct or incorrect on the data recording form. Following administration of the test,
the total number of trials upon which the observers agreed was divideci by the total number
of trials and multiplied by 100.
Reliabilitv of the ABLA Classification of Client/Role~laver. This was aiso
detennined by comparing the ABLA classification determined by the participant, to the
ABLA level of the client as assessed by an observer in that session or to the ABLA level that

the testee role-pfayed.
Task Classification Exarn. This exam consisted of a description of 12 tasks that are
commonly presented to developmentdy disabled persons. Several of the tasks had
subcomponents, resulting in ABLA classification of 30 task-steps in total. These tasks were
previously compiled from programming and residential areas within MDC and were reliably
classified by experts (as defmed by DeWiele & Martin, 1995) on the ABLA with respect to
highest level of the ABLA necessary to complete the task successfully with relative ease.

After two training sessions, each approximately 3 hours in length, the individuals
assigned to the SI condition yielded means of 98% on the Comprehension Exam and 96% on
the Speed Exam, in comparison to means of 66% and 59% yielded by the individuals in the
Control condition on the respective exams. With respect to the applied skills of the ABLA
administration, specifically the procedural reliability of the test procedures, the reliability of
trial-by-trial scoring, and c l a ~ s ~ c a t i oofn clients/roleplayers according to the levels of the
ABLA that they can perform, the SI condition produced means of 83% , 86%, 100%

respectively. On the same rneasures of accuracy, the Control condition produced means of

68%, 86%, and 86%.
With respect to classification of tasks according to the levels of the ABLA necessary
to perform those tasks with relative ease, the individuals assigned to the SI condition yielded
a mean of 96% in comparison to that of 48% produced by the individuals in the Control

condition. For overall cornparisons of the SI and Control conditions please see the tables on
the next page.
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Table 1 - Knowledge of the ABLA Test

Table 2 - ABLA Administration

Considering the above results, please answer the following questions with a rating h m 1 to
7, where:

1 = definitely no,

7 = defiitely yes.

4 = to some extent,

Does the difference between the two groups on the comprehension test represent an
important, clinically si-cant

1

2

3

difference?
4

5

6

7

Does the difference between the speed test represent an important, clinically
signifcant difference?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Does the difference between the two groups in reliably classifying tasks according to
their ABLA levels represent an important, clinically significant difference?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Considering the combhed results of the applied measures of the ABLA administration
in Table 2, does the difference between the two groups represent an important,

clinically significant difference?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Considering the resultç described previously, and considering that the mean study tirne
for the SI condition was 4 hours 27 minutes, and the mean study tirne for the Control
condition was 5 hours 35 minutes, would you recommend the SI-M for instmcting
direct-care service providers about the ABLA?

